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PREFACE
When I started this journey into intercultural competence, I approached it as a purely
academic endeavor. I have always been interested in all things international, but that did not
occur to me until I was halfway through this study.
My grandparents were stationed in Gallarate, Italy near Milan in the 1960’s. My
Grandfather worked for Bell Helicopter and they had a relationship with Augusta, an Italian
helicopter manufacturer. They just got back to Fort Worth, Texas about the time of my birth. But
they brought with them the Italian culture, cuisine and language. When Augusta would send
people to Fort Worth to Bell Helicopter, they would connect them with my grandparents because
they were familiar with the Italian culture. I grew up with these Italian people with whom I have
never lost contact. They were as much a part of my family as my cousins, aunts and uncles.
At the end of the 1970’s, I was in the third grade, and one day a woman who was
unfamiliar to me was a guest speaker in my homeroom class. She told my class about all the
young people around the world who we could meet through a pen pal program. To this day, I
cannot remember why I wanted a pen pal, but I do remember being the first person in the room
to throw my hand in the air requesting a pen pal. A few weeks passed, and eventually, I received
a packet in the mail with a photo and a biography of my new friend. His name was Guillaume,
and he lived in the Burgandy region of France. Luckily for me, he could write in English. We
stayed in contact for several years. Eventually, we lost track of each other, but that did not end
my international experiences.
By the time I made it to ninth grade, my sister decided that she wanted a foreign
exchange student from France to come stay with us for a summer. My sister was in high school
at the time and she loved French, so she convinced my parents to play host to a young woman.
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Well, she and my sister did not really hit it off, so I became friends with this young woman from
St. Denis. She taught me some French vocabulary, the alphabet and some numerals. I asked
many questions about what it was like to live in France. I was completely captivated by all the
things she told me about her home.
In the mid-1980’s, one of my school counselors stopped me in the hall one day and asked
if I was interested in going to Europe. Well, of course, my answer was yes, but I had to get my
parents to pay for it. My grandmother offered to pay for me to go, and she came along with me.
It was an amazing experience that I will never forget. A year later, my high school band did a
student exchange with a band in Hamburg, Germany. I stayed with a family there for a month.
And, six months later, the young boy that I stayed with came to stay with me in Texas for a
month. In my senior year of high school, I decided to take German. I had already taken three
years of Latin, but I realized that I would not be talking to anyone in Latin, so I switched to
German.
For a graduation gift, my grandmother decided to take me back to Europe again. This
time, we were going to Lucerne, Switzerland which was only a three hour drive from Gallarate,
Italy where our Italian friends now lived. They came to Switzerland to meet with us and catch
up. By this point in my life, my traveling experiences surpassed general sightseeing, to meeting
people. In fact, my grandparents became close to so many people throughout their years of
traveling. When those people came to the United States, they would stay with us. We played host
to people from England, Germany, Italy, Switzerland and Greece.
I went to college right out of high school where I continued to pursue international
endeavors. I was a political science major with an interest in international politics. It was my
goal, to become an ambassador someday. I continued my German studies because I felt that there
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were enough countries that spoke German that maybe I would have a better opportunity to work
and live in one of them. By the time I graduated from college, my grandmother had taken me to
Europe two more times, but my path changed as I approached graduation. I had discovered
higher education administration. Because I wanted to go to graduate school for this new found
love, I changed my major and prepared myself for this new career.
I was accepted into higher education, but never lost my love for international
experiences. When I finally came into my own, I took my grandmother to Europe two more
times before she died. We loved to travel together. We enjoyed the opportunity to meet new
people and try new things. We discovered some amazing places. Some were remote and we
loved finding a great café or bakery. By this point in my life, I felt as comfortable in Europe as I
did in my home country. Often, I knew my way around the cities and could speak enough of the
language to get by.
As I was working on this study all of these experiences came rushing back to me because
they felt like pivotal moments in my own development of intercultural competency. I did not
think about it prior to working on the study, but as I read the literature describing the
intercultural competence model, I reflected on those moments that moved me from one
developmental stage to the next. It was a revelation that really helped me relate to the topic and
reflect on my own personal development. I believe that many people have experiences in their
life that impact their values, identity and development. When we become aware of these things,
we can become intentional learners in a lifelong journey. I hope that my story can help others
consider things in their past that has somehow touched their soul and that has helped define who
they are.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Isolationist foreign policy has long been a geopolitical value since the early foundation of
the American colonies (Hudzik, 2011). Still today, politicians in Washington, D.C. debate the
benefits of isolationism, but globalization is rapidly changing the dynamics, which will
inevitably make isolationism a thing of the past. Commercial flight has made it easy to travel
around the globe in hours. International business, free trade, outsourcing and off shore
manufacturing has provided new ways for domestic CEO’s to consider international options
when making decisions for their business and their bottom line. Finally, the internet has
dramatically impacted the way people communicate, find and share information with others all
around the globe with great ease and immediacy.
People and places around the world have suddenly become easily accessible even in
remote spots. This will undoubtedly change the way future generations will interact. To prepare
them for this rapidly changing world, colleges and universities are being challenged to imbed
intercultural competency in the curriculum because it is becoming clear that isolationism is no
longer a reality. Instead, college students will need to understand their world and how their lives
are inextricably related to others around the world. This geo-ecology will be the new reality for
students.
In 2002, higher education leaders from across the nation gathered in Washington, D.C. to
discuss how this would impact higher education (Ramaley & Leskes, 2002). This group of
educators serving on Association of American Colleges and University’s (AAC&U) Great
Expectations Panel concluded that access to higher education was no longer good enough for the
future of our U.S. citizenry. Due to rapid, unavoidable globalization, the panel called on
educators across the United States to change what students learn while enrolled in higher
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education. In their report, they said, “the panel calls for higher education to help college students
become INTENTIONAL LEARNERS who can adapt to new environments, integrate knowledge
from different sources, and continue learning throughout their lives” (Ramaley & Leskes, 2002,
p. xi). The thrust of their work on the panel was to address how students would “thrive in a
complex world” (Ramaley & Leskes, 2002, p. xi). This call for higher education across the U.S.
to respond to the complexity of a new global society by helping students learn to adapt to “new
environments” seems harmless and logical; however, knowing how to implement this at the
university, the program, the course, or the individual level requires a new layer of work for a
wide variety of educators across the country to successfully achieve the panel’s goal.
Furthermore, knowing when you have successfully achieved this goal, implies that assessment
must take place in order to know if the desired skills have been achieved, so assessment would,
therefore, need to be a component of the implementation.
Implementation of this goal must first start with a common understanding of what is
meant by global complexity, intentional learning, understanding and adaptation to new
environments. In efforts to work towards this goal, scholars and educators have been working on
organizing the vast field of international education and intercultural competence for the past two
decades to help make sense of roughly sixty years of research across a variety of disciplines.
Several researchers have noted the vast array of studies on intercultural competency from a wide
range of disciplines using various terms that only further confound the construct of intercultural
competency (Collier, 1989; Hammer, 1989; Kim, M., 1993; Kim, Y., 1991; Koester, Wiseman &
Sanders, 1993; Martin, 1987; Martin & Hammer, 1989; Ruben, 1976, 1989; Spitzberg, 1989,
1991). In fact, Spitzberg noted that “the literature reveals an unwieldy collection of
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terminologies, a general lack of specific or practical predictive statements, and a deficit of
conceptual explanatory integration” (1989, p. 242).
The research and theory surrounding intercultural competency as an outcome of
international education comes from disciplines such as business, communication, education, and
sociology. The vast amount of work has helped shed light on the construct of intercultural
competence. Many scholars have identified key components that help individuals become
interculturally competent (Bennett, M., 2004; Chen & Starosta, 2000; Deardorff & Hunter, 2006;
Spitzberg and Changnon, 2009; Ting-Toomey and Kurogi, 1998). Spitzberg and Changnon
(2009) classify all of the various intercultural competence models into five categories, but
regardless of the type of model, scholars tend to agree on the basic building blocks for
intercultural competence. Often these components are organized into the following categories:
knowledge, skills, attitudes and behaviors. Scholars contend that these components will help
students gain understanding of self, understanding and empathy for others and the ability to
adapt to new environments; however, Bok (2006) contended that facts learned about other
countries or cultures in a course could be referred to as knowledge, but do not help students
develop competence.
Piaget (1971) developed a theory of knowledge and cognitive development, often
referred to as constructivist theory. Piaget maintained that knowledge is acquired through human
experiences that aid assimilation or accommodation. When individuals have an experience that is
congruent with their current understanding of the world, the information becomes assimilated
within the individual’s base of knowledge thereby expanding the understanding. However,
accommodation occurs when an experience does not align with current knowledge. At that point,
according to Piaget, the individual accommodates the information as a new experience to
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broaden the person’s view of the world. For Piaget, humans construct knowledge from their
experiences.
Even though dozens of intercultural competency models exist to help guide researchers,
educators and intercultural competency practitioners, the field could use a basic formula that
binds the essential components of all of them to conceptualize intercultural competence. Kurt
Lewin’s equation of human behavior may help guide the field and explain the phenomena of
intercultural competency (1936). For Lewin, behavior or B is a combination of both the
individual person or P and how he or she lives within the respective environment or E. Written
as a formula, it looks like this: B=f(P,E). A similar formula can be used to describe intercultural
competence. That formula serves as the working hypothesis for this study. Intercultural
competence (IC) is a function of a person (P), his or her skills (S), attitudes (A) and experiences
(XP) or IC=f(P,S,A,X).
In the concluding statement of her journal article, Deardorff asked, “What roles do
personal traits, self-schema emotions and motives play in intercultural competence development
and assessment?” (2011, p. 77). This study seeks to address that question. Considering the
proposed hypothesis, this study will provide insight into individuals’ personal traits to glean
whether or not they play a role in intercultural competence.
For this study, person or P refers to the general background of an individual. Berry
(1997) explained, “Individuals begin the acculturation process with a number of personal
characteristics of both demographic and social nature” (p.21). These demographic and social
realities define person for this study and include things such as the individual’s sex, race,
ethnicity, socio-economic status, native language, religious background and other similar
characteristics that generally describe one’s lens through which the individual has grown
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accustomed to the world around him or her.
Skills or S was defined by Deardorff (2011) as “an individual’s ability to acquire and
evaluate knowledge” (p. 68). For this study, skills refers to those set of acquired abilities that
someone has learned through acquiring knowledge and using it to achieve a goal. Some
examples of skills include speaking another language other than a native language, ability to see
the world from someone else’s perspective, and ability to understand others. These particular
skills play an important role in understanding global viewpoints or in one’s ability to view the
world from another standpoint.
Attitudes or A are viewed by Deardorff, Pysarchik and Yun (2009) as the third domain of
Bloom’s conceptualization of learning components: cognitive, psychomotor and affective.
Deardorff et al. (2009) stated, “the affective domain includes the manner in which we deal with
events emotionally, such as feelings values, motivations and attitudes” (p.30). Janet Bennett
(2006) explained that intercultural competence requires attitudes, which she defined as curiosity,
cognitive flexibility, motivation, and mindedness. Attitudes were defined by Deardorff (2011) as
“respect (valuing other cultures); openness (withholding judgment); curiosity and discovery
(tolerating ambiguity)” (p. 67). For this study attitudes refers to beliefs and values held by an
individual. Some examples of attitudes include an interest in helping others in difficulty, helping
to promote racial understanding and political leanings.
Experiences or E refers to things that an individual has lived through or activities in
which an individual participates. Some examples of experiences include the following activities:
being a member of the military, growing up with diversity or a lack of diversity in school or
neighborhood, serving overseas as a missionary, performing volunteer work or growing up
overseas. The Figure 1.1 below illustrates the formula.
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Skills

Attitudes

Person

Experiences
Intercultural
Competency

Figure 1.1. Conceptualization of intercultural competency formula.

Not only did this study test this hypothesis, but it also produced valuable insight into
predictive precollege traits that could be used by staff, faculty or administrators when designing
intentionally structured experiences for college students. By understanding incoming students
better, educators can provide the right amount of challenge and support based on some leading
indicators of a student’s likely level of intercultural competency. This study provides some
guidance for educators and higher educational practitioners when designing and implementing
intercultural competency activities so that their work is more intentional and less random.
Definition of Terms
Before launching into the study, this section will operationalize the most commonly used
terminology by researchers and scholars to work from a common set of constructs. Fantini
(2009) explained that because of the variety in the vocabulary throughout the various disciplines
who have researched the construct. Fantini provides an extensive list of some of the commonly
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used phrases in the scholarship,
biculturalism, multiculturalism, bilingualism, multilingualism, plurilingualism,
communicative competence, cross-cultural adaptation, cross-cultural awareness,
cross-cultural communication, cultural competence, cultural or intercultural
sensitivity, effective intergroup communication, ethnorelativity, intercultural
cooperation, global competitive intelligence, global competence, international
competence, international communication, intercultural interaction, metaphoric
competence, transcultural communication, and so forth (2009, p. 457).
Based on the variety of terms used, it is evident that clarity on the construct has been a challenge
for the field. Fantini (2009) noted that the lack of clarity for terminology often poses a problem
for the field of intercultural competency. While operationalizing the various terms could be
challenging for this field, there has been an effort by scholars and researchers to agree on
working definitions for concepts such as globalization, internationalization and comprehensive
internationalization to help organize the field (Spitzberg & Changnon, 2009). Scholars
eventually agreed to develop a common definition for intercultural competence, which could
pave the way for further research so that everyone can work from the same construct.
Intercultural Competence
What is meant by intercultural competence? Where did it come from? And, why should it
be important to educators? Intercultural competency existed in some form for centuries. One of
the earliest such examples that illustrates what is meant by intercultural competency is Plato’s
allegory of the cave, which described the situation of prisoners who only existed in a dark,
isolated cave surrounded by shadows rather than people. When exposed to the outside world, one
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prisoner encountered a new reality that included sunlight, animals and color. The released
prisoner, learned a new way to understand and see the world.
A growing interest in researching intercultural competence has produced several decades
of social science research providing the scholarship with these key components (Koester,
Wiseman & Sanders, 1993). Many words or phrases have been used interchangeably with
intercultural competency. Bennett, M (1986), Chen (1997), and Hammer, Bennett, M. and
Wiseman (2003) have used the term intercultural sensitivity, but Chen (1997) also uses the term
intercultural awareness. Other phraseology includes intercultural maturity used by King and
Baxter Magolda (2005) and intercultural or multicultural competence used by Bennett, C. (2001)
and Chen and Starosta (1996). Intercultural competence, intercultural communication
competency were cited by Lustig and Koester (2009), Spitzberg and Cupach (2012), and TingToomey (1999). Finally, numerous scholars have used the term cross-cultural attitude (Abe &
Wiseman, 1983; Anderson, 1994, Benson, 1978; Gudykunst, Wiseman, & Hammer, 1977;
Hammer, Gudykunst, & Wiseman, 1978; Wiseman & Abe, 1984; Wiseman, Hammer, &
Nishida, 1989).
A recent publication has made a concerted effort to promote agreement for a working
definitions and has produced a series of research reviews for intercultural competence
(Deardorff, 2009). The work of these international education scholars clarified the language
often used in the field and agreed upon the term of intercultural competence. The collaborative
effort established a working definition for intercultural competence as the educational goal to
help students contend with a globalized world. Together, scholars worked to define the learning
outcome and the goal of intercultural competence. Additionally, scholars organized the
theoretical models that can be found in a variety of disparate research studies from several
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disciplines over decades of scholarship. Scholars generally agree that intercultural competence
begins with an understanding and awareness of one’s own culture and awareness of other
cultures (Bennett, M., 1986; Gudykunst & Hammer, 1983; Paige & Martin, 1983). Other key
elements include items such as engaging with people from other cultures, attempting to
understand their culture, and developing empathy towards others (Anderson, 1994; Bennett, M.,
1986; NAFSA, 2003; Sample, 2012). Finally, scholars also agree that intercultural competence
includes a willingness to adapt and integrate the various cultures in a way that allows an
individual to move comfortably in and out of multiple cultural environments with ease (Bennett,
M., 1986; Berry, Poortinga, Breugelmans, Chasiotis & Sam, 2011; Kim, Y., 2001).
According to Spitzberg and Changnon (2009), “intercultural competence is the
appropriate and effective management of interaction between people who, to some degree or
another, represent different or divergent affective, cognitive and behavioral orientations of the
world” (p. 7). As stated above, several scholars from multiple disciplines have offered various
models for conceptualizing intercultural competence. (Bradford, Allen & Beisser, 2000; Fantini,
2000; Gudykunst, 2003; Hammer, 1987; Hammer, Gudykunst & Wiseman, 1978; Hanvey, 1982;
Hoopes, 1979; Kim & Ruben, 1992; Pedersen, 2000). However, Spitzberg and Changnon
explained that almost all of the models for conceptualizing intercultural competence include
some key components such as “motivation (affective, emotion), knowledge (cognitive), and skills
(behavioral, actional)…context (situation, environment, culture, relationship, function) and
outcomes (e.g., perceived appropriateness, perceived effectiveness, satisfaction, understanding,
attraction, intimacy, assimilation, task achievement)” (2009, p. 7).
Globalization
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The widely used term, globalization, describes the driving motivation for institutions of
higher education to internationalize. Altbach and Knight (2007) offer the following definition of
globalization: “the economic, political and societal forces pushing 21st century higher education
toward greater international involvement.” The award-winning columnist and former Foreign
Policy editor Moisés Naím (2009) best characterizes what is meant by globalization from a broad
perspective, “the quantitative change in each of globalizations’ components — economic,
cultural, military, etc. — is so enormous that it creates a qualitative change. This alone has
opened possibilities that are completely new — and also consequences that humanity has never
seen before” (p. 29). Likewise, Altbach and Knight (2007) acknowledge the imposing disruption
that global politics, economics, and social factors are imposing on higher education for the 21st
century.
Globalization has become more prevalent in our lives in a number of ways. Technology
played a role in opening up the world and making global communication and commerce more
accessible (Fantini, 2000; Friedman, 2006). Students today will face a more globalized world
than the generation before; therefore, colleges and universities should ensure that students
graduate with intercultural competency skills necessary to navigate an increasingly
interconnected global community (Gurin, Dey, Hurtado & Gurin, 2002). Recent global events
exemplify the need for traditional college disciplines to globalize. First, the economic crises of
2008-2009 emphasized the reality of an economically interconnected global community. Even
more recently, the geopolitical and economic impact of the energy supply has impacted
international relations.
Without understanding how global systems work, students will be ill-prepared to meet
the international pressures of our rapidly globalized society, including international business, the
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global ecosystem and international relations. By understanding international consequences,
students will be more versed on domestic policies that impact our global community or what this
study calls intranational policies. Not only will students face international pressures, but they
will also be confronted by intranational pressures. For example, recent international commerce
has become a politically polarized issue in the U.S. regarding international free trade agreements.
In order to be a well-informed citizen, students will need to have an understanding of how U.S.
trade policies impact the larger global economy and foreign relations. As students graduate and
begin to take leadership roles in their field or discipline, they are likely to experience these and
other similar local and global issues, so proper training will allow students to effectively engage
with issues like imports and exports, piracy and intellectual property. These and numerous other
issues should be of value for students who plan to work in our increasingly more global society.
Educational leaders across the nation have begun to emphasize the value of a globalized
education (American Council on Education, 2011). ACE stated, “It is the obligation of colleges
and universities to prepare people for a globalized world, including developing the ability to
compete economically, to operate effectively in other cultures and settings, to use knowledge to
improve their own lives and their communities, and to better comprehend the realities of the
contemporary world so that they can better meet their responsibilities as citizens” (2011, p. 14).
In the 19th and 20th centuries, higher education was focused on democratization and
industrialization. Now the 21st century is being defined by open source research, digital
technology, and innovation (Willinsky, Fischman & Metcalfe, 2011). Currie (2003) states, “The
globalization debate is likely to be the grand ideological battle of the twenty-first century” (p.
474). Leading scholars agree that institutions of higher education throughout the U.S. should
begin to focus on globalization (Green & Olson, 2003; Ramaley & Leakes, 2002). Many U.S.
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colleges and universities have followed this recommendation by adding global learning to their
mission statement; however, the words in the mission statements may be token expressions.
Without proper training for educators, they will be ill-prepared to implement intentional global
learning strategies. Furthermore, educators may find it difficult to demonstrate successful
achievements of global learning defined by their university or their mission.
Internationalization
Some of the most commonly used terms in describing internationalization on U.S. college
campuses include: cross-border education, cross-cultural competence, cultural competence,
cultural intelligence, global citizenship, global competence, global education, global learning,
globalization, intercultural competence, international education, internationalization,
internationalization at home, multicultural education, and transnational education.
Knight (2004) provides some key definitions that help provide clarity and a basis for
researchers to use common language. She explains that internationalization is a term that has
been used outside the field of education for a long time, but since the 1980’s it has grown in
popularity to replace the previous phrase international education. Moreover, Knight described
globalization as a process of crossing national boundaries when engaged in commerce, politics or
interpersonal interaction. In the 1980’s, the terms multicultural education and global education
were often used but eventually fell out of use in favor of international education in the 1990’s.
According to Wachter (2003) internationalization at home refers to education that occurs on
campus. Internationalization at home is the same thing as Knight’s internationalization. For
Wachter, communication is essential to internationalization – without the ability to
communicate, internationalization will not occur. Conversely, cross-border education and
transnational education refer to internationalization abroad (Knight, 2004).
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Like Knight, Rubley, Altbach and Reisberg (2012) explained that U.S. educators have
responded to the growing impact of globalization in post-secondary education with International
Education which has evolved over time to become known as internationalization.
Internationalization consist of programs, policies, and procedures implemented by colleges and
universities to offer educational experiences designed specifically to respond to the growing need
for a globalized curricular (Altbach and Knight, 2007). Internationalization refers to the approach
of educators in U.S. higher education of providing global learning experiences to foster global
citizenship, because understanding the world and fostering intercultural competence among
students will enable them to engage and communicate with individuals worldwide.
The context of how internationalization developed in U.S. institutions of higher
education provides further insight into understanding the nuances of the term. De Wit (1999)
argued that international education was on the rise at the close of the twentieth century.
Furthermore, he contended that the emerging international political pressures pushed the policy
makers in the United States to focus on international education because of the nation’s
significant role in both World War II and the Cold War. As political tension of the Cold War
began to thaw, a new era of economic globalization motivated businesses and employers to
pressure educators to focus on international education (de Wit, 1999; Bok, 2006). Jones (2005)
also cited the political and economic shifts of the late twentieth century as motivator for
employers, policy makers and other stakeholders to demand more than a college degree to
prepare students for an increasingly globalized world. Other scholars argued that U.S. colleges
and universities are doing a poor job in preparing students for a globally connected twenty-first
century (Bok, 2006; Cole, Barber & Graubard, 1994). Finally, various scholars also noted the
employers’ and educators’ desire to internationalize our country’s higher educational system
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across the nation (AAC&U, 2007; ACE, 2011, Altbach, Gumport and Berdahl, 2011; Altbach
and Knight, 2007; Bok, 2015, Brennan and Dellow, 2013; Green & Olson, 2003; Green, Ackel
and Barblan, 2002; Hudzik, 2011).
Finally, the internet and other technological advances paved the way for a new age of
rapid communication brought on by the information revolution. This new age of information
created an additional need for higher education to internationalize. Some scholars argue that
sustaining internationalization will provide an innovative edge in the emerging global
marketplace (van der Wende, 1997).
While the political, social and economic impacts could have been enough to truly turn the
tide toward internationalization, it was the terror attacks on September 11, 2001 that caught the
immediate attention of policy makers and educators across the United States. AAC&U
assembled a Greater Expectations National Panel in 2000 to discuss higher education’s future in
the twenty-first century. Prior to publishing their findings, the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon were attacked by terrorist plotting to impair the financial and political power of the
United States (Ramaley & Leskes, 2002). The panel acknowledged the attacks as a key factor in
their report, and they identified internationalization as an important objective for the future of
U.S. higher education. Similarly, the American Council on Education (ACE) also noted the
terror attacks as a defining rationale for colleges and universities to refocus on
internationalization (ACE, 2002). According to both of these publications, isolationism was no
longer a realistic approach to policy for a nation that had been struck by international tragedy,
especially while political and economic forces were rapidly changing our sense of commerce and
sense of place in the world. Suddenly, the priorities were shifting to “produce international
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experts and knowledge to address national strategic needs, strengthen U.S. ability to solve global
problems and develop a globally competent citizenry and workforce” (ACE, 2002, pp. 9-10).
Ramaley and Leskes (2002) noted that AAC&U’s Greater Expectations National Panel
not only identified global citizenship as an educational priority for U.S. colleges and universities
for the twenty-first century, but AAC&U also established another group of educational leaders,
called Liberal Education and America’s Promise (LEAP). LEAP urged liberal arts institutions to
shift their focus from American-centered learning to global learning, interdependence and crosscultural understanding to help students thrive in the next century because of the changing
political, economic, and social atmosphere of the increasingly shrinking world (AAC&U, 2007).
Likewise, ACE established the Center for Internationalization and Global Engagement
who developed a model for U. S. colleges and universities to use when establishing and
maintaining comprehensive internationalization (ACE, 2012). ACE laid out their model citing
six main categories that should be included to achieve comprehensive internationalization. Those
components included: “articulated institutional commitment, administrative structure and
staffing, curricular, co-curricular and learning outcomes, faculty policies and practices, student
mobility and collaboration and partnerships” (ACE, 2012, p. 4). The goal of an internationalized
curriculum and co-curriculum is to develop learning outcomes that increase international
knowledge and skills that accompany learning outcomes of internationalization.
As a result, institutions of higher education across the United States increasingly included
some form of internationalism or global awareness in their mission statement (ACE, 2011). In
their 2003 report, the American Council on Education described the state of international
education among American colleges and universities. They reported that over one-third of the
U.S. colleges and universities included some aspect of global learning in their institutional
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mission statement (Siaya & Hayward, 2003). However, a more recent study from the American
Council on Education (2012) indicated that U.S. colleges and universities have increasingly
included international education in their mission statement by over a third in 2003 to over half in
2012. As a result, the academy is working to adapt quickly, while heeding the call to
internationalize. In fact, institutions across the nation acted swiftly by including global learning
in their mission statement. In fact, this rapid pace to internationalization U.S. colleges and
universities demonstrates an acknowledgement by educators of the importance of global
learning; however, the dramatic rise of internationalization may create pitfalls for educators
across the nation. To carry out their newly-found mission statements, administrators, staff and
faculty need to understand what is meant by internationalization, how it should be implemented
and how to assess it to demonstrate its impact among college students. Furthermore, U.S. higher
education staff, faculty and administrators must also learn how to guide students through
intentionally structured personal development activities designed to achieve the learning
outcomes of internationalized academic and co-curricular programming. Another aspect of
personal development for educators to consider is developing an atmosphere that encourages
interpersonal engagement. Bok (2006) advocates for internationalization that happens casually in
everyday life on campus. He stated, “The best way for undergraduates to learn from one another
is not through taking classes but in the dorm room discussions, mealtime conversations, and
other group activities that occur spontaneously” (Bok, 2006, p. 248). These activities may be
difficult to assess but may serve as meaningful learning opportunities.
Even though ACE published some general guidelines for implementing
internationalization, executing those guidelines on a campus by campus basis may prove more
challenging than expected. In fact, each university or college may approach internationalization
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in a unique way that is specifically tailored to the culture of its institution. Colleges and
universities are designating significant resources to expand existing programs in an attempt to
develop intercultural competence, global citizens and international communication skills (ACE,
2002; Green, Luu & Burris, 2008; NAFSA, 2003). Some commonly used programmatic
activities include building more robust study-abroad programs, teaching students about different
cultures within the curriculum and branching higher educational programs and institutions in
places around the world (Altbach and Knight, 2007). Some potential outcomes of these programs
may include increased language skills, cultural understanding or intercultural competency.
Training and educational programs have existed for several decades, and Deardorff (2006, 2015)
provided insight to outcomes assessment for intercultural competency. The missing piece of the
equation provides direction for higher educational practitioners on how to start executing
internationalization using the resources available to them. Starting a program for
internationalization should include understanding the needs of the students. This study intends to
provide post-secondary educators with information about first-year college students’ precollege
disposition for intercultural competency to assist in planning more intentional programmatic and
learning activities.
Comprehensive Internationalization
The American Council on Education (ACE) coined the phrase “comprehensive
internationalization” in a series of three papers (Hudzick, 2011). ACE’s Center for
Internationalization and Global Engagement (CIGE) defines it as, “a strategic, coordinated
process that seeks to align and integrate policies, programs, and initiatives to position colleges
and universities as more globally oriented and internationally connected institutions” (ACE,
2016).
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Cross-cultural competence, cultural competence, cultural intelligence, global
competence, and intercultural competence are often used to define an individual’s capacity to
understand cultural differences and the ability to interact with other people in a culturally
appropriate manner. Individuals may develop them naturally through personal experiences or
may participate in training exercises to achieve them. Some researchers refer to the desired
output as intercultural competence as the goal rather than internationalization, which refers to the
outcomes attained by participation in an intervention(s). Most experts agree that intercultural
competence is the preferred term when describing the outcome of internationalization. Global
learning is often used as a generic phrase that implies the process of internationalization and
results in intercultural competency.
For the purposes of this study, the term intercultural competence refers to the skills
gained by students to communicate and behave appropriately in a variety of cultures.
Additionally, the term internationalization refers to campus efforts to provide international
curricular, co-curricular and other programs within the home campus. And finally, the term
global learning to refer to any experiences, domestic or abroad, that are designed to teach
students about the world in which they live.
Diversity in the United States
While this mission driven movement to internationalize has grown across the nation,
institutions of higher education are also growing more ethnically diverse (Howe & Strauss,
2007). Colleges and universities now include greater ethnic diversity than ever before (IPEDS,
2013). White students enrolling in postsecondary education has dropped from 70.8% in 2000 to
60.3% in 2012, while black, Hispanic, Asian, native American and multiracial students have
grown from 29.2% in 2000 to 39.7% in 2012 (IPEDS, 2013).
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This student diversity will bring with it an increased range of how students see and
interact with the world around them. The changing demographics will likely impact students’
views, attitudes, experiences and competencies including those specifically related to
internationalization and globalization. For example, Astin (1993a) found that student outcomes
related to one’s cognitive and affective development increase with greater campus diversity.
Furthermore, he found that greater diversity can especially influence cultural awareness as well
as many other outcomes such as leadership and citizenship.
Intentionality
To provide the appropriate interventions, educators need to have a good sense of an
individual student’s predisposition prior to implementing intentionally structured learning
activities (Astin, 2012; Tinto, 1975). Knowing students’ pre-college disposition will also help in
linking potential progress to programmatic activities (Astin, 2012). Finally, having a good sense
of students’ initial aptitude will also help educators design programs and curricula to promote
cognitive dissonance, which allows for personal growth (Cole and Zhou, 2014; Piaget, 1985;
Sanford, 1966).
In 2007, the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) prescribed
intentionality in collegiate experiences in order to prepare graduates for a rapidly changing postgraduation environment (AAC&U, 2007). Additionally, the LEAP National Leadership Council
challenged educators in U.S. colleges and universities to “help students become INTENTIONAL
LEARNERS who focus, across ascending levels of study and diverse academic programs, on
achieving the essential learning outcomes” (AAC&U, 2007, p. 4).
In addition to promoting internationalization, the Association of American Colleges and
Universities (2007) prescribed intentionality in higher education in order to prepare college
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graduates for a rapidly changing post-graduation environment. AAC&U’s LEAP initiative
developed a National Leadership Council (NLC) in 2006. NCL challenged college
administrators, staff and faculty to “help students become ‘intentional learners’ who focus,
across ascending levels of study and diverse academic programs, on achieving the essential
learning outcomes” (AAC&U, 2007, p. 4). The Council for the Advancement of Standards in
Higher Education (CAS) contends that student programs and student services should be
deliberate, well-defined, theory- and needs-based as well as appropriate for the intended student
population (Strayhorn, Creamer, Miller & Arminio, 2006). In terms of intercultural
developmental theory, Landis, Bennett and Bennett (2004) also cite intentionality as an essential
element of intercultural competency. For example, Landis et al. (2004) contend that assimilation
and adaptation could be construed as the same; however, they are different outcomes for
intercultural competency. So, clear outcomes coupled with purposeful programmatic activities
are paramount when planning learning opportunities. Such intentionality implies some level of
assessment based on the student learning outcomes stated by staff, faculty and administration.
Without an assessment approach, intentionality would lose to guttural instincts on what students
need and what activities best promote student learning. That means an intentionality in designing
activities with goals and outcomes in mind to ensure that they align with the mission.
Statement of the Problem
Numerous researchers have studied college student development to gain further
understanding of how to better address student needs (Astin, 1970a, 1970b, 1977, 1984; Baxter
Magolda, 1992, Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger & Tarule, 1986; Chickering, 1969; Chickering &
Reisser, 1993; Cross, 1971a; 1971b; D’Augelli, 1991, 1994; Erikson, 1950, 1959, 1963, 1968;
Gilligan, 1977; Josselson, 1973, 1987, 1996; Kegan, 1982, 1994; Kitchener & King, 1981, 1990;
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Kohlberg, 1969, 1972; Kuh, 1993; Marcia, 1966, 1980; Moos, 1979, 1986; Pascarella, 1985;
Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005; Perry, 1970, 1981; Sanford, 1962, 1966; Tinto, 1975, 1993;
Weidman, 1989; Winston, 1988). Divisions of student affairs frequently use much of this student
development theory and research to help guide programming activities outside of the classroom.
Since there is a growing interest in internationalization, additional research is needed to help
prepare educators and student affairs practitioners in creating and implementing global and
cross-cultural curricula and co-curricular educational opportunities. King and Baxter Magolda
(2005) established a Model of Intercultural Maturity, which demonstrated multiple connections
between student development theory and research with intercultural competence theory and
research. This multidimensional approach serves as a great foundation for understanding college
students intercultural competence, more research is needed to test and increase our understanding
of higher education students’ development.
International educational programs have been around for decades, but many of the studies
in international education focus on international students or study abroad experiences (Anderson,
Lawton, Rexeisen & Hubbard, 2006; Koskinen & Tossavainen, 2004; Luo & Jamieson-Drake,
2015; Salisbury, An & Pascarella, 2013; Williams, 2005). In the 1980’s there was a movement
towards internationalization and multicultural education. The field of higher education has
gradually become more focused on globalization, international branches, virtual international
education and intercultural competency since the late 1990’s (Altbach and Knight, 2007). This
study will help expand the understanding of intercultural competence in a more holistic
perspective. The insight gained from the study will help international educators consider aspects
of student development theory and assessment that may help them with working with students to
develop intercultural competence. Likewise, it will help student affairs professionals in
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understanding a deeper sense of development that can be overlaid with traditional and more
familiar student development theory and assessment.
Furthermore, higher education administrators have been collecting data on incoming
students for many years using a variety of surveys and assessment tools. While students may be
completing surveys, educators may not be using the data collected from the surveys to develop
structured programmatic activities for students that develop competencies, promote student
development or stimulate student learning. More specifically, if a college or university values
international education and includes it as a part of its mission, then it should develop the means
to appropriately assess students’ intercultural competency or development. In a report based on
their national survey of institutions, ACE (2012) noted that 55% of institutions reported having
“specific international or global student learning outcomes—an increase of 10 percentage points
since 2006…Only one-fifth of institutions with specified global student learning outcomes
conduct large-scale assessments to benchmark campus-wide performance” (p. 13). Deardorff
(2015) noted that 95% of higher education administrators say that intercultural competence is
important; however, only 84% of those institutions with international elements in their mission
statement have explicitly stated student learning outcomes and only 47% of those follow up by
assessing student learning. These figures reported by ACE and Deardorff demonstrate the chasm
between the stated value of intercultural competence and the ability of higher education
professionals to articulate their desired intercultural competency outcomes or to assess
intercultural competence. Not only are educators in colleges and universities assessing students’
learning at low levels, but they clearly do not have the information needed to create intentional
learning opportunities.
Purpose of the Study
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The purpose of this study is to examine the background and experiences of incoming
first-year college students. Understanding first-year students and what they bring with them to
college are key factors in knowing how to promote new learning. In terms of Astin’s I-E-O
model, these are referred to as inputs (2012). This critical piece of the equation could help
administrators, staff and faculty foster educational growth through strategically designed
interventions that encourage learning. Additionally, Sanford (1966) offered educators a basic
development tool through his notion of challenge and support; however, without a sense of
where students begin how would educators know how to challenge at an appropriate level?
Additionally, the idea of student assessment is not new to college and university faculty and
staff, but oftentimes educators will focus on the act of learning and the outcome of a learning
method. Astin’s model argues that educators should take precollege traits into account when
determining the success of educational experiences in his basic assessment model – often
referred to as the input-environment-outcome (I-E-O) model (1970a, 1970b, 2012).
This study will not only investigate student backgrounds, but also consider how students
make meaning of their international experiences prior to their collegiate experience. The study
investigated themes among student experiences which may serve as a tool for educators who
create programmatic activities and experiences designed to foster student learning. The study
provides curricular and co-curricular educators with tools that can be used at their campuses to
effectively implement comprehensive internationalization as recommended by the American
Council on Education (ACE) and the Association of American Colleges and Universities
(AAC&U).
According to the latest CIRP monograph The American Freshman: National Norms Fall
2015, 59.2% of first-year students reported that “understanding of other countries and cultures
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was “very important” or “essential”. With the growing number of institutions who are
incorporating international themes in their mission, higher education administrators need to
understand intercultural competency in order to provide the appropriate amount of challenge and
support to promote student learning and achieve stated outcomes. This study will help
administrators identify student needs using common data that many institutions already get from
the CIRP Freshman Survey (CIRP TFS) so that strategic interventions can be employed for
student development purposes.
Significance of the Study
While U.S. institutions of higher education are rapidly incorporating global learning
components into their mission statements, pressures to assess student learning are also mounting.
Researchers examining intercultural competence have studied program effectiveness and
outcome assessment strategies, but what remains elusive are studies that illuminate the relevance
of student inputs prior to coming to campus. While educators must study effective pedagogical
strategies and the resulting outcomes of those activities, educators should study students’
backgrounds prior to participating in curricular or co-curricular activities. All of these
components are equally vital to the assessment to fully foster student learning (Astin, 2012;
Pascarella, 1985; Tinto, 1993).
Some studies have looked into correlations between intercultural competence and sex,
age and nationality; however, there is a gap in the scholarship when looking at determinants
based on things like socio-economic background, military status and political beliefs. This study
not only identifies predictive questions from the CIRP Freshman Survey that can be quickly used
to recognize students who are more likely to have higher intercultural competency skills, but it
will also demonstrate clusters of individuals who are more likely to be interculturally competent.
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The study also provides the opposite–which populations tend to score lower on intercultural
competency. Specifically, this study uses three years of CIRP Freshman Survey data from
incoming students at Texas Christian University (TCU) and corresponding results from the
Intercultural Sensitivity Scale (IES) to investigate leading indicators that may assist higher
education staff, faculty or administrators in strategic, successful programmatic interventions.
This study will be the first study designed to investigate the components of knowledge,
skills and attitudes in their predictability of intercultural competence. By connecting student
development theory, assessment concepts and intercultural competence theory, this study will
provide educators new insight into which precollege traits impact incoming first year college
students’ intercultural competency. This study identifies key components of the Cooperative
Institutional Research Program (CIRP) Freshman Survey that college and university
administrators can use to strategically focus students on intercultural competency activities. The
CIRP Freshman Survey is a widely used instrument that provides various pieces of information
such as socioeconomic status, religious preference, political views, diversity of student’s high
school and neighborhood and whether or not the student has experience with a foreign language.
This study will highlight predictive relationships between responses on the CIRP Freshman
Survey and the Intercultural Effectiveness Scale, which provides individuals’ level of ability
three dimensions and six sub-dimensions of intercultural competency. The relationship between
these variables may illuminate ways that educators can quickly identify appropriate strategies for
students based on their precollege traits. Ultimately, this study was designed to equip educators
with some tools that will assist them in designing intentional interventions that can adequately
meet students’ needs through understanding their predisposed developmental level. This will
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serve as a powerful tool as educators begin to implement intervention strategies that will
challenge students.
Theoretical Framework of the Study
Because this study focuses on students’ precollege background, it squarely aligns with
concepts noted by leading assessment and development theorists who discuss the impact of
college on students. While several assessment models exist, this study uses Astin’s input –
environment – output (I-E-O) model as the theoretical framework (1970a, 1970b, 2012). Astin’s
I-E-O model is appropriate for this study because of its sensible and robust approach to student
learning and assessment. Astin (2012) argued, “If an educator is interested in using assessment to
learn how effective particular educational practices or programs are in developing student talent,
it is not enough simply to go out and collect some ‘outcomes assessment’” (p. 17). The emphasis
on student inputs serves as the rationale for using this model as a theoretical framework. Astin
defines inputs as “those personal qualities the student brings initially to the educational program
(including the student’s initial level of developed talent at the time of entry)” (p. 19, 2012). This
study will focus on student inputs rather than the impact or outcome of a student intervention.
This study will provide educators with further insight into individual students and their potential
developmental level so that the programmatic interventions or pedagogical activities will
appropriately challenge students. Educators and students can work together to develop
intentionally structured interventions, which should have a greater impact on student
development.
Research Questions
1. What is the relationship between students’ precollege demographic characteristics, skill set,
attitudes, and past experiences and his or her intercultural competence?
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2. What information contained in the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP) Freshman
Survey predicts an individual’s intercultural competency?
3.

Do the data identify clusters of students based on their demographics, skills, attitudes and
experiences?
Limitations of the Study
This study has been limited to a singular institution for convenience purposes. TCU not
only includes a global element in its mission statement, but it also launched an
internationalization effort in 2012. Additionally, students are asked to complete both the IES and
the CIRP Freshman Survey immediately following orientation in the summer prior to their first
semester of college. While most students comply by completing both instruments prior to
attending classes, some students have not completed the IES until October of their first year, so
some students will have had some college experience prior to completing the survey.
Since the study is limited to one institution, the findings may not be generalizable to a
broader population unless the student profile is similar to that of TCU’s. The research will
provide a thorough examination of incoming first-year students at this private institution, in an
urban setting, among traditionally-aged college students. The sample, however, is not
representative of a larger more diverse national population based on the limited numbers of
participants in several demographic categories.
Another limitation includes an adequate construct of intercultural competency. Because
so many have documented the complexity of the construct, capturing completely accurate data
may be difficult. Deardorff (2006) describes the difficult task of measuring intercultural
competence in only one measure. The Intercultural Effectiveness Scale (IES) is a shorter version
of a longer instrument, which provides insight into several personal characteristics, but it does
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not actually measure an individual’s demonstrated intercultural competence. Instead, the IES
measures components that are commonly perceived as necessary attributes needed to be
interculturally competent.
Third, due to the timing of the study, the sample may be unduly influenced by global or
international events that shape the perspective of this particular sample. In other words,
generational circumstances may impact the responses of the students who participated in the
study.
Fourth, the study was performed by someone who promotes internationalization and
intercultural competency. The data will come directly from the instruments via online surveys, so
the researcher will have little or no interaction with the participants. The discussion, however,
may be influenced by the researcher’s bias toward internationalization.
Finally, the quality of the data is dependent upon the sample taking the data collection
instruments seriously and appropriately answering with accurate responses. If students respond
quickly without reading each question and responding in a thoughtful manner, the data may be
skewed.
Overview of Study
In this chapter, I have posed the research questions and a hypothesis for this study.
Additionally, I provided the problem, purpose, and significance for this study. Chapter 2 reviews
the literature including previous studies related to internationalization, intercultural competence,
relevant student development models, and relevant college impact and assessment models.
Chapter 3 highlights the research design, the methodology of study, the instruments used in the
study (Intercultural Effectiveness Scale and CIRP Freshman Survey). Chapter 4 includes the
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results of this research, and Chapter 5 offers an analysis of the results including both conclusions
and possible implications of the analyses.
This study is a quantitative study that carefully reviews three years of data to identify
correlations between student responses on the CIRP Freshman Survey and the scores produced
by the IES in various categories and sub-categories. The study will include a multiple regression
analysis to consider any leading indicators from the CIRP Freshman Survey that provide some
evidence of students’ predispositions toward intercultural competence prior to entering college.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
This review creates a snapshot of the literature associated with intercultural competence,
and how it is related to assessment and student development theories. First, the review examines
the historical context of the terminology associated with intercultural competence. Then, the
review defines some of the most commonly used terms in the field and provides the
corresponding literature that led to the establishment of the field of intercultural competence.
This terminology is analyzed to provide clarity to the terms and phrases used in the field of
intercultural competency. Next, the review describes the various models of intercultural
competence through categorizing them into larger groupings. Finally, the review introduces the
relevant college student development theory and assessment and college impact theory.
Throughout the review of the college student development theory and the college impact and
assessment theory, connections are highlighted to draw attention to the commonalities with the
intercultural competence theory.
The purpose of this review is to examine the shared space occupied by intercultural
competence, student development theory in higher education and assessment of college impact.
Figure 2.1 illustrates this conceptual framework for this study and shows the focus of the study
which appears as the darker shaded area in the shape of a Reuleaux triangle. This confluence
serves as the foundation of this study, but all of the literature from these various areas serve as
building blocks for the conceptual framework. The literature reviewed in this study does not
examine all of the literature for each, rather it surveys the literature that directly relates to the
approach used by this study.
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Figure 2.1. Visiualization of the conceptual framework used for this study.

This chapter will also review themes, constructs, and elements associated with
intercultural competency, assessment and student development while demonstrating the
connections to each other. The literature review includes an examination of the classic works and
the theoretical roots to highlight the distinctive thread that bind them together. Because of the
historical perspective, the search process yielded seminal works on issues of competency,
communication, intercultural communication competency, and constructivist cognitive theory
just to name a few. These constructs become important in the later development of the field of
intercultural competence which emerged from the literature. These seminal works were written
over sixty years ago. This review discusses these works, but primarily focuses on the scholarship
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that has been developed over the past thirty years as intercultural competence has grown in
practice and as our understanding of the field developed. Essentially, this literature review
organizes and describes theoretical and research manuscripts to provide a clear summary of
thought and findings which will serve as the basis for this research study.
Faculty, staff and administrators may already be familiar with one or more of the sections
of literature; however, the literature converges creating a unique layering of scholarship. This
review provides the constructs and ideas associated with intercultural competency models,
student development theory and assessment models in a way that demonstrates the
commonalities where they intersect with each other. This review was designed to guide
practitioners through the literature, which will help understand the results and analyses of the
research. Hopefully, this conceptual framework will help spawn some research on newly devised
programmatic activities that are intentionally designed to help develop interculturally competent
students.
Historical Context of the Term Intercultural Competence
The history and the context of intercultural competence are important to the
understanding of how we got where we are today. The language associated with intercultural
competency denotes a sense of social justice and compassion for others as well as a sense of self
and resilience. In this chapter, I explore the early beginnings of the field of intercultural
competency through a review of the historical and public policy highlights that helped in
defining the goals and objectives of intercultural experiences for U.S. college students. This
chapter also discusses the emergence of globalization that crystalized the inevitable need for the
field of intercultural competence and the rise of internationalization in college that followed.
Finally, this chapter will explore why college staff, faculty and administrators should be
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intentional when designing programmatic activities for students who are increasingly more
diverse in the United States. This study will factor in student demographics, attitudes, behaviors
and skills that I propose play the definitive role in how interculturally competent they are.
In an effort to understand how globalization, internationalization and intercultural
competence developed, it is helpful to have some historical context to understand how and why
the field emerged. Wight (2008) argues that the field materialized from existing cross-cultural
training programs for students enlisting in the Peace Corps. The language used in training
volunteers for the Peace Corps, the scholarship that resulted from early Peace Corps efforts and
the resulting State Department training that emerged from the Peace Corps work all helped to
shape the field of intercultural competency. The following narrative provides a historical account
of how the Peace Corps developed. The research emerging from the Peace Corps became the
foundation for the field of intercultural competence. The narrative includes the original intents
and the desired outcome of the Peace Corps. The historical perspective provided by this review
seeks to establish a holistic approach to the study of intercultural competence. Also, the historical
context attempts to clarify the construct of intercultural competence and how individuals develop
the skills necessary to interact with others across borders and cultures.
At the end of World War II, political unrest permeated the international landscape. One
response to this new international strife included the creation of the United Nations to maintain
peace and avoid further worldwide destructive conflicts (UN, 2015). The rising strife of the Cold
War caused by a tense relationship between two political powerhouses – the Soviet Union and
the United States. This tense relationship eventually complicated the international peace sought
by leaders in their effort to establish the United Nations. U. S. politicians made concerted efforts
to contain the Soviet Union and to stop the spread of communism through political means. Some
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measures included the Truman Doctrine of 1947, the Marshall Plan of 1948 and the Mutual
Security Act of 1951 (Hogan, 1987). These and other similar public policies, were adopted by
U.S and Western Bloc leaders to maintain peace through the United Nations while spreading
democracy around the globe.
During the 1950’s, U.S. leaders discussed creating a volunteer organization that could
spread democracy in developing countries which would hopefully halt the spread of communism
and spread democracy and friendship through service. At first, many discarded the idea, but by
the end of the decade, the Peace Corps emerged as a strategy to combat the spread of
communism among developing nations. The Peace Corps also facilitated the early research of
intercultural competency because researchers, politicians and donors wanted to understand the
impacts of the Peace Corps on the individuals as well as those engaged with the volunteers. The
research and the historical documents surrounding the development of the Peace Corps sheds
some light on understanding how intercultural competency emerges as a field of study.
Lerner (2001) describes the conceptualization of the Peace Corps through the viewpoint
of a young politician, John F. Kennedy, who viewed foreign policy differently than other
politicians in the 1950’s. “Jack spoke as a new kind of aggressive internationalist, offering not
weapons and trade but ideas and aid” (Lerner, 2001, p. 293). In 1951, Congressman John F.
Kennedy gave a speech to a group in Massachusetts in which he publicized an early vision for
what would become the Peace Corps, which originated from studying missionary work
performed by the religious community (Lerner, 2001). The Peace Corps plan focused on
enlisting college graduates to live overseas for two years on a voluntary basis to provide
technical assistance to underdeveloped countries. This idea of volunteerism originated from
Senator Brien McMahon on January 25, 1952 who suggested that the United States should send
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an “army of full-time missionaries of democracy” to win over the hearts and minds of
individuals living in underdeveloped countries; furthermore, McMahon argued that this group of
young people would help spread and promote democracy while serving as peace-keeping
workers and ambassadors (The New York Times, 1952). So, early motives for developing a
Peace Corps were bound to notions of volunteerism, missionary work, and peacekeeping efforts.
By the end of the decade, Senator Hubert H. Humphrey, introduced a bill that would be
the first effort to officially establish the Peace Corps; however, it failed miserably in the U.S.
Senate seemingly ending its future (Suddath, 2011). Just a few years later in 1960, then Senator
and Presidential hopeful, John F. Kennedy spoke at a political rally at the University of Michigan
to a student audience of roughly 5,000 in the middle of the night at 2 a.m. (Peace Corps, 2013).
The Presidential candidate asked the students to join an effort to reinvigorate the public support
for the proposed Peace Corps:
How many of you who are going to be doctors, are willing to spend your days in
Ghana? Technicians or engineers, how many of you are willing to work in the
Foreign Service and spend your lives traveling around the world? On your
willingness to do that, not merely to serve one year or two years in the service, but
on your willingness to contribute part of your life to this country, I think will
depend the answer whether a free society can compete. I think it can! (Peace
Corps, 2013).
Using an executive order just days after his inauguration, President Kennedy formally
founded the Peace Corps on March 1, 1961 (National Archives, 1961). Kennedy claimed three
goals as the mission of the new volunteer effort: “providing technical assistance; helping people
outside the United States to understand US culture; and helping Americans to understand the
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cultures of other countries” (Fitzgerald, 2012, p. 826). These three explicit objectives, began to
set the tone for the field of intercultural competency. Years after the establishment of the Peace
Corps, Humphrey (1991) commented about it in his autobiography.
I introduced the first Peace Corps bill in 1957. It did not meet with much
enthusiasm. Some traditional diplomats quaked at the thought of thousands of
young Americans scattered across their world. Many senators, including liberal
ones, thought it silly and an unworkable idea. Now, with a young president urging
its passage, it became possible and we pushed it rapidly through the Senate. It is
fashionable now to suggest that Peace Corps Volunteers gained as much or more,
from their experience as the countries they worked. That may be true, but it ought
not demean their work. They touched many lives and made them better (p. 185).
Because of his passion for international peace and understanding, President Jimmy Carter
established the Hubert H. Humphrey Fellowship Program which is a Fulbright exchange for
students. It is financially supported by the federal government through the Bureau of Educational
and Cultural Affairs of the U.S. Department of State. Another partner in the administration of the
program is the Institute of International Education (Humphrey Fellowship, 2016).
Even though initial intent of the Peace Corps was to encourage peace and democracy
throughout various regions of the world, it is clear from Humphrey’s comments on the subject
that political leaders of the day understood that the young people who volunteered for the Peace
Corps would profit educationally from the experience equally as much as they would provide
service to their host countries. The establishment of the United Nations, the intensification of the
Cold War and the formation of the Peace Corps played an integral role in the early stages of
globalization that would eventually lead to the need for multicultural understanding and
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intercultural communication. The language emerging from the work of the Peace Corps has been
framed by concepts like promoting peace, spreading democracy, encouraging understanding of
others and aiding others – all of which are social justice related concepts.
Definition of Associated or Similar Terms
Internationalizing institutions of higher education throughout the U.S. will likely
challenge administrators, faculty and staff because of the complexity of what is involved.
Faculty, staff and administrators are not merely being asked to discuss globalization with
students, but the students are asked to demonstrate intercultural competency, which can also be
an abstract and complex skill to measure. Institutions of higher education are being asked to
internationalize at a time when our educational system is under fire for rising costs and
accountability, which introduces additional complications in the process of internationalization.
First, administrators must understand what internationalization means before trying to
successfully create meaningful experiences. Additionally, administrators will need to be able to
recognize students’ initial competencies in order to mentor them appropriately.
This study will explore the context of internationalization efforts. To clarify what is
meant by internationalization, it is important to define some key terms that are often misused as
synonyms for internationalization. Understanding the terms most often used will provide further
context to this study. It will also be important to have a clear understanding of the components
often used to measure intercultural competence.
Communication Competence
Even though the term communication competence does not explicitly include culture or
intercultural, it does have implications for the study of intercultural communication competency.
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Therefore, I will operationalize the term and provide the background for the construct so that the
terms that stem from it are clearer.
Hymes (1962) first introduced culture as an aspect of communication competence in his
work, The Ethnography of Speaking. Because of the nature of ethnography, the work was
culturally bound. It showed that seemingly simple communication was often surpassed by
situational circumstances effected by cultural norms. That is why some view Hymes as the father
of intercultural communication competence (Collier, 1989; Fantini, 1995; Spitzberg & Cupach,
1984). Hyme’s work The Ethnography of Speaking, was also the basis of Byram’s later work on
nonverbal communication, and his work also extended the notion of competence to a broader
meaning that included contextual usage rather than the strict lingual or sociolingual view of the
past (Collier, 1989). Hymes (1996) coined the term communication competence which involves
knowing what to say to whom under what circumstances and how to say it. Furthermore, Hymes
(1966) described communication competence in terms of linguistic competencies rather than
linguistic performance as described by Noam Chomsky (1965).
More recently, Spitzberg (2011) defined communication competence as “social behavior
that is perceived as relatively appropriate and effective for a given context” (p.425). Building on
Hymes’s work, Spitzberg (2011) explains that communication inherently includes an
interpersonal situation that must accomplish a minimal level of effectiveness within a specific
contextual situation, so Spitzberg fundamentally ties culture to communication competence such
that communication competence would not exist without the cultural component. To further
define culture, Spitzberg & Changnon (2009) claimed that it is an essential and abstract term that
includes the “enduring yet evolving inter-generational attitudes, values, beliefs, rituals/customs,
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and behavioral patterns into which people are born but that is structurally created and maintained
by people’s ongoing action” (p. 6-7).
Other scholars have built on the work of Hymes’s ethnography as a basis to explore
communication competency and acknowledged the connection to culture and context to effective
communication between individuals (Canale & Swain; 1980; Gumperz, 1982; Spitzberg &
Cupach, 1984; Wardhaugh & Fuller, 2014). This perspective of cultural impacts on
communication thereby confounds the construct of communication because of the many
intangible implications tied to the concept of culture.
Intercultural Communication Competence
Prior to understanding intercultural competence, it is imperative to examine intercultural
communication competence, which seems to be a bridge from communication competence to
intercultural competence. In fact, many scholars include the word communication in the mix
because of the inevitable fact that culture clashes often occur when in communication. A vast
array of scholars include communication as an important part of intercultural competence
(Asante, Newmark & Blake, 1979; Bochner & Kelly, 1974; Byram, 1997; Casmir , 1987, 1999;
Cegala, 1984; Chen & Starosta, 1997, 2000; Collier, 1989; Dodd, 1998; Gudykunst, 1995, 1998,
2002; Gudykunst & Kim, Y., 1992; Gudykunst, Wiseman & Hammer, 1977; Hall, 1959;
Hammer, 1989; Harms, 1973; Imahori & Lanigan, 1989; Kim, M., 1993; Kim Y., 1986, 1991,
1992, 1995, 2002; Li, 1999; Lustig & Koester, 2009; Lustig & Spitzberg, 1993; Prosser, 1978;
Ruben 1976, 1977, 1989; Samovar, Porter & McDaniel, 2011; Samovar, Porter, McDaniel &
Roy, 2015; Spitzberg, 2011; Ting-Toomey, 2015; van Ek, 1986; Wiseman, 2002; Wiseman,
Hammer & Nishida, 1989; Žegarac, 2007). It seems relatively obvious that the word
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communication would be included throughout the literature and why it would complicate the
construct of intercultural competence.
Imagine traveling to a remote village in South America in search of drinkable water.
After finding someone, what do you do next? Perhaps you proceed to communicate somehow.
Are gestures involved in your communication, or do you attempt to speak the native language?
Assuming that the other individual understands you and leads you to a spot where you find clean
drinking water, does that make you competent? Basic hand motions such as cupping water with
your hand and drawing it to your mouth may work without a common language. This scenario
demonstrates that two seemingly disparate individuals may be competent without the use of the
same language. Conversely, perhaps you are in China and you speak the language. If you address
an individual in a culturally insensitive way, you may not successfully achieve your task, which
reflects in incompetence. Some variables quickly emerge from these scenarios – verbal, nonverbal, language, gestures, sensitivity and effectiveness.
While Hymes (1962) pioneered communication competence using an ethnographic lens,
Hall (1959) established the first connection between cultural anthropology and communication;
therefore, many scholars refer to him as the founder of intercultural communication as an
emerging field of academic research (Gudykunst & Mody, 2002; Jandt, 2015; Leeds-Hurwitz,
1990; Rogers, Hart & Miike, 2002; Scollon, Scollon & Jones, 2012; Wiseman & Koester, 1993).
His book The Silent Language analyzed ways that individuals use nonverbal cues to
communicate with each other. While working for the U.S. State Department and the Foreign
Service Institute, Hall explored the concepts of “high context culture” and “low context culture”.
This seminal work became the basis for many other scholars who explore communication as a
key factor of intercultural competency.
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Asante, Newmark, and Blake (1979) categorize intercultural communication competency
into two types: “the cultural dialog group and the cultural criticism group” (p. 12). Asante, et al.
describe cultural dialog as a means of looking for a way to communicate while cultural criticism
focuses on locating and isolating differences between cultures allowing researchers to study
cultural variances (1979). Byram (1997) also noted the value of cultural understanding, but
focused on the importance of language and nonverbal competency. Further, Byram argued that
intercultural communication competence is the large umbrella of which linguistic competence
and intercultural competence serve as two dimensions. For Byram cognitive and affective skills
are equally as important to intercultural communication competence as fluency in the language.
Bochner and Kelly (1974) offered a psychosocial approach in developing a conceptual
framework for measuring and assessing interpersonal interactivity. Their conceptual framework
includes several personal traits that would provide individuals with the ability to effectively
communicate (empathic communication, descriptiveness, owning feelings and thoughts, selfdisclosure and behavioral flexibility) (Bochner & Kelly, 1974). Kim offered a social network
approach that emphasizes the aid of an individual’s social sphere that helps when communicating
across cultures (Kim, Y., 1986). Kim later proposed a new approach which she called a
“systems-theory approach” to intercultural communication competency that is free of content.
This laid the foundation for her popular adaptation model of cross-cultural interaction (Kim Y.,
1991, 1992, 1995, 2001). Spitzberg, a professor of communication, also focuses attention to the
word communication in his writings on intercultural competency. Spitzberg explains,
“Communication competence is challenging enough when interactants share common cultural
assumptions and orientations” (2011, p. 424). Spitzberg contends that when two or more cultures
are engaged in communication, the resulting intercultural communication competence tends to
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complicate matters due to the lack of common cultural assumptions (2011). Moreover, the ability
to communicate goes beyond speaking in a common language, it also means understanding the
nuance of communication, cultural sensitivity and understanding as well as non-verbal
communication such as gestures, handshakes, and looking at someone in the eye (Ting-Toomey,
2004). Chen and Starosta (2000) categorize intercultural communication competence as a general
term, “which is comprised of cognitive, affective and behavioral ability of interactants in the
process of intercultural communication” (p. 3). Other researchers agree with these three major
components of intercultural competency (Anderson, 1994; Bennett, C., 2001; Graf, 2004;
Spitzberg, 2000).
Casmir served as one of the early leaders of the Society for Intercultural Education,
Training and Research (SIETAR) and worked with his colleagues to create a new field of
academic scholarship devoted solely to intercultural communication (Hopson, Hart & Bell,
2012). Casmir’s major contribution to the field was the conceptualization of the “third culture
building” (Hopson, et al., 2012). Casmir advocated for a new theoretical framework that could be
used by scholars, so he developed a systems approach to intercultural communication. He also
published an annotated bibliography of 78 references to assist those interested in studying “the
role of communications and human organization” (p. 1, 1987).
Casmir (1999) argued for a new framework to study intercultural communication because
culture and language constantly evolve. Instead of a static approach of contrasting cultures to
discover differences, he proposed a post-modern chaotic approach, which includes studying how
communication interacts with the dynamic change of human behavior and cultural processes
(Casmir, 1999). Cegala (1984) introduced the concept of interaction involvement which implies
conscious intentionality in communicating with others from varying cultures. In communicating
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with others, individuals should intentionally focus on themselves, the other individuals engaged
in communication and the circumstances surrounding the situation. Common themes among
scholars who comment on intercultural communication competency include a set of skills,
empathy or positive regard for the other individual as well as self-awareness.
It is possible that so many researchers in the field focus attention to the concept of
communication as a key component of intercultural competence because it implies that
individuals must be able to communicate information to other individuals effectively. This
relates directly to this study because the Intercultural Effectiveness Scale, used in this study
measures components needed to achieve intercultural competency. Arguably, these skills are
necessary to communicate with others effectively.
Intercultural Effectiveness
Imahori and Lanigan (1989) describe intercultural effectiveness as “outcome-oriented
cultural-adaptation competence” (p. 269) Imahori and Lanigan assert that competence and
effectiveness both imply relationship-based outcomes; however, only a few researchers have
measured outcomes with relationships as a criterion for their study (Collier, 1988; Koester &
Olebe, 1987; Martin & Hammer, 1989). According to several other scholars, individuals become
competent when they effectively and appropriately interact with others. (Bennett, M., 1986,
1993; Bennett, J. & Bennett, M., 2004; Collier, 1989; Hymes, 1962, 1972; Imahori & Lanigan,
1989; Spitzberg, 2011).
Other researchers used intercultural effectiveness as the construct rather than intercultural
competency (Cui & Awa, 1992; Dinges, 1983; Hammer, Gudykunst & Wiseman, 1978;
Gudykunst & Hammer, 1984; Paige, 1993, Storti, 1997). Both Paige (1993) and Storti (1997)
wrote intercultural training programs, and both subscribe to the culture-specific approach to
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intercultural effectiveness as described by Triandis (1964). In reviewing the literature on
intercultural effectiveness, Paige (1993) explains that studying the construct of effectiveness has
confounded the research on intercultural communication. He offers a conceptual model to make
meaning of the some more recent theoretical advances that were made in defining intercultural
effectiveness. Paige argues that intercultural effectiveness is directly impacted by six key
characteristics:
(1) knowledge about the target culture,
(2) personal qualities such as openness, flexibility, tolerance of ambiguity, and
sense of humor,
(3) behavioral skills such as communicative competency, culturally appropriate
role behavior and ability to relate well to others,
(4) self-awareness, especially with respect to one’s own values and beliefs,
(5) technical skills, including the ability to accomplish the task within the new
cultural setting, and
(6) situational factors such as relative similarity of the target culture to one’s
home culture, receptivity to foreigners, political/economic/social conditions in the
second culture, clarity of expectations regarding the role and the position of the
foreigner, and the psychological pressures associated with the experience personal
qualities, behavioral skills, self-awareness, technical skills situational factors
(Paige, 1993, p. 171).
Intercultural Sensitivity
Bhawuk and Brislin (1992) explained that scholars have frequently used a common
definition of intercultural sensitivity. That definition is “a sensitivity to the importance of cultural
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differences and to the points of view of people in other cultures” (Bhawuk, & Brislin, 1992, p.
414). Bhawuk and Brislin (1992) also developed an instrument, Intercultural Sensitivity
Inventory, that evaluates both individual and collective cultures to define three dimensions of
intercultural sensitivity “(a) people’s understanding of the different ways they can behave
depending upon whether they are interacting in an individualistic or a collectivist culture, (b)
their open-mindedness concerning the differences they encounter in other cultures, and (c) their
flexibility concerning behaving in unfamiliar ways that are called upon by the norms of other
cultures” (p. 413). Their research focuses on individualism and collectivism. Furthermore,
Bhawuk and Brislin (1992) also uses the culture-specific approach introduced by Triandis to
describe intercultural effectiveness. Storti (1997) defines cultural sensitivity as “knowing about
and respecting the norms of the local culture” (p. 2).
Other researchers who use the term intercultural sensitivity rather than intercultural
competence include many noted intercultural scholars (Bennett, M., 1984, 1986; Chen, 1997;
Hammer, Bennett, M., Wiseman, 2003; Olson & Kroeger, 2001; Paige, Jacobs-Cassuto,
Yershova, & DeJaeghere, 2003; Williams, 2005). One of the most widely referenced scholars of
intercultural sensitivity is Milton Bennett (1984, 1986) who outlined the Development Model of
Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS).
Models of Intercultural Competence
Because numerous scholars have proposed numerous models, researchers have tried to
make sense of them by categorizing them so that researchers can use them in a meaningful way.
Lustig and Koester (2009) suggested four methods to examine intercultural competence – trait
approach, perceptual approach, behavioral approach and culture-specific approach. Each method
provides a separate lens through which a researcher may view intercultural competency, but used
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in a holistic manner, a researcher can view the entire picture (Lustig & Koester, 2009).
According to Lustig and Koester (2009) the trait approach concentrates on the personal
characteristics needed to effectively communicate across cultures while the perceptive approach
focuses on attitudes and capacity to withstand stressful situations and the ability to develop
interpersonal relationships. The behavioral approach includes those interpersonal competencies
described by Bochner and Kelly (1974) which include empathy, tolerance for ambiguity and
other interpersonal interaction. Finally, the culture-specific approach relies on understanding
cultural behaviors and unique rules that are culturally bound. This approach comes from Triandis
(1964) who conceptualized a cultural assimilation method to intercultural competency which
includes the ability to analyze cultural norms and effectively use those norms to assimilate. More
recently, however, Spitzberg and Changnon (2009) performed a meta-analysis of existing models
in an effort to organize the scholarship. Spitzberg and Changnon categorized the various
intercultural competency models into five definitive classifications: compositional, coorientational, developmental, adaptational and causal. This study will adhere to the five
classifications noted by Spitzberg and Changnon in an effort to comply with the latest
scholarship, but this literature review will reorganize them in chronological order to provide
context to the language used by the scholar. This study seeks to add to the discussion on
intercultural competency rather than refute the previous work of others. Furthermore, the study is
not conceptual in nature instead, it seeks to begin the research based on the theoretical
framework proposed by scholars who study intercultural competence. This research will
highlight some of the precollege traits, skills, attitudes and behaviors that may lead to
intercultural competency mentioned by previous literature.
Developmental Models
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According to Spitzberg and Changnon, developmental models represent evolved stages
of progress or maturity through time. Developmental models have a basis in developmental
psychology and interpersonal relationship studies (Spitzberg & Changnon, 2009). These models
demonstrate the impact of consistent interaction which increases an individual’s learning of
cultural viewpoints. Naturally occurring maturity could be the most likely confounding variables
for studies seeking to understand individual intercultural competency through the lens of the
development models.
Lysgaard (1955) proposed a “U curve of adjustment” which illustrates the time needed to
adjust to a new culture. The initial high point illustrates the travelers’ excitement of being in
another culture, followed by a lowpoint that denotes the individual’s adjustment to the new
culture followed by a newly established adjustment level. Gullahorn and Gullahorn (1962)
expanded this model to a W curve which offers a secondary U curve that represents a
reacculturation in the home culture.
Arguably one of the most widely recognized studies in the intercultural competence
literature, is the work written by Oberg (1960) that coined the phrase “culture shock” and
explored the beginnings of intercultural or cross-cultural experiences. Oberg also outlined
distinct stages of intercultural development, which included four steps – honeymoon phase,
hostility toward host country, learning to communicate and superior feelings toward host
country, acceptance and adjusting.
Numerous other scholars have also proposed developmental theories (Altshuler,
Sussman, & Kachur, 2003; Bennett, M., 1984, 1986; Black & Mendenhall, 1991; Forman &
Zachar, 2001; Furnham & Bochner, 1986; Gullahorn & Gullahorn, 1962; Guthrie, 1996;
Hammer, Bennet, M. & Wiseman, 2003; King & Baxter Magolda, 2005; King & Shuford, 1996;
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Klak & Martin, 2003; Lysgaard, 1955; Onwumechili, Nwosu, Jackson, & James-Hughes, 2003;
Ward, Okura, Kennedy & Kojima, 1998; Ying, 2005). This review covers some of the more
notable studies that directly impact the study. They provide some various ideas about
intercultural development.
The 1970’s brought with it a series of frameworks (Bochner, 1972; David, 1976; Guthrie,
1975) that describe cultural development in terms of psychological reinforcements. The concept
purports that individuals who receive positive stimuli such as home-style food (McDonald’s),
usual relationships (friends and family from home) and entertainment (museums, sports, and
theater) are less likely to progress. Conversely, those who receive negative stimuli such as new
situations, language barriers and uncomfortable or unfamiliar situations are often challenged to
develop understanding toward the host country.
By the mid-1980’s, Milton Bennett (1984, 1986) proposed the Development Model of
Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS). This seminal work was first published in 1984 and proposed a
widely used developmental model for individuals who were training to become more culturally
sensitive. Many scholars reference Bennett’s Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity
(DMIS), and it is considered one of the most prominent developmental models for understanding
the processes by which one becomes more capable of interacting with other people from
differing cultures.
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Bennett merged the ideas of previous theorists and researchers to produce the most
common model of intercultural competence, which is often used in gauging an individual’s
mindset within a linear growth pattern (Bennett, M., 1984, 1986). “The underlying assumption of
the model is that as one’s experience of cultural difference becomes more complex and
sophisticated, one’s potential competence in intercultural relations increases” (Hammer, Bennett,
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Figure 2.2. Adapted visualization from Bennet’s Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS) (1993).

M., & Wiseman., 2003, p. 423). According to a disclaimer by Bennett, the DMIS model could
aid research but should not be used to teach competencies (Bennett, M., 1984, 1986, 1993). In
fact, Milton Bennett (1993) directs trainers for educational purposes to the work of other scholars
(Paige & Martin, 1983; Pusch, 1981) for teaching resources and strategies. After a decade of
research, the model has been refined to include two general orientations – ethnocentrism and
ethnorelativism. Each orientation is defined by three sequential stages of development (Bennett,
M., 2004). The DMIS was based on the tenets of cognitive constructivism in which individuals
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gain meaning through their experiences and exposure to new ideas (Bennett, M., 2004). Figure
2.2 demonstrates the developmental progression of Bennett’s DMIS model.
Guthrie (1996) studied 48 college students and found a moderately positive association
between one’s intellectual development and his or her tolerance for diversity. The results of
Gutherie’s study supports to the argument that some level of reflective thinking is needed to
become tolerant of multiple perspectives or differences of others and their respective cultures.
King and Shuford (1996) have also addressed the relationship between cognitive development
and multicultural education by offering suggestions to faculty members on ways to promote
intellectual development within the context of multicultural education.
King and Baxter Magolda (2005) introduced the intercultural maturity model which is
rooted in Piaget’s constructivist approach to human development. King and Baxter Magolda
agree with others that a “more holistic approach to educational research and practice is required
to help students develop the array of skills that will enable them to tackle complex contemporary
problems, especially those with an intercultural dimension” (p. 573). This statement reflects the
importance of developing skills for intercultural competence within a developmental model. It
also demonstrates the complexity of intercultural competency as a construct which further
complicates the theoretical models associated with intercultural competency.
King, Perez, and Shim (2013) emphasize the constructivist origins of their work and
comment on the Intercultural Maturity model.
This model is a synthesis of clusters of student development theories organized
according to Kegan’s (1994) three dimensions of development (cognitive,
intrapersonal, and interpersonal), and it maps out changes in elements of
intercultural maturity across dimensions and developmental levels of self-
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authorship. An advanced level of intercultural maturity is characterized by
capacities such as being able to use multiple cultural frames, integrate aspects of
self into one’s identity, and engage in interdependent relations with diverse
others. (King, Perez & Shim, 2013, p. 71)
Additionally, Braskamp (2011) noted, “Students not only develop cognitively but also
integrate their knowledge in a way that reflect learning and they need to grow interpersonally by
considering themselves as part of a larger whole and interpersonally by establishing a belief
system about what is good and true in this world that influences and guides their choices and
experiences” (p. 1). Contemporary intercultural communication scholars tend to agree that a
constructivist theoretical approach best describes the learning that occurs when engaged in
intercultural development (Braskamp, 2011; King and Baxter Magolda, 2005; King, Perez &
Shim, 2013)
King and Baxter Magolda (2005) suggested the Model of Intercultural Maturity, which
borrows Bennett’s two overarching dimensions of ethnocentric and ethnorelative understanding
and recognition. King and Baxter Magolda outline three major levels of increasing competence
(initial, intermediate and mature); furthermore, they constructed their model on the holistic
approach outlined by Kegan (1994). Spitzberg and Changnon (2009) describe their model as
“Similar to assessment rubrics for evaluating student competence, this model attempts to identify
the levels of awareness of, sensitivity to, and ability to adapt to distinctions across cultures” (p.
21). Grounded in constructivism, King and Baxter Magolda (2005) distinguish their model from
Bennett’s model (1993) by linking concepts of intercultural competence to student development
theory. Their work is particularly important for this study because they laid the groundwork for
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this study by beginning to outline significant links between intercultural competence and student
development theory.
While scholars agree that maturation plays a distinct role in one’s intercultural
development (Spitzberg & Changnon, 2009, King & Baxter Magolda, 2005), they also recognize
that key competencies can assist an individual through a developmental model. They found that
in order to fully achieve the final stage of Integration based on Bennett’s DMIS model that
individuals would need to skillfully use several competencies such as willingness to explore and
analyze things that are unfamiliar as well as a properly developed sense of self-concept. This
notion of key competencies will help shape my conceptual framework that will guide this
research.
Compositional Models
Spitzberg (2011) maintains that compositional models “represent the conceptual or
empirical components of intercultural communication competence” (p. 425). Howard-Hamilton,
Richardson and Shuford’s (1998) multicultural approach argues for three key components:
attitudes, knowledge and skills. Fantini (2000) argues for four dimensions: awareness, attitudes,
knowledge and skills. Other scholars list a variety of skills or attitudes. For example, Bowen
(1997) mentions human understanding, which includes empathy, thoughtfulness, compassion,
respect, tolerance and cooperation. Others noted tolerance of human diversity, as well as an
awareness of other cultures, as attributes of a well-rounded, college-educated graduate (Bok,
1986; Rosovski, 1990). Several models list a variety of key components; however, regardless of
the names used from model to model, a general consensus exists among scholars that
intercultural competency includes several underlying component competencies that enable
individuals to perform at higher levels as they learn how to use them which inadvertently implies
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a cognitive aspect that is unavoidable (Bowen, 1997; Deardorff, 2006; Howard-Hamilton,
Richardson & Shuford, 1998; Hunter, White & Godbey, 2006; Ting-Toomey & Kurogi, 1998).
Researchers agree that there must be a consensus on the necessary knowledge, skills, and
attitudes that students should develop and retain to claim cultural competence in a multicultural,
globalized world (Deardorff, 2006; Howard-Hamilton, Richardson & Shuford, 1998; Hunter,
White & Godbey, 2006; Spitzberg 2003, 2007; Ting-Toomey & Kurogi, 1998). Without clear
agreement on which knowledge, skills and attitudes are needed, educational attempts will lack
direction and intentionality (Howard-Hamilton, Ridhardson & Shuford, 1998). Educators argue
that intentionally structured experiences with directly-aligned and measurable student learning
outcomes, promote student learning and development (Winston, 1988; Lenning & Ebbers, 1999;
Reynolds, Mueller & Clark, 2009).
Ting-Toomey and Kurogi (1998) based their model on prior research of losing and saving
face negotiation theories throughout multiple cultural lenses such as China (Bond, 1991), Mexico
(Garcia, 1996), Korea (Lim & Choi, 1996), Israel (Katriel, 1986), and Japan (Morisaki &
Gudykunst, 1994). Their model relies on cognitive and behavioral components such as
mindfulness, knowledge, appropriateness and interactive skills.
Deardorff (2006) proposed a pyramid model based on the results of 23 intercultural
scholars’ responses to surveys about intercultural competence. Each level of the pyramid builds
on the previous resulting in a graduated model that resembles a taxonomy of sorts. This model is
also a cognitive approach of successful competencies that lead to a fully interculturally
competent individual. The pyramid’s base comprises attitudes such as respect, openness, and
curiosity. The next level up includes knowledge and skills similar to other compositional models
such as those by Fantini (2000) and Howard-Hamilton, Richardson & Shuford (1998). The last
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two levels include desired internal outcomes (adaptability, flexibility, ethnorelativity and
empathy) and external outcomes (effective and appropriate use of knowledge, skills and
attitudes).
In summary several compositional models deconstruct desired competencies using
competency-based strategies to achieve effective intercultural competence (Benson, 1978;
Deardorff, 2006; Howard-Hamilton, Richardson & Shuford, 1998; Hunter, White & Godbey,
2006; Spitzberg 2003, 2007; Ting-Toomey and Kurogi, 1998). Benson (1978) studied the Peace
Corps volunteers and members of the Navy who were assigned overseas. As a result of the study,
Benson outlined several components that would help individuals adapt to other cultures
(language skills, communication skills, interactions, reinforcing activities, friendliness, socially
appropriate behaviors, job performance attitudes, satisfaction and mobility). Spitzberg and
Changnon (2009) created a comprehensive list of skills, attributes, behaviors and knowledge
mentioned by various intercultural competency scholars.
Co-orientational Models
Spitzberg and Changnon (2009) describe co-orientational models as those that require
individuals to use multiple concepts to make meaning of their interaction with others such as
“understanding, over-lapping perspectives, accuracy, directness and clarity” (p. 15). What
essentially happens in co-orientation is that individuals from different backgrounds utilize skills
to find a way to understand each other, which in effect creates an adaptive or orientational
situation. Some notable scholars whose work fits this definition include Fantini (1995), Byram
(1997, 2003), Byram, Nichols and Stevens. (2001), Rathje (2007), Brown and Levinson (1987),
Spitzberg (2000, 2003, 2007) and Spitzberg and Cupach (1984). Like compositional models, the
co-orientational model can help describe singular or a series of situations, but developmental
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models account for maintaining intercultural relationships over the course of time (Spitzberg &
Changnon, 2009).
Adaptational Models
Spitzberg and Changnon (2009) describe adaptational models as a second step to
compositional models and co-orientational models. Individuals who use compositional models to
accomplish a task as a series of steps may not really accomplish effective interaction between
two individuals. However, when the individuals adapt to achieve effective interaction, they are
actually accomplishing much more than simply following steps. Likewise, co-orientational
models focus on specific outcomes from effective interaction between two cultures, but
adaptation allows individuals a higher level of competency based on one of the two to adapt to
the other culture rather than simply finding a way to communicate. Finally, Spitzberg and
Changnon emphasize that adaptation only occurs in an ethnorelative state as described by
Bennett’s development model because in an ethnocentric state, adaptation would not be seen as
necessary. Numerous models have been offered by a variety of scholars (Berlo, 1960; Berry,
Kim, Power, Young, & Bujaki, 1989; Gallois, Franklyn-Stokes, Giles & Coupland, 1988; Kim,
Y., 1988; Navas, García, Sánchez, Rojas, Pumares & Fernández, 2005; Navas, Rojas, García &
Pumares, 2007).
Causal Path Models
While adaptational models rely on a constant exchange of inputs and outputs in a highly
circular or helical systemic way, causal path models endorse a linear structure based on theory,
“which makes it amenable to empirical tests by standard cross-sectional multivariate techniques”
(Spitzberg & Changnon, 2009, p. 29). Researchers have provided a variety of causal path models
that rely on variables that influence intercultural competence in a linear manner that looks and
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works like a flowchart. (Arasaratnam, 2006; Deardorff, 2006; Griffith & Harvey, 2000; Hammer,
Wiseman, Rasmussen & Bruschke, 1998; Imahori & Lanigan, 1989; Ting-Toomey, 1999). What
is critical about these models for this study is that they take into consideration pre-existing
conditions in determining intercultural competency. Ting-Toomey (1999) calls those conditions,
antecedent factors and they usually impact the adaptation process. Some examples include:
“system-level factors (socioeconomic conditions, multicultural stance and politeness, degree of
institutional support, ingroup/outgroup definitions and degree of cultural distance), individuallevel factors (Newcomer’s motivations, individual expectations, cultural knowledge and
personality attributes) and interpersonal-level factors (contact network support, ethnic media and
adaptive interpersonal skills)” (Ting-Toomey, 1999, p. 236).
Related Student Development Theory
Pascarella & Terenzini (2005) point out that the developmental theories of student change
and outcomes intersect to a certain extent. I will discuss the overlapping portions of student
development theory with the above theoretical structure of intercultural competence. The
overlapping areas within these theories will serve as the theoretical framework for this study.
Cognitive-Structural Theories
Pascarella & Terenzini (2005) credit Jean Piaget as the progenitor of cognitive theories
for student development. Piaget and other “cognitive-structural theorists seek to describe the
nature and processes of change, concentrating on the epistemological structures individuals
construct to give meaning to their worlds” (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005, p. 33). According to
Pascarella & Terenzini, meaning-making is an elemental reality for all individuals regardless of
cultural background; furthermore, cognitive theories concentrate on how individuals make
meaning not on their attitudes or behaviors. The concept of meaning-making is rooted in a
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constructivist theoretical approach often found in the work educational scholars (Dewey, 1933,
1938; Piaget, 1950, 1957, 1971; Vygotsky, 1978). Another key factor of cognitive development
theories is that change occurs as a result of cognitive dissonance which results in learning. This
stimulus and response concept serves as a basis of intercultural competency. A result of
cognitive dissonance may result in moratorium or adaptability, depending on the extent of
dissonance. Sanford (1962) offered a basic but fundamental piece to the puzzle. For Sanford,
students must be ready to change. Not only should the symmetry of challenge and support be
equal, but the student must act with empathy while also detaching from him or herself. Finally,
theorists of cognitive development offer a set of competencies that are sought as outcomes such
as “process and utilize new information; communicate effectively; reason objectively and draw
objective conclusions from various types of data; evaluate new ideas and techniques efficiently;
become more objective about beliefs, attitudes and values; evaluate arguments and claims
critically; and make reasonable decisions in the face of imperfect information” (Pascarella &
Terenzini, 1991, pp. 114-115). When juxtaposing these competencies with those of intercultural
competence, the relationship between them becomes apparent.
Cognitive theorists agree that development occurs in stages that are hierarchical which
require progressively complex cognitive skill attainment prior to moving to the next stage, and
individuals usually move forward without regressing to a previous stage (Baxter Magolda, 1992;
Kegan, 1982, 1994; King & Kitchener, 1994; Kitchener & King, 1981, 1990; Perry, 1970, 1981).
For the purposes of this study, this review only included models or theories that interact with
concepts also found in the intercultural competency literature, so other tangential cognitive
theoretical works have been excluded such as moral development theory (Kohlberg, 1969;
Kohlberg, 1972; Kohlberg, Levine & Hewer, 1984; Gilligan, 1977). Pascarella and Terenzini
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(2005) explain that Kohlberg’s main focus for his work was with the manner in which students
make moral decisions rather that the social or cultural influences of their decisions. Even though
Gilligan’s work (1977) refutes Kohlberg’s work based on the lack of socially and culturally
bound social bias, her work is still focused on how students view the world rather than how they
make meaning of their world.
Perry’s model of cognitive development intersects intercultural competency models in a
few respects. Perry considers his stages as positions (Perry, 1970, 1981). He labels Positions 1
and 2 as dualistic in which students view the world as a set of dichotomies (black/white,
right/wrong, or good/bad). This dualism was echoed by Bennett’s DMIS model in the denial and
defense stages where individuals have a similar view of the world around them. According to
Perry, the dualistic position includes knowledge, values and people in which different opinions
or perspectives are uncomfortable and disregarded as inaccurate (Perry, 1970, 1981). At
Positions 3 & 4 students begin to acknowledge multiple viewpoints (multiplicity) similar to
Bennett’s minimization stage in which individuals reduce other cultural differences down to
cultural similarities while holding on to personal worldview as the right one. Finally, Perry
introduces relativism in which “knowledge is contextual”. According to Perry, individuals
eventually commit to relativism which could mirror Bennett’s integrity stage and enthorelativism
or Hymes’s (1962, 1972) and Hall’s (1959) conceptualization of ‘context’ in both of their
intercultural competency models.
Patricia King and Karen Kitchener outlined a slightly different approach to cognitivestructural development in their Reflective Judgment Model (King & Kitchener, 1994; Kitchener
& King, 1981, 1990). Like Perry, King and Kitchener construct a hierarchical system of stages
that increase in complexity as stages progress. King and Kitchener’s model explains “what
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people ‘know’ or believe and how they justify their knowledge claims and beliefs” (Pascarella &
Terenzini, 2005, p. 36). The nature of their model’s increasing complexity mirrors intercultural
competency development models, but the main crux of their work focuses on reflective judgment
rather than critical thinking because according to Kitchener and King reflective judgment is
required to solve problems that are “unstructured” or “ill-defined” thereby rendering logical rules
of critical thinking obsolete. Unstructured problems as defined by Kitchener and King may
include issues such as sustainability, pollution or poverty. These ill-defined problems pose a
multitude of issues without a singular, logical solution which causes individuals to consider a
variety of solutions, which makes viewing the complex issues more relative. The concept of
relativity and contextual reality is the foundation of many intercultural competency models.
Some of the underlying assumptions and concepts within the stages of development in
their model echo some of the common themes found in intercultural competency models. For
example, in prereflective thinking or stages 1-3, individuals may not be aware of the uncertainty
of knowledge similar to Bennett’s denial stage; furthermore, knowledge in this dimension can be
seen as truth or right or wrong also similar to Bennett’s defense stage. Eventually in reflective
judgment, individuals learn to understand a relativistic view that knowledge is not provided, but
instead it is sought through research and synthesized with opinion, evidence and arguments.
Robert Kegan’s model of constructive development for identity development, highlights
how individuals make meaning of their world and relate to other people and objects in their
world (Kegan, 1982, 1994). Baxter Magolda used Kegan’s work as a foundation for her model of
intercultural maturity because of the holistic approach to development. Kegan defines his stages
as “orders of consciousness” in which he maintains that individuals use components of cognition,
self-concept and interpersonal relationships to make meaning of things. This concept has
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powerful implications for intercultural competency as King and Baxter Magolda (2005) point out
in their development model. Furthermore, the interpersonal dimension emphasizes the
components of cognition, self-concept and interpersonal relationship through the lens of
individual values, beliefs and behaviors, which clearly connects to the underlying constructs of
culture.
Baxter Magolda (1992) prescribed a model of epistemological reflection that included
more women’s perspectives because she believed that Perry’s work was skewed to a male
perspective based on the population in his research. For Baxter Magolda, two concepts from
Kegan meaning-making and self-authorship are essential to her work. She cautions against the
notion of stages based on the rigidity that it places on the four ways individuals make meaning.
She promotes for four ‘ways of knowing’ which include: absolute knowing, transitional
knowing, independent knowing and contextual knowing (Baxter Magoda, 1992). According to
Baxter Magolda and King (2007, 2012), young adults use self-authorship to develop learning
pathways, which Baxter Magolda and King define as the ability to determine personal beliefs,
identity and relationships as they work their way through these four ways of knowing. Critical
questions facing students as they develop include: questions of self-awareness, questions about
how they know things, and what kinds of relationships they want to develop with other people.
These questions represent the intrapersonal, epistemological, and interpersonal, respectively.
Psychosocial Development Theories
Pascarella and Terenzini (2005) describe psychosocial theories as ways to “view
individual development as the accomplishment of a series of ‘developmental tasks’” (p. 20) They
acknowledge that natural maturation influence psychosocial development, but they also point out
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that life challenges posed by “sociocultural or environmental influences” also help promote
development (p. 20).
Overall development. The preeminent scholar of overall psychosocial student
development is Arthur Chickering; however, he recognized Erik Erikson (1959, 1963, & 1968)
as the founder of psychosocial theory (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). Chickering’s classic work,
Education and Identity (1969), sparked great debate over the order of his “vectors” or stages of
development. Eventually Chickering with the assistance of Reisser (1993), revised his work and
re-arranged the development stages to more appropriately reflect the research that came after his
original research. While the developmental stages, or vectors, are sequential in Chickering’s
model, he maintained that it is possible for individuals to develop along multiple vectors
simultaneously (1993). His work is also grounded in psychosocial constructivist theory which
argues that individuals learn through experiences and exposure to new ideas. This is something
that binds student development theory to intercultural competency models. Chickering and
Reisser noted that the development model achieves two goals: individual identity and individual
integration within a larger community. According to Chickering and Reisser, individuals may be
working on multiple vectors at a given time, but cannot skip vectors or achieve success in one
without fully completing the previous one. Therefore, Figure 2.3 demonstrates Chickering’s
vectors as they would appear in a sequential and linear manner rather than the described,
graduated approach.
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Some obvious similarities exist between intercultural competency and student
development theory. For example the theoretical models contain comparable components such as
developing competence, self-awareness, persistence, interdependence, appreciation of difference,
sense of self, self-acceptance, respecting others’ beliefs and developing integrity. The student
Developing Competence
•Intellectual, physical, interpersonal competency
•Sense of self-competency
Managing Emotions
•Appropriate emotional expression
•Awareness of emotions
•Integrate feelings with actions
Moving through Autonomy toward Interdependence
•Freedom from reassurance
•Inner direction, persistence and mobility
•Recognition of interdependence
Developing Mature Interpersonal Relationships
•Appreciation of difference
•Capacity for intimacy
Establishing Identity
•Comfort with body
•Comfort with gender and sexual orientation
•Sense of self in a social, historical and cultural context
•Clear self-concept through role and lifestyle
•Self-acceptance and self-esteem
•Personal stability and integration
Developing Purpose
•Clear vocational goals
•Focused personal interests
•Strong interpersonal and family commitments
Developing Integrity
•Humanizing values
•Personalized values while respecting others' beliefs
•Social responsibility
•Congruence and authenticity
Figure 2.3. Adapted visualization of Chickering’s Vectors as redefined by Chickering and Reisser (1993).
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development models and intercultural competency models have clear connections. For example,
Bennett’s model explains that individuals must have a sense of self-awareness by being able to
define themselves and recognizing their own culture prior to developing an understanding of
others and their culture. However, Bennett and Chickering and Reisser base their work on
cognitive constructivist theory and the way they view their stages or vectors is similar. For
Chickering and Reisser, they claim that the vectors are somewhat fluid in that students may be
working on more than one vector at one time. Similarly, Bennett states, “It is not assumed that
progression through the stages is one-way or permanent. Several examples of possible ‘retreat’
will be mentioned. Both, however, seek to establish individual integrity as a final objective,
which Chickering and Reisser define as an individual’s ability to reconcile values and to respect
others’ beliefs. This study is not intended to resolve the differences between the two theoretical
models. Rather, this work will focus on the actual achieved competencies and how higher
education practitioners work toward providing intentional developmental strategies to assist
students in successfully learning how to apply them. Furthermore, this study argues that the
actual path an individual takes is less important than the student learning that occurs. The
implication of that is that students and educators should work together to create intentional
learning opportunities that specifically target personal development rather than learning-as-yougo without a roadmap.
Identity development and self-concept. Identity development models ultimately can be
attributed to the foundational work established by Erikson (1958, 1963 & 1968). Erikson
explains that students experience developmental crises which become pivotal for identity
development. Each crisis is an experience that confronts a person and challenges him or her to
reflect on the situation and decide on a course of action not a physical or emotional emergency.
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The chosen course of action by the student will characterize the development as progress,
regression or stasis. Erikson’s psychosocial model includes eight stages, and the fifth stage
(identity versus identity confusion) is the principal stage confronting traditional college-aged
students.
Marcia (1966, 1980) built on Erikson’s work and provided a model of identity status in
which individuals reconcile two psychosocial tasks, exploration and commitment, concurrently
rather than Erikson’s linear staged approach. For Marcia exploration means discovering multiple
options, weighing the differences and ability to choose (1980). Commitment for Marcia includes
staking personal interest in something specifically related to these categories: occupational,
religious, political and sexual intimacy. Marcia offered four identity statuses related to the
individuals level of exploration and commitment – identity-diffused, foreclosed, moratorium, and
identity-achieved (1980).
Kuh (1999) researched personal development in a longitudinal study in which students
were asked to report whether they understood their own abilities, interests and personality. Kuh
reported that over 75% of students reported making progress in self-awareness during college.
Other studies using National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) data reported similar results
(Kuh, Hayek, Carini, Ouimet, Gonyea & Kennedy, 2001). As noted in the review of intercultural
competency, self-concept and self-awareness plays a crucial role. Self-awareness will also be
used in this study using the Intercultural Effectiveness Scale (IES) and the Cooperative
Institutional Research Program (CIRP) Freshman Survey.
Identity development is frequently referred to as self-concept or self-awareness in the
intercultural competency literature. Anderson (1994) notes that cultural dissonance or culture
shock often spurs a personality crises or identity conflict. Anderson proposed a modern, updated
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perspective of Oberg’s concept of culture shock. For Anderson, the dissonance occurring from
cultural differences should not be considered a malady as suggested by Oberg, but instead
individuals’ experiencing new cultures face a psychological challenge that threatens self-concept
and personal identity.
According to Samovar, Porter, McDaniel and Roy (2015), people in the late 1960s started
to understand that co-cultures were important to the study of intercultural competency
movement. They define co-cultures as groups of people who feel that they belong to a sub-group
of people while also belonging to a “dominant mainstream culture” (Samovar, et al., 2015, p.
150). Those co-cultures considered by Samovar, et al. (2015) include persons with disabilities,
gender identity, racial identity and gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender identity.
Baxter Magolda (1994) also includes several identity development such as gender,
racial/ethnic, GLBT and class identities in her development model of intercultural maturity. She
notes that general development models such as Chickering and Reisser (1993) are critical to her
model, but she also argues that models of identity are necessary to include in intercultural
maturity due to the fact that individuals must work through aspects of what Samovar et al. (2014)
call co-culture in order to fully achieve self-awareness, personal values and the ability to
recognize social identity within a larger global context (King & Baxter Magolda, 2005). Kegan
(1994) suggests that these heightened levels of self-awareness are crucial to intercultural
competence in order to avert actual or perceived vulnerability caused by the reality of diversity.
Gender models of identity development. Josselson (1973, 1987, 1996) based her theory
of identity development among women on Marcia’s (1966, 1980) model of ego-identity status.
Josselson followed Marcia’s method when conducting research on a group of women. What
Josselson (1996) discovered was that women seemed to develop sense of self through the
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decisions they made rather than the things comprised within the decision placed before them.
Furthermore, Josselson found that women’s identity was impacted more on how effective she is
in the world rather than how she associates with Marcia’s occupational, religious, political and
sexual issues.
In the intercultural competency literature, Pearson (2015) explores the gender differences
which tend to manifest themselves in early childhood. As in other intercultural competency
studies, she researched verbal and nonverbal forms of communication among young children.
Finally, Pearson investigated cultural dissonance brought about by gender-driven perceptions,
stereotypes and attitudes. Pearson (2015) found that interpersonal communication establishes
gender through verbal and non-verbal cues and that communication has a masculine bias.
Racial models of identity development. Helms (1990) proposed three dimensions for
general racial identity – personal identity, group identity, commitment to affiliated group
identity. Later, Helms (1995) contends that her model illustrates identity development for all
people of color including Latinos, Asians, African-Americans and Native Americans; therefore,
her racial model has a broad reach that applies to a variety of racial and ethnic backgrounds.
Helms’s model includes six statuses rather than stages based on a constructivist model of
experiences and social, political and economic conditions. Like Bennett’s DMIS model, Helms’s
model of White racial identity includes a shift after three statuses of abandoning racism to a nonracist identity. The model explains White race theory in context of white privilege toward other
races just like Bennett’s DMIS model explains differences among cultural backgrounds rather
than race or ethnicity. They both attempt to clarify differences between people in different
contexts. Figure 2.4 visually demonstrates Helms’ (1990 & 1995) two general phases with 3 sub-
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statuses in each general phase. Each of the six statuses also have a many similarities to Bennett’s
DMIS model.

Abandonment of racism
Content

Disintegration

Reintegration

•Denial of racism

•Awareness of contradiction
between beliefs of race and
social equality

•Acceptance of Whiteness

•Awareness of benefits of
dominant group membership

•Awareness that dominant
group membership may be
responsible for inequities

•Either accept superiority and
earned entitlement or begin to
question role of race

Movement toward a nonracist identity
Pseudo-independence

Immersion-emersion

Autonomy

•Cognitive acknowledgement
of white society by accepting
persons of color or
experiencing curiosity to other
races

•Searches for meaning of race
and how one benefits from it

•Develop a positive White
identity and reject racially
based privilege and behaviors

•Question beliefs about
inferiority of non-White racial
groups and consider bearing
responsibility for White
injustices

•Begin to abandon stereotypes
and confront the notion that
the Black “problem” may in fact
be a White problem

•Begin to integrate racial
understanding internally and
externally and value cultural
similarities and differences

Figure 2.4. Adapted visualization Helms’s White racial identity model (1990 & 1995).

Similarly, Phinney (1990, 1992) offers a model of ethnic identity development based on
Erikson and Marcia’s identity development work. Phinney argued that all individuals seek to
identify with others like them and that the culture within the group is what binds the individuals
together. Furthermore, that culture tends to be more prominent in minority groups and that the
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culture tends to change over time to reflect a collective acknowledgement of experiences and
historical events (Phinney, 1992).
Racial identity models include a variety of sub-categories such as Cross’s model of Black
identity formation (1971a, 1971b, 1991 & 1995). Cross’s model proposes five tiered stages based
on complexity and sophistication of identity defining experiences – pre-encounter, encounter,
immersion/emersion, internalization and internalization-commitment. Like most of the other
development models of identity, Cross notes a pivotal moment (cognitive dissonance or
psychosocial crises) that ultimately impacts identity development. This is a familiar concept in
intercultural competence when the crisis moment moves an individual from ethnocentrism to
ethnorelativism. Some empirical studies have used Cross’s model of Black identity formation
(Cheatham, Slaney & Coleman, 1990; Cokley, 1999; McCowen & Alston, 1998) to investigate
potential differences between students from different cohorts.
Some of the same themes appear in the intercultural competency literature. Ribeau,
Baldwin, and Hecht (2015) describe effective methods in which members of the African
American co-culture can communicate within and outside the group. Their analysis produces
seven variables that impact intercultural communication: negative stereotypes, acceptance,
personal expressiveness, authenticity, understanding, goal attainment and power dynamics
(Ribeau, Baldwin & Hecht, 2015).
Gay, lesbian, bi-sexual and transgender models of identity development. Little
empirical research exists on gay, lesbian, bi-sexual identity development during the college
years, instead most of the scholarship is theoretical in nature partly due to the lack of a widely
accepted development theory (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). Research provides some evidence
that the “coming out” process often occurs during traditional college-aged years (D’Augelli,
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1991, 1994; Evans & Broido, 1999; Rhoads, 1994, 1995; Sears, 1991). The concept of “coming
out” is easily tied to self-awareness, self-concept and identity development.
Eadie (2015) provides insight of the gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender basing his
thoughts on the scholarship of D’Augelli and his personal experiences about the gay and lesbian
culture. Eadie’s work explains how members of this co-culture communicate and negotiate
interpersonal interaction and intimacy. In fact, gay men have the option to embrace a gay culture
or to pass as a member of the majority culture. His research finds that some men choose to get
marry women, have children and explore their sexuality with men on the side in a secretive
manner. This movement from one culture to another requires a different level of competence
than that of a typically straight man. Eventually members of the GLBT community are
confronted with a decision about identity, self-awareness and self-concept.
Individual diversity development. Chávez, Guido-DiBrito & Mallory (2003) offered a
general development model also based on a constructivist approach, but specifically targeted to
personal growth in issues of diversity. This particular model is important to the study because it
combines classic student development theory with the literature on diversity. This research study
will essentially do something similar, but rather than diversity, the study combines classic
student development theory with intercultural competency work. Chávez, Guido-DiBrito and
Mallory rely on the work of Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1986), Cross (1995),
D’Augelli (1994), Devine (1989), Gilligan (1977), Kegan (1994), Kohlberg (1969, 1972) and
Maslow (1970). Like Kegan, Chávez, Guido-DiBrito and Mallory (2003) explain that individuals
who consciously value differences in themselves may also be able to value differences in others;
furthermore, cognitive, affective and behavioral development is necessary to achieve
intrapersonal and interpersonal integration. Brown (2008) noted that intercultural development
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and college student development “have not been explicitly linked to the goal of preparing all
college students to function effectively with diverse others” (p. 6-7). Brown’s work was similar
to this study; however, she researched the impact of collegiate diversity experiences and
potential outcomes. Results in this study will examine students’ demographic backgrounds as
well as personal traits that exist prior to college as described by Astin in his I-E-O assessment
model (2012).
Assessment Concepts Related to Intercultural Competency
Efforts have been made to help institutions of higher education assess student learning as
a result of the rapid growth of programmatic activities (de Wit, 2009; Deardorff, 2004, 2006,
2009; Driscoll & Wood, 2007; Leeuw & Vaessen, 2009; Palomba & Banta, 2001; Rhodes, 2010;
Salisbury, An & Pascarella, 2013). The less researched area of intercultural competence is the
inputs or the student’s background that may play a role in the student learning process. Scholars
in higher education provide several theoretical frameworks that describe the importance of
student inputs when measuring the impact of college on student development (Astin, 1970a,
1970b, 2012; Tinto, 1975, 1993; Pascarella, 1985; Weidman, 1989). This study will focus on the
student backgrounds rather than the impact of college or programmatic activities on students.
The study seeks to provide educators in higher education with additional information that may be
helpful when designing intentionally structured activities that promote intercultural competence.
Competency
Researchers have dissected the phrase intercultural competence in efforts to provide a
construct for what it means to be interculturally competent (Deardorff, 2004; Salisbury, 2011);
however, controversy arrises over the word competence. Landreman, Rasmussen, King &
Xinquan Jiang (2007) state, “Definitions of ‘competence’ are theoretically and empirically
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inconsistent, and none address the application of one’s understanding and skills to intergroup
relationships or social justice issues” (p. 276). Maslow (1970) explored competency in terms of
the conscious and unconscious. Boys, (1995) expanded Maslow’s work by recognizing the
conscious aspect of competence but describes a difference between basic competence and
individual level of competence that varies among individuals that is impacted by personal
experiences and opportunities.
McClelland (1973) criticized the testing movement which included standardized
intelligence or aptitude tests and the predictability they claimed to have for future job-related
performance or other skilled activities. Many scholars in the literature often recognize
McClelland as the progenitor of the competency movement in the United States. Adams (1998)
noted that McClelland coined the word ‘competency’ to substitute the narrower word ‘skill’.
According to McClelland behavior and technical ability should be included with skill to achieve
competency.
McClelland (1973) noted that tests are not accurate snapshots of student learning. He also
advocated for an ongoing, formative assessment strategy that would promote actual student
learning, and he suggested concentrating on competencies. According to McClelland, some
competencies may be traditional such as reading, writing and math skills while some may be less
traditional such as communication skills (including nonverbal skills), patience, moderate goal
setting and ego development or ego identity development as described by Erikson (1950).
Grant (1979) and his colleagues collaborated on a book titled “On Competence”. In the
prologue, Grant acknowledges the confusion surrounding the word competence, “Perhaps no
word has been used more frequently in recent years with less precision than competence” (p. 2).
The book is aimed at college curriculum reform efforts to alter the traditional concept of
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accumulating credits and grades and promoting the idea that students should leave with the
ability to do something. For the competence-based educators, this work is an influential
manuscript that provided the foundation for the competency-based advocators. The competence
field happens to be growing concurrently alongside the intercultural competency field.
Presumably, they have influenced each other in the process.
More recently educational researchers have sought to operationalize the term
competence. Klieme, Hartig, & Rauch (2008) list several scholars who have contributed to the
reconceptualization to help pave the way for empirical research (Csapó, 2004; Rychen &
Salganik, 2001, 2003; Sternberg & Grigorenko, 2003; Weinert, 2001). Weinert (2001) describes
key competencies as specific traits like having language skills and metacompetencies as broad
traits that allow individuals to gain specific competencies. Metacompetencies would include
traits such as thinking, learning, planning, self-concept and governing. Klemp (1979) also
defines competency in terms of a set of skills, traits, motives, behavior and self-concept.
Furthermore, Klemp noted that competencies are usually measured separately rather than
holistically. Therefore, Klemp argues for a holistic approach at measuring competency since
humans often use many competencies at any one given time to accomplish tasks. King and
Baxter Magolda (2005) also argue for a holistic approach to their Development Model of
Intercultural Maturity. Pottinger (1979) also agrees with Klemp that a combination of smaller
traits and skills usually equate to general competence. Spady (1977) takes a similar approach at
defining competency. Spady suggests that competencies can be considered life-role activities or
discrete cognitive, manual and social capacities. According to Spady (1977), life-role activities
include such things as being a “producer, consumer, political citizen, driver, family member,
intimate friend, recreational participant or life-long learner” (p. 10). These activities are
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distinctly different from specific cognitive skills such as, “reading and computational skills,
speaking ability and motivation” (Spady, 1977, p. 10). These scholars agree that there are basic
competencies and general competencies and that assessing competencies such things as skills,
traits, motivation, goals and self-concept should incorporate a holistic approach, which according
to Klemp is difficult (1979).
Klemp (1979) asserts “competence can be measured. But its measurement depends first
on its definition” (p. 41). Lapointe (1994) encourages educators to define competence and the
components of the competency so that those pieces can be measured. This study will look at
specific skills as defined by the Intercultural Effectiveness Scale that can be used in a holistic
manner by individuals to achieve intercultural competence. Multiple scholars in the competence
literature mention specific competencies in a variety of contexts or capacities. This study will not
make the case for specific programmatic activities to help students develop competencies rather
the study simply identifies traits, skills and attitudes that a student may possess upon
matriculation at an institution of higher education and that appear to support higher levels of
intercultural competence.
College Impact and Assessment Models
Two prolific scholars – Alexander Astin and George Kuh – have conducted many studies
related to student learning outcomes as a result of attending higher education. (Arnold, Kuh,
Vesper, & Schuh, 1993; Astin, 1970a, 1970b, 1993a, 1993b, 2012; Carini, Kuh, & Klein, 2006;
Hu & Kuh, 2002; Hu & Kuh, 2003; Kuh, 1993, 1999; Kuh, Hu & Vesper, 2000; Zhao & Kuh,
2004). Kuh has researched student engagement in college experiences and its positive
relationship with persistence to graduate. While Astin also researches student engagement, he
has additionally provided a fundamental and powerful Inputs-Environment-Outputs (I-E-O)
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assessment model that reminds educators that outcomes must always be evaluated by inputs.
Astin’s I-E-O model will serve as the guiding theoretical basis for this study because I will be
looking at precollege traits rather than the college environment itself which includes
programmatic activities that are designed for personal growth and student learning outcomes.
Astin’s powerful assessment model (I-E-O) provides a fundamental strategy for evaluating
student development based on students’ attitudes, behavior and skills prior to arriving on campus
(2012). Astin approaches student development on college campuses by accounting for these
important precollege characteristics while Kuh and his colleagues evaluate student engagement
with experiences while enrolled at college to gage their success. While both approaches have
found similar results, the approaches differ in that one includes student background and the other
focuses on what students experience while at college.
Many other scholars have added to the discussion on the impact of college on students
and have offered assessment strategies for faculty, staff and administrators (Baird, 1988; Moos,
1979, 1986; Pascarella, 1985; Strange, 2003; Strange and Banning; 2001; Tinto, 1993; Weidman,
1989).
Tinto (1993) introduced a comparable college impact model to Astin’s I-E-O model.
Tinto’s Longitudinal Model of Institutional Departure emphasizes “Pre Entry Attributes” such as
family and personal history, skills and ability as well as previous academic experiences. The
institution, faculty and peer interactions serve as external forces that when combined with
integration and personal goals and commitments help students achieve outcomes such as
graduation.
Pascarella (1985) proposed a model for assessing change among college students. Tinto’s
model primarily relies on influences within the collegiate setting while Pascarella’s General
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Model for Assessing Change specifically includes the college’s structural and organizational
characteristics such as size, selectivity and residential nature. The other slight difference for
Pascarella’s model is the quantity and quality of student engagement, which is framed by
students’ precollege traits such as “aptitude, achievement, personality, aspiration, and ethnicity”
(Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005, p.57).
Weidman (1989) outlined a model of undergraduate socialization that relies on
psychological and social impacts on student development. This model focuses on the peer and
social influences of socialization on students’ attainment of new knowledge, attitudes and skills
that are culturally accepted by the environment. This model clearly relates to intercultural
competency because of the implied assimilation or adaptability result of participation within a
college campus. Also important to note, Weideman’s work is heavily influenced by other student
development scholars (Astin, 1977 & 1984; Chickering, 1969). Weidman notes that students
bring precollege traits with them to college that also influence their learning outcomes (1989).
For Weidman, some of those precollege characteristics include socioeconomic status, aptitude,
career preferences, aspirations and values.
Baird (2003) offers a reconceptualization of student outcomes through four key
categories. First, Baird suggests that students be viewed as diverse individuals rather than an
aggregate group. Secondly, Baird recommends viewing sub-cultures or environments created by
the broader university environment. Third, Baird proposes investigating the systemic variety of
interactions rather than a homogenous view of student activity. Finally, Biard encourages a selfauthorship approach to student learning outcomes in which students would be responsible for
determining outcomes. Baird’s review of assessment literature focuses mostly on assessment in
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divisions of student affairs scholarship such as scholarship from Astin (1993b, 1999), Baxter
Magolda (2000) and Pascarella and Terenzini (2005).
Upcraft & Schuh (1996) explained that “assessment is any effort to gather, analyze, and
interpret evidence which describes institutional, departmental, divisional, or agency
effectiveness” (p. 18). Their work distinguishes programmatic assessment from individual
assessment. For the purposes of this study, I will be focusing on individual assessment rather
than programmatic assessment. Several studies assess programmatic efforts such as study abroad
experiences (Anderson, Lawton, Rexeisen & Hubbard, 2006; Koskinen & Tossavainen, 2004;
Luo Jaieson-Drake, 2015; Salisbury, An & Pascarella, 2013; Williams, 2005).
Research shows that the diversity within the curricular and co-curricular in a collegiate
atmosphere not only positively influences student learning outcomes associated with general
education but also students’ attitudes towards others (Astin, 1993a, 1993b; Gurin, Dey, Hurtado
& Gurin, 2002; Hurtado, 1992). Astin (1993a) notes that campuses with a homogeneous
population provide positive interaction for students who reflect the dominant culture making it
difficult for those who do not belong to the dominant culture to persist and eventually graduate.
This echoes the psychological approach of intercultural competency described by scholars of the
1970’s (Bochner, 1972; David, 1976; Guthrie, 1975) who noted that positive stimuli does not
influence growth and empathy.
Implications of the Literature to this Study
Most of the literature reviewed here are theoretical in nature because so much work has
been needed to help operationalize the constructs involved with intercultural competency. The
majority of the analytical work that exists focuses on study abroad experiences (Anderson,
Lawton, Rexeisen & Hubbard, 2006; Koskinen & Tossavainen, 2004; Luo Jamieson-Drake,
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2015; Salisbury, An & Pascarella, 2013; Williams, 2005). This review of the literature has
defined some significant terms in the field of intercultural competency, recapped the models
offered in the field of intercultural competency and the models in the field of college student
development as they intersect with those from intercultural competence, and assessment
literature from student affairs and competency scholars. Furthermore, this chapter has found
common ground between all three of these areas to construct a conceptual framework for the
study.
It has only been recently that other intervention type experiences have been analyzed for
effectiveness (Brown, 2008). This study will attempt to fill a gap in the theoretical literature
regarding pre-existing conditions as well as help identify ways that faculty, staff and
administrators can quickly assess students’ educational needs regarding intercultural
competency. Some research exists regarding small portions of demographic characteristics or
personality traits (Kim, Y., 1988; Landreman, Rasmussen, King & Xinquan Jiang, 2007;
Mendenhall, Stevens, Bird, Oddou, & Osland, 2012), but scholars have not fully researched how
personal traits or behavioral impacts on intercultural competency (Nicassio & Saral, 1981; Cui &
Awa, 1992). This study will also analyze incoming students’ precollege dispositions regarding
previous activities, attitudes as well as demographic characteristics and their relationship with
the students’ existing intercultural competence.
Conceptual Framework for this Study
The conceptual framework for this study contains connective threads between theoretical
models of intercultural competence, classic student development theory and college impact and
assessment theory. The basis for the study is found in Astin’s I-E-O assessment model. Scholars
have approached their research using a similar theoretical basis of following the common threads
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between intercultural competence and college impact theory. (Brown, 2008; Chávez, GuidoDiBrito & Mallory, 2003; King & Baxter Magolda, 2005). Additionally, Deardorff has focused
much of her work on assessing intercultural competence (2004, 2006, 2009, 2011 & 2015). Most
of the research in intercultural competence focuses on the outcomes associated with curricular
and co-curricular activities. Often the research will include a pre-test or pre-survey prior to an
experience and then a post-test after the experience to evaluate the difference to explore the
impact of the experience. The literature does not reflect the impact of first-year student traits
prior to a collegiate experience.
Astin (2012) explained that when focusing only on outcomes that the findings would lead
to misleading inferences because these “environment-only assessments” disregard what the
students bring to the experience. While pre-test/post-test studies measure a benchmark
orientation, they may not take into account many aspects of the individual student’s background.
This study uses Astin’s Input-Environment-Outcome (I-E-O) model (Figure 2.5) as the guiding
theoretical framework for this research to shed some light on first-year students. This study
should help educators who create and implement various student learning interventions by being
strategic in planning their work.

Environment

B

A

Outcomes

Inputs

C
Figure 2.5. Adapted visualization of Astin’s assessment model (2012).

According to Astin’s I-E-O Model, arrow A represents an individual student’s choice of
educational environment. Arrow B represents assessment and evaluation results in educational
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environments. And, arrow C represents student inputs that are directly related to student
outcomes. The inputs and their impact on outcomes (arrow C) are the concentration of this study.
This research will explore some inputs that directly impact student outcomes without including
an intervention or programmatic activities.
This study is designed to investigate intercultural competence among incoming first-year
students and their precollege traits. The study will use the literature outlined in this chapter to
focus on specific precollege traits that align with the constructs of the field of intercultural
competency. The quantitative data analysis will explore correlations and determine predictive
traits that impact intercultural competency characteristics without intentionally designed
collegiate experiences. The study seeks to provide additional insight on a variety of traits that
could be helpful to students as they work toward developing intercultural competence while
attending a college or university.
This chapter defined the construct of intercultural competence, discussed intercultural
competence models, outlined the relevant college impact development models, explored
theoretical constructs for intercultural competence, and highlighted pertinent college impact
assessment and competence literature. This study will use the cross-section of this literature as a
foundation for exploration. While other scholars have concentrated on the environment and
outcomes as defined in Astin’s I-E-O assessment model, this study will focus entirely on inputs
(See Figure 2.5).
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
This study was designed to study first-year students’ backgrounds using Astin’s I-E-O
model to predict their intercultural competence. Because the hypothesis assumes that an
individual’s intercultural competency is a function of his or her personal demographics, skills,
attitudes and experiences, this study relies on two instruments with the needed variables to
provide all of the variables needed to perform the research.
Research Questions
1. What is the relationship between students’ precollege demographic characteristics, skill set,
attitudes, and past experiences and his or her intercultural competence?
2. What information contained in the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP)
Freshman Survey predicts an individual’s intercultural competency?
3. Do the data identify clusters of students based on their demographics, skills, attitudes and
experiences?
Research Design
Using Astin’s I-E-O assessment model as the guiding theoretical framework, this
research uses a quantitative approach using correlation analysis, multiple regression analysis,
cluster analysis and logistic regression analysis. These analyses were intended to shed new light
on students’ predisposition prior to attending post-secondary education. This research method
properly addresses the research questions because of their correlative and predictive nature using
multiple variables. According to Urdan (2010), “multiple regression, allows researchers to
examine the nature and strength of the relations between the variables, the relative predictive
power of several independent variables on a dependent variable and the unique contribution of
one or more independent variables when controlling for one or more covariates” (p. 145). For
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this study, intercultural competence was the dependent variable and the students’ demographics
and precollege traits were the independent variables. Multiple regression allows researchers to
study interactions between variables, which may provide further insight on the research
questions (Urdan, 2010). This study identifies any existing relationships between multiple
independent variables such as sex, race or ethnicity, socio-economic status, age and religious
affiliation. Other researchers in intercultural competency have found no significant relationship
between gender and intercultural competency; however, this study investigates previous findings
as well as examines additional demographic characteristics. Cluster analysis and logistical
regression analysis were also conducted as exploratory tests to provide additional information
beyond the correlation and multiple regression analysis. They also serve as confirmatory tests to
see if similar patterns occur in both the multiple regression and the logistic regression.
Data Collection
Sample
The sample was limited to incoming first-year students at TCU. The institution and
population were chosen for convenience purposes. TCU is a mid-sized, private institution located
in Fort Worth, Texas. The institution has been regionally accredited by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACS-COC) and includes elements of
internationalization in its mission and vision statements.
TCU Mission Statement
To educate individuals to think and act as ethical leaders and responsible citizens
in the global community
TCU Vision Statement
To be a world-class, values-centered university. (TCU, 2016)
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The population for the study is all first-year students at TCU, and the sample includes
only first-year students who completed both the CIRP Freshman Survey (CIRP TFS) and the
Intercultural Effectiveness Scale (IES). Some students may attend and enroll at TCU without
having participated in both surveys. Figure 3.1 depicts the design for this study based on similar
designs described by Creswell (2014).

All IES & CIRP
TFS Survey
Participants

IES
Data
Analysis
CIRP

Figure 3.1. Adapted research design of Creswell (2014).

Procedures
Quantitative research must consist of at least thirty participants in the sample (Gall, Gall
& Borg, 2014; Urdan, 2010). This research includes CIRP Freshman Survey data and IES data
from three cohorts at TCU. The extant data represent incoming students of fall 2013, fall 2014
and fall 2015. Based on the number of matched sets, there were 1,052 respondents from 2013,
980 respondents from 2014, and 887 respondents from 2015. The large sample size from this
extant data increases the power of the study, and it also makes it easier to reject the null
hypothesis and risk a Type I error (Urdan, 2010).
All first-year students were asked to complete the Cooperative Institutional Research
Program (CIRP) Freshman Survey (TFS) during orientation. After orientation, those who have
participated in orientation are asked to complete the Intercultural Effectiveness Scale (IES).
Students are not, however, required to complete either instrument. The CIRP and the IES data of
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first-year students from three consecutive years will provide all of the data for this study, but
only those students who have completed both instruments will be included in the study. Use of
these data sets required written permission from respective administrators. The Division of
Student Affairs administers the CIRP and The Quality Enhancement Plan “Discovering Global
Citizenship” administers the IES.
The data sets were matched by students’ email addresses because email address was the
only unique identifiers across both instruments that allowed for matching the responses into a
larger combined file. When the data sets were matched, a new identifier was established. Any
email addresses that previously served as unique identifiers for the individual student data were
deleted or destroyed to preserve the confidentiality for the participants.
Instrumentation
CIRP Freshman Survey. The study uses data from two instruments – the Cooperative
Institutional Research Program (CIRP) The Freshman Survey (TFS) and the Intercultural
Effectiveness Scale (IES). A copy of the 2013, 2014 and 2015 CIRP Freshman Surveys. After
receiving permission to use the data from the two offices, the researcher used the raw data from
both data sets to conduct the analyses.
The Cooperative Institutional Research Program’s The Freshman Survey (CIRP TFS)
instrument has been in use since 1966 by institutions of higher education across the United States
to collect information about incoming first-year students. According to the Higher Education
Research Institute (HERI), the CIRP Freshman Survey explores many student attitudes and
experiences prior to attending college or university. A few of those include the following items:
“established behaviors in high school, academic preparedness, admissions decisions,
expectations of college, interactions with peers and faculty, student values and goals, student
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demographic characteristics and concerns about financing college” (HERI, 2016). The CIRP
Freshman Survey also includes political views and attitudes or beliefs on current issues and
social political subjects like gun control and gay marriage. In 2010, HERI developed some
constructs including Habits of Mind, Academic Self-Concept, Social Self-Concept, Pluralistic
Orientation, Social Agency, College Reputation Orientation and Likelihood of College
Involvement. Most of the instrument relies on individual items and student responses to a variety
of abilities, past activities and beliefs on topics. Some of the responses are categorical and
ordinal, but most of them are scaled responses.
Intercultural Effectiveness Scale. The Intercultural Effectiveness Scale (IES) measures
three critical competency areas of intercultural effectiveness: continuous learning, interpersonal
engagement, and hardiness. (Mendenhall, Stevens, Bird, Oddou & Osland, 2012). Continuous
learning includes two sub-dimensions—self-awareness and exploration. Interpersonal
engagement includes global mindset and relationship interest. The third dimension hardiness
includes positive regard and emotional resilience. In addition to scores in these three dimensions
and the corresponding sub-dimensions, the IES also provides an overall IES score. Figure 3.2
visually illustrates the dimensions and sub-categories and includes Cronbach’s alpha for each
dimension and each sub-dimension.
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Continuous Learning, α= 0.85
•Self-Awareness, α= 0.76
•Exploration, α= 0.82

Overall
IES
Score

Interpersonal Engagement, α= 0.86
•Global Mindset, α= 0.84
•Relationship Interest, α= 0.80

Hardiness, α=0.84
•Positive Regard, α= 0.79
•Emotional Resilience, α= 0.81

Figure 3.2. Adapted visualization of Intercultural Effectiveness Scale dimensions (Mendenhall, Stevens, Bird,
Oddou & Osland, 2012).

The Kozai Group developed the IES as a shorter version of the more complex Global
Competencies Inventory which was also developed by the Kozai Group (Mendenhall, Stevens,
Bird, Oddou & Osland, 2012). The constructs on both inventories were selected as critical traits
for intercultural competence after performing a comprehensive meta-analysis of the research on
expatriate adaptation. Over 50 expatriate characteristics were identified from 8,475 expatriates in
66 studies (Mendenhall, Stevens, Bird, Oddou & Osland, 2012). These traits and skills were
analyzed to identify the three broad categories and their corresponding sub-categories to have a
profound impact on an individual’s capacity to successfully achieve intercultural competence.
The IES includes a few demographic items like ethnicity, national origin, how many spoken
languages, and a battery of possible activities. The bulk of the instrument includes scaled
questions that provide scores for nine (9) constructs and one (1) Overall IES score.
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Reliability
CIRP Freshman Survey. The Higher Education Research Institute who developed the
CIRP Freshman Survey “use an iterative factor-analytic approach to ensure the internal
consistency and unidemensionality of our Constructs” (HERI, 2016). The approach uses Item
Response Theory (IRT) versus Classical Test Theory to analyze internal consistency on their
questionnaire. “IRT provides a ‘diagnosis’ (trait estimate) for a person based on observed
‘symptoms’ (response patterns) and background knowledge (a mathematical model).”
(Sharkness, DeAngelo & Pryor, 2010, p. 6). Each question in the CIRP Freshman Survey was
evaluated using a factor analysis to discern whether or not the question appropriately indicates
the respondent’s answer (Sharkness, DeAngelo & Pryor, 2010).
Intercultural Effectiveness Scale. This study researches intercultural competence, so the
Intercultural Effectiveness Scale was chosen due to the accuracy of the instrument. Clark &
Watson (1995) described reliability as the internal consistency of an instrument designed for
theory-based psychometric scales (Clark & Watson, 1995). Urdan (2010) explained that
Cronbach’s alpha is a commonly used, statistically based coeffiecient that describes the
reliability of a set of items as a group and how they perform on a survey to exemplify a
construct. Portalla and Chen (2010) reported a Cronbach’s alpha α = 0.86 for the IES. An alpha
over 0.7 is considered to be satisfactory, an alpha over 0.8 is considered to be good, and an alpha
over 0.9 is considered to be excellent (George & Mallery, 2009). Mendenhall, Stevens, Bird,
Oddou and Osland (2012) provided Cronbach’s alpha ratios for the dimensions and the subdimensions including: Continuous Learning (α = 0.85), Self-Awareness (α = 0.76), Exploration
(α = 0.82), Interpersonal Engagement (α = 0.86), Global Mindset (α = 0.84), Relationship
Interest (α = 0.80), Hardiness (α = 0.84), Positive Regard (α = 0.79), Emotional Resilience (α =
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0.81). Since the sub-dimensions contribute to the dimensions the alpha scores for the three main
dimensions are very high. High alpha ratios indicate the reliability of an instrument for social
science research; furthermore, reliable instruments should be free of random variation among
results from participants (Urdan, 2010).
Validity
CIRP Freshman Survey. Similarly, validity ensures that an instrument is free from
systematic errors and biases. A valid instrument should measure what it is supposed to measure
not just be accurate, which refers to the reliability of the instrument (Urdan, 2010). Furuya,
Stevens, Bird, Oddou and Mendenhall (2009) reported that the IES maintains content validity,
predictive validity, convergent/divergent validity, differential validity, and face validity.
Intercultural Effectiveness Scale. Additionally, the high reliability and validity of the
instruments ensures the construct validity for the study. In terms of internal and external validity
for the study, the research design, methods and data collection should be based on sound
techniques in order to produce accurate analyses and findings. In fact, Babbie (2013) explained
that internal validity requires a rigorous design that appropriately reflects the purpose of the
study to produce valid data. Internal validity can be impacted by flaws within the study, such as
not selecting the correct subjects or not selecting the correct research instrument. Internal validity
also depends on the data analysis by the researcher to assure supportable findings (Babbie,
2013). Threats to internal validity are minimized in this study because the instruments have been
tested for reliability and validity, the subjects are members of the target population and the study
was designed to be analyzed as a multiple regression analysis. One of the only threats to the
validity of the study is participants’ honesty or accuracy when self-reporting their perceived
experiences in completing the instruments. The instruments have also been thoroughly tested
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over the course of several years, which will also minimize this threat to data collection among
the sample because the instrument designers have tested and calibrated them for such errors.
(Eagan, Stolzenberg, Ramirez, Aragon, Suchard, & Hurtado, 2014)
External validity refers to generalizability of the findings to a larger population. Threats
to external validity include complications with the sample (Gall, Gall & Borg, 2013; Babbie,
2013). This quantitative study includes a large sample size that will minimize the threat to
external validity and therefore, yield in a high effect size. The large sample size is the only threat
to external validity because a large sample size has the propensity to find statistically significant
results which leads a researcher to reject the null hypothesis and make a Type II error.
Data Analysis
Along with providing personal perspectives, this study examines whether incoming firstyear students would indicate a predisposed affinity to cultural competence based on their
answers to the CIRP Freshman Survey. The analysis of incoming first-year students at TCU was
conducted to investigate potential connections between students’ demographics, attitudes,
abilities and past experiences and their individual cultural competence.
Variables
The data came from 3 years (2013, 2014 & 2015) of survey data. The two instruments
provided the variables for the study. The IES provided the dependent variables. The CIRP TFS
provided the independent variables that would be tested against the dependent variables in the
IES. The IES instrument was not changed during this time period; however, the CIRP TFS made
some minor changes each year. Using the codebooks for each year, the variables were matched
from year to year and recoded. For example, one item may have been coded MNDHAB09 in
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2013 and MNDHAB08 in 2015. The 2014 and 2015 codes were recoded to match the 2013
codes which were the final codes used in the study.
Race was collapsed in to a single categorical variable. For example, if students chose
more than 1 race or ethnic background, they were recoded to multi-racial. Race included eleven
(11) distinct options or categories (White/Caucasian, Black/African American, American
Indian/Alaska Native, Asian/Asian-American, Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander,
Chicano/Mexican-American, Puerto Rican, Other Latino, Other, Multiracial, No Response).
Additionally, the 2015 instrument included East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
Taiwanese), Southeast Asian (e.g., Cambodian, Vietnamese, Hmong, Filipino), South Asian
(e.g., Indian, Pakistani, Nepalese, Sri Lankan), Other Asian. These were collapsed into the
singular Asian/Asian-American category which matched the 2013 and 2014 instrument.
Income based on the Pew Research Center analysis of the 2015 population, states that a
family of four (4) is considered upper income at $145,041 or higher combined annual household
income, middle income between $48,347 - $145,041 combined annual household income, and
anything lower than $48,347 would be considered low income (Pew Research Center, 2015).
Because the CIRP TFS Parental Income question did not match the national data from the Pew,
the categories for income were collapsed to the low income ($0 - $29,999), middle income
($30,000 - $149,999) and high income (anything over $150,000). The CIRP TFS asked students
to estimate their parent’s income through 20 ordinal categories that were defined by $10,000
increments. So the ordinal variable was collapsed to match as closely to the national definition as
possible based on the categories listed on the CIRP Freshman Survey.
Independent Variables from The Freshman Survey (TFS) by CIRP
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The items identified for person P variables consisted of 43 total variables in 6
demographic categories from CIRP’s The Freshman Survey (TFS). The results reported in
Chapter 4 refers to the code names of the variables. The codes are reported here in parentheses at
the end of each variable.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Gender (M/F) (SEX)
Native Language (Y/N English) (NATENGSP)
Citizenship Status (4) (CITIZEN)
Parents’ Income (NEWINCOME 1-3) ($0 – 29,999; $30,000-149,999; $150,000+)
Religious Preference (SRELIGION 1-21)
Race/Ethnicity (RACE 1-11)

The items identified for skills S variables consist of 14 total variables from 14 separate
questions in CIRP TFS. These items are indirect measures because they are self-reported views
of the respondent rating him or herself on various abilities. The results reported in Chapter 4
refers to the code names of the variables. The codes are reported here in parentheses at the end of
each variable.
1. Drive to achieve (1-5) (RATE07)
2. Emotional health (1-5) (RATE08)
3. Leadership ability (1-5) (RATE09)
4. Public Speaking (1-5) (RATE13)
5. Risk-taking (1-5) (RATE14)
6. Intellectual self-confidence (1-5) (RATE15)
7. Social self-confidence (1-5) (RATE16)
8. Self-understanding (1-5) (RATE17)
9. Understanding of others (1-5) (RATE19)
10. Ability to see world from diff perspective (1-5) (DIVRATE1)
11. Tolerance of others with diff beliefs (1-5) (DIVRATE2)
12. Open to having views challenged (1-5) (DIVRATE3)
13. Discuss controversial topics (1-5) (DIVRATE4)
14. Speak cooperatively with diverse people (1-5) (DIVRATE5)
The items identified for attitudes A variables consist of 11 total variables from 7 separate
questions in CIRP TFS. These items are indirect measures because they are self-reported values
about political and social involvement as personal goals. The results reported in Chapter 4 refers
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to the code names of the variables. The codes are reported here in parentheses at the end of each
variable.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Influencing the political structure (4) (GOAL04)
Helping others who are in difficulty (4) (GOAL08)
Participating in a community action program (4) (GOAL15)
Helping to promote racial understanding (4) (GOAL16)
Keeping up to date with political affairs (4) (GOAL17)
Becoming a community leader (4) (GOAL18)
Political views (5) (POLIVIEW 1-5)

The items identified for experiences X variables consist of 30 total variables from 15
separate questions in CIRP TFS. These items are activities which the respondents reported doing
within the past year. The results reported in Chapter 4 refers to the code names of the variables.
The codes are reported here in parentheses at the end of each variable.
1. Type of HS (5) (HSTYPE 1-5)
2. Take risk (1-3) (MNDHAB06)
3. Alternative solutions (1-3) (MNDHAB07)
4. Scientific resources (1-3) (MNDHAB08)
5. Explore topics (1-3) (MNDHAB09)
6. Accept mistakes (1-3) (MNDHAB10)
7. Felt overwhelmed (1-3) (ACT10)
8. Performed volunteer work (1-3) (ACT12)
9. Socialized with diff race/ethnicity (1-3) (ACT15)
10. Performed community service for class (1-3) (ACT18)
11. Publically communicate opinion about a cause (1-3) (ACT23)
12. Learn something on own (1-3) (ACT28)
13. Military Status (4) (MILITARY 1-4)
14. Composition of HS (5) (RACEHS 1-5)
15. Composition of neighborhood (5) (RACENEIB 1-5)
Data Analysis
The researcher conducted several statistical analyses to get multiple views of the data.
The idea behind the multiple views is to provide a more thorough view of the data. Descriptive
statistics were computed first to offer basic patterns within the data to provide a broader
perspective of the dataset (Neuman, 2009). Essentially, the descriptive statistics provides general
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demographic information about the sample. The first inferential statistical test will be a
correlation between the single response items from CIRP TFS and ten (10) dependent variables
from the Intercultural Effectiveness Scale (IES). Because of the multivariate nature of the
independent variables, the researcher performed a multiple regression analysis which also
provides a multiple correlation coefficient. Finally, a hierarchical cluster analysis was performed
to explore potential clustering among the data, and a logistic regression analysis was executed to
search for discriminating facts about each cluster to garner addition insight into groups of
individuals.
Correlation. Researchers note that correlational research can be used to describe the
strength and direction of a relationship between at least two variables and can be used to explain
how variables are related (Astin, 2012; Babbie, 2013; Creswell, 2014 & Urdan, 2010).
Correlation studies are used to examine two or more variables to see if they have something in
common. This study investigates the correlation between incoming students’ responses on the
CIRP Freshman Survey and their scores in the Intercultural Effectiveness Scale (IES).
The correlation analysis for this study is a Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient or Pearson’s r because the data meets the assumptions of the statistical test of
parametric data. The calculations of Pearson’s correlation coefficient requires the dataset to
maintain interval or ratio level, be linearly related, and be bivariate with a normal distribution.
Pearson’s r is computed for linear relationships of continuous data and provides the researcher
with a direction to describe the relationship (positive or negative). The other distinguishing factor
of correlation coefficients is that they demonstrate the power of the correlation which ranges
between -1.0 to +1.0 (Salkind, 2008; Urdan, 2010). Finally, the correlation test produces
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information that can help define which independent variables to use for multiple regression
analysis.
Multiple regression analysis. The multiple regression analysis was conducted to
investigate many independent variables at one time on a singular dependent variable. The use of
multiple regression analysis allows for interactions between variables, and multiple regression
analysis is used to predict a dependent variable from various normally distributed predictive
variables (Urdan, 2010). Urdan explains that social science researchers rely on the versatility of
multiple regression because it provides the strength of relationships and the predictability of
many independent variables on a dependent variable while controlling for one or more
covariates. For this study, intercultural competence serves as the dependent variable and the
demographics, skills, attitudes, and experiences serve as the independent variables. The
predictive quality of the analysis is valuable for educators because they may only have access to
data from the CIRP instruments, but not the IES. If scores can be predicted based on the CIRP, it
could provide educators with a tool for designing curricula, programs and interventions.
This study provides some helpful conclusions that may be invaluable to administrators
who create policy, staff who design programs and faculty who direct curricula with the intent to
promote global learning and intercultural competency among students in college. Prior studies
offer roadmaps for institutions to construct internationalized campuses, but the studies found in
the literature do not address the question of students’ backgrounds, which would allow educators
to prepare intentionally structure programmatic activities in a more strategic manner.
Hierarchical cluster analysis. Cluster analysis is a multivariate technique of grouping
things together that share similar characteristics across multiple variables. Conversely, cluster
analysis will also demonstrate the differences or dissimilarities between groups, which can be
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equally valuable for research purposes. Hierarchical cluster analysis, one of the various cluster
analyses, creates a hierarchy of clusters using a dendrogram and partitions a set of objects into
mutually exclusive groups (Urdan, 2010).
Logistic regression analysis. Logistic regression are used as an extension of multiple
regression that measures relationships between a categorical dependent variable and one or more
independent variable(s) by estimating probabilities using the cumulative logistic distribution
(George & Mallery, 2010). The logistic regression model establishes the likelihood of an
occurrence happening among a randomly selected set of observations or independent variables.
Conversely, it can also estimate the likelihood that an occurrence does not happen. Additionally,
it can predict the impact of independent variables on a binary response variable such as the
responses often obtained by asking participants their sex or gender. For this example the
responses are binary because the responses are male or female. Finally, because the logistical
regression analysis in this study was associated with a cluster analysis, the results can organize
observations by predicting the likelihood that an observation describes a cluster. The logistic
regression analysis will help explain how first-year students naturally cluster and what types of
variables from the study contribute to the understanding of that cluster. This provides educational
practitioners with another layer of information about the students which will help assist in
developing global learning strategies both in and out of the classroom.
Ethical Considerations
Students were encouraged to complete both instruments, but participation was completely
voluntary. Because the data existed, permission was requested and obtained from TCU
administrators to use the data. The potential risk to participants was minimal because the data
had already been collected. When the datasets were obtained, the data were matched using a
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unique identifier to protect the individuals from being named. This data was stored in a secure
place that was accessible only by the investigator and was discarded without the ability to access
it. The only known risks for the study includes student privacy issues, and whether or not
individual students would be able to be singled out based on the demographic information for
individual students since all participants are TCU students. However, the results are reported as
in the aggregate which would make recognizing an individual from the study would not be
possible.
Only the researcher had access to the identifiable data prior to being analyzed. Any
individual’s identifiable information was removed prior to analyzing the data to protect
confidentiality. Finally, data used for this study (IES survey data, CIRP survey data) was stored
in a password protected computer file that only the investigator can open or access.
Limitations
This study was limited to one school with a student population that tends to be affluent
and traditionally aged which may not apply to other schools such as a community college or a
large public institutions. Therefore, the results may not be generalizable to other schools unless
they have similar characteristics such as school type, size and location, but the study could be
insightful or instructive for other institutions under similar circumstances. Because the study
only included students who participate in both surveys, the non-responders could have impacted
the results. The non-responders may have unique characteristics that were not accounted for in
the study. While that does not exclude many students in this case for this institution, it may
impact generalizability. Additionally, the study will not include any students who begin in spring
or are considered transfer students, so if there are some distinguishing traits of students who
enter at other times, this study will not capture that nuance. Finally, many of the questions on
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both instruments ask students to describe themselves and their circumstance. The nature of this
type of self-reporting may impact the results assuming that students may under report or over
report their experiences.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
Introduction
The statistical tests used in this study included descriptive statistics that help describe the
sample from this study in order to provide an overall idea of the general demographic
characteristics of the group. A correlation was used to see if relationships exist between the
variables from the CIRP TFS and the IES. The first statistical analysis used for the study was a
correlation to determine if any relationships existed between the independent variables of the
CIRP TFS and the dependent variables of the IES. Then a multiple regression analysis was
performed to see which independent variables can predict responses on the IES. Finally, a
hierarchical cluster analysis was conducted to investigate what significant groups of people
naturally group together and to see what differences may exist between the groups. And a
logistic regression analysis was performed on the clusters to further investigate the nature of the
naturally existing clusters.
Descriptive Statistics
Data were collected across three different years of consecutive first-year student classes.
This study only included those participants who completed both the CIRP TFS and IES
instruments, which yielded a total sample size of 2,919 (n=2,919). The data included several
demographic results such as sex, race and ethnicity, English as a native language, citizenship
status, parental income, type of high school, political leanings, and the racial composition of the
participant’s high school and neighborhood. These simple and general statistics were used to
describe basic demographics in the data.
The participants self-identified as male or female (69.7% identified as female while
30.3% identified as male). In terms of race and ethnicity, 75.3% of participants reported as white
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or Caucasian, 9.6% reported as multi-racial, 3.2 % reported as black or African-American, 2.6%
reported as Asian or Asian-American, 0.1% reported as American Indian or Alaskan Native,
0.1% reported as Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, 3.4% reported as Chicano or MexicanAmerican, 0.3% reported as Puerto Rican, 1.6% reported as other Latino, 0.5% reported as other
and 3.3% had no response. Most of the respondents were U.S. citizens (97.5%), with the rest
almost equally representing permanent residents (0.7%), international students (0.5%), or none
of the above (1.3%), and 96.3% spoke English as their native language while 3.7% identified that
another language as their native language. Additionally, 14.0% reported a parental income of less
than $30,000, 34.6% reported a parental income between $30,000 and $149,999, and 51.4%
reported parental income above $150,000. Participants also reported current political leanings,
which included 46.4% who identified as conservative, 37.9% who identified as moderate or
middle-of-the-road, 12.2% who identified as liberal, 2.9% who identified as far right, and 0.6%
who identified as far left.
With regard to the type of high school from which the respondents graduated, 63.5%
came from public schools, including charter and magnet schools, 36.0% came from private
schools, including both religious and college-preparatory and 0.5% were homeschooled. 59.1%
of the respondents described the racial composition of their high school as mostly non-white,
20.3% as roughly half white and half non-white, 11 percent as mostly white, 7.7% as completely
non-white, and 1.9% as completely white. Furthermore, they reported similar results for the
racial makeup of their neighborhood, with 60.4% as mostly non-white, 20.0% as completely
non-white, 11.3% as roughly half white and half non-white, 6% as mostly white, and 2.3% as
completely white. While sex, race, and income may be more straightforward questions with
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obvious responses, the students’ responses regarding the racial makeup of their neighborhood
and high school could be exaggerated based on individual perceptions.
Inferential Statistics
Inferential statistics include those analyses generated from sample data that are used to
make inferences about the distinguishing factors of the population represented by the sample.
These statistical analyses allow for an examination of the data to gain a better understanding of
how precollege traits impact intercultural competence. The literature provided the foundation for
the study through the conceptual and theoretical framework of precollege traits and intercultural
competence. The significance of the analysis is to provide educators another tool with which to
intentionally structure intercultural programming and curricular activities.
Correlation. The correlation table (Table 4.1) demonstrates the relationship or the lack
of a relationship between all the dependent variables which includes all of the dimensions and
the overall IES score from the IES and S (skills), A (attitudes) and X (experiences) independent
variables from the CIRP TFS. The table shows numerous statistically significant relationships
among almost all of the variables. Most of the relationships are significant at the 0.001 level.
Only 28 of 310 of the relationships did not have a statistically significant relationship, so 282 of
them did have statistically significant relationships. The Hardiness dimension including the two
sub-dimensions have the fewest statistically significant relationships.
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Table 4.1. Correlation table of independent variables (left column) and dependent variables (top row).

Multiple regression analysis. The multiple regression analysis produces a multiple
correlation coefficient, (R). The multiple correlation coefficient measure the correlation between
the predictor variables and the dependent variables, and it also measures the power of the
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relationship (Urdan, 2010). The multiple correlation coefficient (R) also measures the correlation
between the dependent variable (IES scores) and the independent variables from the CIRP TFS.
Multiple regression analysis was performed for all ten of the IES dependent variables,
including the Overall IES score, the three dimensions of the Intercultural Effectiveness Scale
(Continuous Learning, Interpersonal Engagement and Hardiness), and the two corresponding
sub-dimensions of all three dimensions (Self-Awareness, Exploration, Global Mindset,
Relationship Interest, Positive Regard and Emotional Resilience). The predictor variables
included the P (person), S (skills), A (attitudes), and X (experience) independent variables.
Negative coefficient estimates in multiple regression indicate an inverse relationship
between the predictor variable and dependent variable, meaning that for each increase in the
predictor variable, the dependent variable decreases by the coefficient estimate. Positive
coefficient estimates indicate a positive relationship between the predictor variable and the
Overall IES score, meaning that for each increase in the predictor variable, the Overall IES score
increases by the coefficient estimate. Additionally, the t-ratio is the estimate divided by the
standard error. In studies with large sample, t-ratios higher than the absolute value of 1.96
indicate statistically significant coefficients with a 95% confidence level. The p values listed on
the charts are all statistically significant at the 0.05 level. Those independent variables that were
not statistically significant at the 0.05 level were not reported in the charts.
The following ten sections include data reports for each multiple regression analysis that
was performed on all ten IES scores. Each section explains the assumptions of the multiple
regression analysis, the significance of the model, and the predictor variables on each score from
the IES. Each section concludes with a table of all of the predictor variables that have a
statistically significant relationship with the score listed from most significant to least significant.
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The codes for the CIRP TFS questions can be found in Chapter Three. Each code was labeled
with the corresponding P, S, A, X variables from this study’s hypothesis model.
Overall IES score. Residual plots for the dependent variable Overall IES Score indicated
a good fit for linearity, homoscedasticity and normally distributed residuals, and low variance
inflation factor (VIF) values confirmed a lack of multicollinearity. The overall model was
significant (F = 15.048, p < 0.0001), with 35.7% of the variation in the Overall IES Score
explained by the predictor variables. The model yielded twenty-one (21) significant predictor
variables, with the parameter coefficient estimates listed below in Table 4.2.
All four of the P, S, A, X variables in this study’s hypothesis model are represented
among those twenty-one (21) significant predictor variables from CIRP TFS and contribute to
predicting Overall IES scores on the IES. They include: two (2) P (person) variables [four (4)
Religious Preference and one (1) Sex], ten (10) S (skills) variables, one (1) A (attitude) variable,
and five (5) X (experience) variables. For every increase in level for one of the predictor
variables, a respondent’s Overall IES score increases or decreases by the amount of the
coefficient on average. Positive coefficient values increase the Overall IES score and Negative
coefficient values decrease the Overall IES score, when holding all other variables constant. All
of the predictor variables in this regression have an absolute T-Ratio greater than 1.96 which
demonstrates a 95% confidence level that the coefficient is statistically significant.
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Overall IES Score Table
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

T-Ratio

p-value

ACT10 – X

-0.076112176

0.010595853

-7.18

<.0001

RATE08 – S

0.043794779

0.007668346

5.71

<.0001

DIVRATE2 – S

0.047613903

0.008928881

5.33

<.0001

GOAL17 – A

0.038795465

0.008242378

4.71

<.0001

DIVRATE1 – S

0.039562148

0.009320167

4.24

<.0001

-0.028700006

0.007160966

-4.01

<.0001

MNDHAB09 – X

0.039123202

0.01069325

3.66

0.0003

RATE13 – S

0.026092874

0.007223771

3.61

0.0003

DIVRATE5 – S

0.033773056

0.009447622

3.57

0.0004

RATE14 – S

0.029293723

0.008431159

3.47

0.0005

RATE17 – S

0.025315678

0.009383885

2.7

0.007

ACT15 – X

0.035788547

0.013391138

2.67

0.0076

SRELIG[4] – P

-0.226917056

0.085311936

-2.66

0.0079

DIVRATE4 – S

0.01994855

0.007870265

2.53

0.0113

MNDHAB10 – X

0.030034924

0.011984694

2.51

0.0123

RATE16 – S

0.021455403

0.008651781

2.48

0.0132

SRELIG[1] – P

-0.07041886

0.029640547

-2.38

0.0176

DIVRATE3 – S

0.018107514

0.007633483

2.37

0.0178

SRELIG[14] – P

-0.05694955

0.026078479

-2.18

0.0291

MNDHAB08 – X

0.02098861

0.009651666

2.17

0.0298

SRELIG[19] – P

-0.05912421

0.027653875

-2.14

0.0326

SEX[1] – P

Table 4.2. Statistically significant independent variables for Overall IES Score.

Continuous learning. Residual plots for the dependent variable Continuous Learning
indicated a good fit for linearity, homoscedasticity and normally distributed residuals, and low
VIF values confirmed a lack of multicollinearity. While there were some significant outliers in
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the residuals, they had no effect on leverage due to the very large sample size; therefore, they
were not a concern. The overall model was significant (F = 10.4419, p < 0.0001), with 27.8% of
the variation in Continuous Learning explained by the predictor variables. The model yielded ten
(10) significant predictor variables, with the parameter coefficient estimates listed below in
Table 4.3.
Three of the four P, S, A, X variables presented in the hypothesis for this study are
represented among those ten (10) significant predictor variables from CIRP TFS and contribute
to predicting Continuous Learning on the IES. They include: five (5) S (skills) variables, one (2)
A (attitude) variable, and three (3) X (experience) variables. For every increase in level for one
of the predictor variables, a respondent’s Continuous Learning score increases or decreases by
the amount of the coefficient on average. Positive coefficient values increase the Continuous
Learning score and negative coefficient values decrease the Continuous Learning score, when
holding all other variables constant. All of the predictor variables in this regression have an
absolute T-Ratio greater than 1.96 which demonstrates a 95% confidence level that the
coefficient is statistically significant.
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Continuous Learning Table
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

T-Ratio

p-value

RATE07 – S

0.074882782

0.011148799

6.72

<.0001

DIVRATE1 – S

0.059213895

0.011084712

5.34

<.0001

RATE17 – S

0.05834927

0.011160493

5.23

<.0001

RATE13 – S

0.026656551

0.008591415

3.1

0.0019

MNDHAB10 – X

0.040294038

0.014253702

2.83

0.0047

RATE08 – S

0.025690347

0.009120159

2.82

0.0049

GOAL08 – A

0.025764083

0.010695488

2.41

0.0161

ACT10 – X

-0.027438308

0.012601917

-2.18

0.0296

POLIVIEW[3-2] – A

-0.032066619

0.016217144

-1.98

0.0481

0.029543899

0.015000746

1.97

0.049

MNDHAB07 – X

Table 4.3. Statistically significant independent variables for Continuous Learning.

Self-awareness. Residual plots for the dependent variable Self-Awareness indicated a
good fit for linearity, homoscedasticity and normally distributed residuals, and low VIF values
confirmed a lack of multicollinearity. While there were some significant outliers in the residuals,
they had no effect on leverage due to the very large sample size; therefore, they were not a
concern. The overall model was significant (F = 8.0408, p < 0.0001), with 37.9% of the variation
in Self-Awareness explained by the predictor variables. The model yielded ten (10) significant
predictor variables, with the parameter coefficient estimates listed below in Table 4.4.
Three of the four P, S, A, X variables presented in the hypothesis for this study are
represented among those ten (10) significant predictor variables from CIRP TFS and contribute
to predicting Self-Awareness on the IES. They include: seven (7) S (skills) variables, two (2) A
(attitude) variables, and one (1) X (experience) variable. For every increase in level for one of
the predictor variables, a respondent’s Overall IES score increases or decreases by the amount of
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the coefficient on average. Positive coefficient values increase the Overall IES score and
Negative coefficient values decrease the Overall IES score, when holding all other variables
constant. All of the predictor variables in this regression have an absolute T-Ratio greater than
1.96 which demonstrates a 95% confidence level that the coefficient is statistically significant.
Continuous Learning Table
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

T-Ratio

p-value

RATE17 – S

0.096127268

0.013301991

7.23

<.0001

RATE07 – S

0.070235569

0.013288053

5.29

<.0001

DIVRATE1 – S

0.066996533

0.013211669

5.07

<.0001

-0.059600462

0.019328922

-3.08

0.0021

RATE08 – S

0.031151939

0.010870154

2.87

0.0042

RATE16 – S

0.033102372

0.012264208

2.7

0.007

RATE13 – S

0.026366285

0.010239953

2.57

0.0101

RATE14 – S

-0.030725239

0.011951469

-2.57

0.0102

ACT23 – X

0.028435301

0.012569303

2.26

0.0238

GOAL08 – A

0.028486845

0.01274776

2.23

0.0255

POLIVIEW[3-2] – A

Table 4.4. Statistically significant independent variables for Self-Awareness.

Exploration. Residual plots for the dependent variable Exploration indicated a good fit
for linearity, homoscedasticity and normally distributed residuals, and low VIF values confirmed
a lack of multicollinearity. While there were again some significant outliers in the residuals, they
had no effect on leverage due to the very large sample size, and they were therefore not a
concern. They overall model was significant (F = 9.8241, p < 0.0001), with 26.6% of the
variation in Exploration explained by the predictor variables. The model yielded fifteen (15)
significant predictor variables, with the parameter estimates listed below in Table 4.5.
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All four of the P, S, A, X variables presented in the hypothesis for this study are
represented among those fifteen (15) significant predictor variables from CIRP TFS and
contribute to predicting Exploration on the IES. They include: one (1) P (person) variable, eight
(8) S (skills) variables, one (1) A (attitude) variable, and five (5) X (experience) variables. For
every increase in level for one of the predictor variables, a respondent’s Overall IES score
increases or decreases by the amount of the coefficient on average. Positive coefficient values
increase the Overall IES score and Negative coefficient values decrease the Overall IES score,
when holding all other variables constant. All of the predictor variables in this regression have an
absolute T-Ratio greater than 1.96 which demonstrates a 95% confidence level that the
coefficient is statistically significant.
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Exploration Table
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

T-Ratio

p-value

RATE07 – S

0.079529996

0.012469559

6.38

<.0001

DIVRATE1 – S

0.051431257

0.012397879

4.15

<.0001

-0.035037709

0.009525666

-3.68

0.0002

MNDHAB10 – X

0.058183248

0.015942289

3.65

0.0003

DIVRATE2 – S

0.039641071

0.011877383

3.34

0.0009

RATE14 – S

0.035372213

0.011215303

3.15

0.0016

ACT15 – X

0.051011536

0.01781317

2.86

0.0042

RATE13 – S

0.026946816

0.00960921

2.8

0.0051

MNDHAB07 – X

0.042540352

0.016777833

2.54

0.0113

-0.032938957

0.014094823

-2.34

0.0195

DIVRATE3 – S

0.023289658

0.010154217

2.29

0.0219

GOAL18 – A

0.025567012

0.011276287

2.27

0.0235

HSTYPE[3] – X

0.126300599

0.056600098

2.23

0.0257

DIVRATE5 – S

0.024950199

0.012567422

1.99

0.0472

RATE08 – S

0.020228755

0.010200593

1.98

0.0475

SEX[1] – P

ACT10 – X

Table 4.5. Statistically significant independent variables for Exploration.

Interpersonal engagement. Residual plots for the dependent variable Interpersonal
Engagement indicated a good fit for linearity, homoscedasticity and normally distributed
residuals, and low VIF values confirmed a lack of multicollinearity. While there were again
some significant outliers in the residuals, they had no effect on leverage due to the very large
sample size; therefore, they were not a concern. The overall model was significant (F = 11.7461,
p < 0.0001), with 30.2 % of the variation in Interpersonal Engagement explained by the predictor
variables. The model yielded nineteen (19) significant predictor variables, with the parameter
coefficient estimates listed in Table 4.6.
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All four of the P, S, A, X variables presented in the hypothesis for this study are
represented among those nineteen (19) significant predictor variables from CIRP TFS and
contribute to predicting Interpersonal Engagement on the IES. They include: two (2) P (person)
variables [one (1) Sex and six (6) Religious Preference], six (6) S (skills) variables, and two (2)
A (attitude) variables, and four (4) X (experience) variables. For every increase in level for one
of the predictor variables, a respondent’s Overall IES score increases or decreases by the amount
of the coefficient on average. Positive coefficient values increase the Overall IES score and
Negative coefficient values decrease the Overall IES score, when holding all other variables
constant. All of the predictor variables in this regression have an absolute T-Ratio greater than
1.96 which demonstrates a 95% confidence level that the coefficient is statistically significant.
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Interpersonal Engagement Table
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

T-Ratio

p-value

MNDHAB09 – X

0.133247068

0.016957454

7.86

<.0001

GOAL17 – A

0.083210076

0.013070838

6.37

<.0001

RATE14 – S

0.06467884

0.01337021

4.84

<.0001

0.058945112

0.014159502

4.16

<.0001

-0.046802366

0.011355926

-4.12

<.0001

MNDHAB08 – X

0.054979524

0.0153057

3.59

0.0003

DIVRATE4 – S

0.043851255

0.012480739

3.51

0.0005

RATE13 – S

0.040121341

0.011455522

3.5

0.0005

DIVRATE1 – S

0.047878164

0.014780006

3.24

0.0012

DIVRATE5 – S

0.043757698

0.014982125

2.92

0.0035

ACT12 – X

0.048334229

0.018558378

2.6

0.0093

ACT15 – X

0.054862193

0.02123579

2.58

0.0098

-0.152133771

0.063621559

-2.39

0.0169

0.031839137

0.013873509

2.29

0.0218

SRELIG[3] – P

-0.110907331

0.048492549

-2.29

0.0223

SRELIG[1] – P

-0.103532091

0.047004251

-2.2

0.0277

SRELIG[14] – P

-0.085689237

0.041355491

-2.07

0.0384

SRELIG[8] – P

0.627138395

0.3093803

2.03

0.0428

SRELIG[15] – P

0.849307012

0.426964974

1.99

0.0468

DIVRATE2 – S
SEX[1] – P

SRELIG[9] – P
GOAL16 – A

Table 4.6. Statistically significant independent variables for Interpersonal Engagement.

Global mindset. Residual plots for the dependent variable Global Mindset indicated a
good fit for linearity, homoscedasticity and normally distributed residuals, and low VIF values
confirmed a lack of multicollinearity. While there were again some significant outliers in the
residuals, they had no effect on leverage due to the very large sample size; therefore, they were
not a concern. The overall model was significant (F = 9.8751, p < 0.0001), with 26.7 % of the
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variation in Global Mindset explained by the predictor variables. The model yielded seventeen
(17) significant predictor variables, with the parameter coefficient estimates listed in Table 4.7.
All four of the P, S, A, X variables presented in the hypothesis for this study are
represented among those seventeen (17) significant predictor variables from CIRP TFS and
contribute to predicting Global Mindset on the IES. They include: three (3) P (person) variables
[including one (1) Sex, two (2) Religious Preference, and one (1) Race/Ethnicity], six (6) S
(skills) variables, three (3) A (attitude) variables, and four (4) X (experience) variables. For
every increase in level for one of the predictor variables, a respondent’s Overall IES score
increases or decreases by the amount of the coefficient on average. Positive coefficient values
increase the Overall IES score and Negative coefficient values decrease the Overall IES score,
when holding all other variables constant. All of the predictor variables in this regression have an
absolute T-Ratio greater than 1.96 which demonstrates a 95% confidence level that the
coefficient is statistically significant.
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Global Mindset Table
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

T-Ratio

p-value

MNDHAB09 – X

0.220321381

0.024912583

8.84

<.0001

GOAL17 – A

0.139757723

0.019202667

7.28

<.0001

MNDHAB08 – X

0.08869523

0.022485954

3.94

<.0001

RATE14 – S

0.06807711

0.019642481

3.47

0.0005

DIVRATE4 – S

0.058634559

0.018335739

3.2

0.0014

GOAL04 – A

0.056044155

0.020041499

2.8

0.0052

RATE09 – S

-0.060298606

0.021787428

-2.77

0.0057

ACT12 – X

0.067617365

0.027264537

2.48

0.0132

-0.247051476

0.108801659

-2.27

0.0233

SRELIG[9] – P

-0.2119815

0.093467889

-2.27

0.0234

DIVRATE2 – S

0.047133853

0.020802048

2.27

0.0236

SRELIG[3] – P

-0.159995855

0.071241514

-2.25

0.0248

RATE16 – S

-0.045116868

0.020156475

-2.24

0.0253

0.440590304

0.197371236

2.23

0.0257

-0.063610124

0.029384696

-2.16

0.0305

SEX[1] – P

0.033977345

0.016683251

2.04

0.0418

RATE07 – S

-0.044258917

0.021839185

-2.03

0.0428

RACE[2] – P

POLIVIEW[5-4] – A
MNDHAB07 – X

Table 4.7. Statistically significant independent variables for Global Mindset.

Relationship interest. Residual plots for the dependent variable Relationship Interest
indicated a good fit for linearity, homoscedasticity and normally distributed residuals, and low
VIF values confirmed a lack of multicollinearity. While there were again some significant
outliers in the residuals, they had no effect on leverage due to the very large sample size;
therefore, they were not a concern. The overall model was significant (F = 10.1780, p <0.0001),
with 27.3% of the variation in Relationship Interest explained by the predictor variables. The
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model yielded fifteen (15) significant predictor variables, with the parameter coefficient
estimates listed in Table 4.8.
All four of the P, S, A, X variables presented in the hypothesis for this study are
represented among those fifteen (15) significant predictor variables from CIRP TFS and
contribute to predicting Relationship Interest on the IES. They include two (2) person P variables
[one (1) Race/Ethnicity and three (3) Religious Preference], six (6) skills S variables, two (2)
attitude A variables, and three (3) experience X variables. For every increase in level for one of
the predictor variables, a respondent’s Overall IES score increases or decreases by the amount of
the coefficient on average. Positive coefficient values increase the Overall IES score and
Negative coefficient values decrease the Overall IES score, when holding all other variables
constant. All of the predictor variables in this regression have an absolute T-Ratio greater than
1.96 which demonstrates a 95% confidence level that the coefficient is statistically significant.
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Relationship Interest Table
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

T-Ratio

p-value

DIVRATE2 – S

0.070756372

0.015055295

4.7

<.0001

DIVRATE5 – S

0.073350038

0.015929961

4.6

<.0001

RATE14 – S

0.06128057

0.014216069

4.31

<.0001

RATE13 – S

0.048506338

0.01218025

3.98

<.0001

DIVRATE1 – S

0.055804798

0.015715055

3.55

0.0004

ACT15 – X

0.066706121

0.022579261

2.95

0.0032

GOAL04 – A

-0.040052546

0.014504855

-2.76

0.0058

GOAL16 – A

0.038692431

0.014751209

2.62

0.0088

MNDHAB09 – X

0.046172754

0.018030258

2.56

0.0105

SRELIG[1] – P

-0.123071529

0.049977949

-2.46

0.0139

SRELIG[14] – P

-0.103961372

0.043971823

-2.36

0.0181

DIVRATE4 – S

0.029067952

0.013270326

2.19

0.0286

-0.029816822

0.014163346

-2.11

0.0354

0.155649644

0.077208052

2.02

0.0439

-0.100866652

0.050959496

-1.98

0.0479

ACT18 – X
RACE[6] – P
SRELIG[10] – P

Table 4.8. Statistically significant independent variables for Relationship Interest.

Hardiness. Residual plots for the dependent variable Hardiness indicated a good fit for
linearity, homoscedasticity and normally distributed residuals, and low VIF values confirmed a
lack of multicollinearity. The overall model was significant (F = 8.2972, p < 0.001), with 23.4%
of the variation in Hardiness explained by the predictor variables. The model yielded thirteen
(13) significant predictor variables, with the parameter coefficient estimates listed in Table 4.9.
All four of the P, S, A, X variables presented in the hypothesis for this study are
represented among those thirteen (13) significant predictor variables from CIRP TFS and
contribute to predicting Hardiness on the IES. They include: three (3) P (person) variables [one
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(1) Religious Preference, one (1) Sex, and one (1) Parent’s Income], six (6) S (skills) variables,
one (1) A (attitude) variable, and three (3) X (experience) variables. For every increase in level
for one of the predictor variables, a respondent’s Overall IES score increases or decreases by the
amount of the coefficient on average. Positive coefficient values increase the Overall IES score
and Negative coefficient values decrease the Overall IES score, when holding all other variables
constant. All of the predictor variables in this regression have an absolute T-Ratio greater than
1.96 which demonstrates a 95% confidence level that the coefficient is statistically significant.
Hardiness Table
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

ACT10 – X

-0.172269625

0.01684636

-10.23

<.0001

RATE08 – S

0.097984928

0.012191914

8.04

<.0001

RATE16 – S

0.064140511

0.013755478

4.66

<.0001

DIVRATE2 – S

0.064621616

0.01419604

4.55

<.0001

MNDHAB10 – X

0.063163254

0.019054481

3.31

0.0009

DIVRATE3 – S

0.037987024

0.012136484

3.13

0.0018

-0.040477524

0.014097671

-2.87

0.0041

DIVRATE5 – S

0.039231655

0.015020786

2.61

0.0091

SRELIG[4] – P

-0.315059435

0.135637559

-2.32

0.0203

SEX[1] – P

-0.024416431

0.01138523

-2.14

0.0321

RATE15 – S

0.029562827

0.014302873

2.07

0.0389

NEWINCOME[2-1] – P

0.066758701

0.033149651

2.01

0.0441

0.02638889

0.013104567

2.01

0.0442

ACT23 – X

GOAL17 – A

T-Ratio p-value

Table 4.9. Statistically significant independent variables for Hardiness.

Positive regard. Residual plots for the dependent variable Positive Regard indicated a
good fit for linearity, homoscedasticity and normally distributed residuals, and low VIF values
confirmed a lack of multicollinearity. The overall model was significant (F = 2.7574, p < 0.001),
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with 27.3% of the variation in Positive Regard explained by the predictor variables. The model
yielded eleven (11) significant predictor variables, with the parameter coefficient estimates listed
in Table 4.10.
All four of the P, S, A, X variables presented in the hypothesis for this study are
represented among those eleven (11) significant predictor variables from CIRP TFS and
contribute to predicting Positive Regard on the IES. They include: two (2) P (person) P variables
[including two (2) Religious Preferences and one (1) Sex], four (4) S (skills) variables, two (2) A
(attitude) variables, and two (2) X (experience) variables. For every increase in level for one of
the predictor variables, a respondent’s Overall IES score increases or decreases by the amount of
the coefficient on average. Positive coefficient values increase the Overall IES score and
Negative coefficient values decrease the Overall IES score, when holding all other variables
constant. All of the predictor variables in this regression have an absolute T-Ratio greater than
1.96 which demonstrates a 95% confidence level that the coefficient is statistically significant.
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Positive Regard Table
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

T-Ratio

p-value

ACT10 – X

-0.083134314

0.020808335

-4

<.0001

RATE16 – S

0.066003403

0.016990531

3.88

0.0001

DIVRATE2 – S

0.066344865

0.017534705

3.78

0.0002

-0.050098045

0.014062841

-3.56

0.0004

POLIVIEW[4-3] – A

0.130819875

0.037889768

3.45

0.0006

DIVRATE5 – S

0.059481393

0.018553417

3.21

0.0014

ACT23 – X

-0.05294837

0.017413201

-3.04

0.0024

GOAL17 – A

0.038771259

0.016186537

2.4

0.0167

SRELIG[1] – P

-0.130286042

0.058208665

-2.24

0.0253

SRELIG[7] – P

-0.198274609

0.098216877

-2.02

0.0436

RATE09 – S

-0.036413547

0.018365314

-1.98

0.0475

SEX[1] – P

Table 4.10. Statistically significant independent variables for Positive Regard.

Emotional resilience. Residual plots for the dependent variable Emotional Resilience
indicated a good fit for linearity, homoscedasticity and normally distributed residuals, and low
VIF values confirmed a lack of multicollinearity. The overall model was significant (F = 12.840,
p < 0.001), with 32.2% of the variation in Emotional Resilience explained by the predictor
variables. The model yielded fourteen (14) significant predictor variables, with the parameter
coefficient estimates listed in Table 4.11.
All four of the P, S, A, X variables presented in the hypothesis for this study are
represented among those fourteen (14) significant predictor variables from CIRP TFS and
contribute to predicting Emotional Resilience on the IES. They include: two (2) P (person)
variables [one (1) Parent’s Income and one (1) Religious Preference], eight (8) S (skills)
variables, one (1) A (attitude) variable, and three (3) X (experience) variables. For every increase
in level for one of the predictor variables, a respondent’s Overall IES score increases or
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decreases by the amount of the coefficient on average. Positive coefficient values increase the
Overall IES score and Negative coefficient values decrease the Overall IES score, when holding
all other variables constant. All of the predictor variables in this regression have an absolute TRatio greater than 1.96 which demonstrates a 95% confidence level that the coefficient is
statistically significant.
Emotional Resilience Table
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

T-Ratio

p-value

ACT10 – X

-0.261404935

0.021363231

-12.24

<.0001

RATE08 – S

0.178533375

0.015460827

11.55

<.0001

MNDHAB10 – X

0.109662626

0.024163397

4.54

<.0001

RATE16 – S

0.062277619

0.017443617

3.57

0.0004

DIVRATE2 – S

0.062898368

0.018002303

3.49

0.0005

DIVRATE3 – S

0.053603909

0.015390536

3.48

0.0005

RATE15 – S

0.056423181

0.018137781

3.11

0.0019

RATE07 – S

-0.054798921

0.018899852

-2.9

0.0038

RATE14 – S

0.048746136

0.016998802

2.87

0.0042

NEWINCOME[2-1] – P

0.103924646

0.042037785

2.47

0.0135

SRELIG[4] – P

-0.419571929

0.172004901

-2.44

0.0148

DIVRATE4 – S

0.032499239

0.015867935

2.05

0.0407

-0.043587868

0.021559602

-2.02

0.0433

0.033088978

0.017091235

1.94

0.053

MNDHAB09 – X
GOAL18 – A

Table 4.11. Statistically significant independent variables for Emotional Resilience.

Hierarchical cluster analysis. Hierarchical cluster analysis was performed to determine
whether the dependent variables collectively clustered into groups to explore the demographics
associated with those emerging clusters. Unlike the correlation and multiple regression analyses
discussed previously, the hierarchical cluster analysis uses the demographic data or P (person)
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variables as the dependent variable and the IC (intercultural competence), S (skills), A (attitude)
and X (experience) variables as the independent variables because the analysis is trying to group
by people. The IC variables used included all the IES scores: Overall IES score, Continuous
Learning scores, Self-Awareness scores, Exploration scores, Interpersonal Engagement scores,
Global Mindset scores, Relationship Interest scores, Hardiness scores, Positive Regard scores,
and Emotional Resilience scores.
The demographics of interest include Sex (male or female), Parental Income ($0 $29,999; $30,000 - $149,999; and $150,000 and higher), Native Language (English or other
language). While these are not the only demographics of interest, they are the most relevant
variables that had enough observations for each level of the category to validate statistical
testing. While all of the demographic variables were not able to be analyzed in the cluster
analysis, they were all analyzed in multiple regression analysis.
To determine whether the clusters significantly differ due to the demographic variables,
two clusters were used for Sex and Native Language, three clusters for Parental Income, and four
clusters for Citizenship Status. Results for the frequencies at each level of the demographic
variables for each cluster are illustrated in Table 4.12.
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Gender

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Male

323 (32%)

328 (31%)

Female

696 (68%)

737 (69%)

Native Language

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

English

1413 (98%)

995 (94%)

Other

22 (2%)

68 (6%)

Parental Income Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

High

105 (10%)

43 (10%)

112 (10%)

Middle

337(33%)

145 (35%)

429 (40%)

Low

585 (57%)

225 (54%)

533 (50%)

Table 4.12. Clustered demographic data.

A chi-square test for association was performed on each of the three contingency tables to
see if the clusters were significantly associated with each of the demographic variables. A chisquare test for association requires that the expected values for each cell be at least 5, and this
assumption was met for all demographic variables. Results indicated significant associations
between cluster assignment and Native Language (X2 = 41.984, df = 1, p < 0.0001), as well as
cluster assignment and Parental Income (X2 = 12.951, df = 4, p = 0.0115). There was no
significant association found between cluster assignment and gender (X2 = 0.174, df = 1, p =
0.6764). To further investigate the significance that these demographic variables have on
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continuous variables for skills S, attitudes A and experience X and intercultural competence, the
researcher performed a logistic regression analysis.
Logistic regression analysis. The logistic regression analysis can be conducted to
discover some common threads among individuals or observations. In this study, the logistic
regression analysis would identify predictor variables on personal demographics. This is a way to
back into the relationship between independent variables (IC, S, A, X) and the P variables.
The nominal logistic regression analysis was performed with Sex as the response variable
and other variables used as the predictor variables including S skills, A attitudes, X experience,
and Overall IES score. The Overall IES score was the only variable from IES included since
there is a built-in correlation between the dimension and sub-dimension construct variables. The
assumptions for logistic regression, including linearity and independence, were met. The results
indicated that the overall logistic model was significant (X2 = 163.73, df = 32, p < 0.0001), with
21.83% of the variation in Sex explained by the predictor variables. Nineteen (18) of the
predictor variables were significant in the model, as illustrated below in Table 4.13.
Those predictor variables include the following variables in order from most significant
to less significant: ACT10 (felt overwhelmed in the past year), ACT12 (performed volunteer
work in the past year), RATE15 (self-reported intellectual self-confidence), GOAL15 (interest in
participating in a community action program), MNDAB09 (explore topics on your own, even
though it was not required for a class in the past year), MNDHAB06 (take a risk because you
feel you have more to gain in the past year), GOAL04 (interest in influencing the political
structure), Overall IES score, RATE16 (self-reported social self-confidence), RATE08 (selfreported emotional health), GOAL08 (interest in helping others who are in difficulty),
DIVRATE4 (ability to discuss and negotiate controversial issues), RATE07 (self-reported drive
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to achieve), DIVRATE5 (ability to work cooperatively with diverse people), ACT23 (publicly
communicated my opinion about a cause (e.g. blog, email, petition)), MNDHAB07 (sought
alternative solutions to a problem in the past year), ACT15 (socialized with someone of another
racial/ethnic group), and RATE14 (self-reported risk taking). From these eighteen (18) variables
seven (7) are S (skills) variables, three (3) are A (attitudes) variables, seven (7) are X
(experience) variables and one (1) is Overall IES score.
Variable

Odds Ratio

Coefficient Estimate

Standard Error

Chi-Square

p-value

ACT10 – X

0.303

-1.193995645

0.095540401

156.18

<.0001

ACT12 – X

0.485

-0.722604914

0.099486145

52.76

<.0001

RATE15 – S

1.682

0.519732057

0.080144841

42.05

<.0001

GOAL15 – A

0.665

-0.408154324

0.076246786

28.66

<.0001

MNDHAB09 – X

1.548

0.437079356

0.094850178

21.23

<.0001

MNDHAB06 – X

1.608

0.475076118

0.110586668

18.46

<.0001

GOAL04 – A

1.346

0.297438873

0.073017158

16.59

<.0001

Overall IES Score

0.488

-0.717261876

0.178738643

16.1

<.0001

RATE16 – S

0.749

-0.288414998

0.07452629

14.98

0.0001

RATE08 – S

1.260

0.231495462

0.067862239

11.64

0.0006

GOAL08 – A

0.771

-0.259599622

0.077634766

11.18

0.0008

DIVRATE4 – S

1.223

0.201238338

0.070918617

8.05

0.0045

RATE07 – S

0.818

-0.201062825

0.082457188

5.95

0.0148

DIVRATE5 – S

0.817

-0.201856296

0.082887301

5.93

0.0149

ACT23 – X

0.831

-0.184617993

0.077547893

5.67

0.0173

MNDHAB07 – X

0.775

-0.254518176

0.110477499

5.31

0.0212

ACT15 – X

1.292

0.256035863

0.113762698

5.07

0.0244

RATE14 – S

1.723

0.159211327

0.074191778

4.61

0.0319

Table 4.13. Statistically significant independent variables for Sex.
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When the odds ratio is between 0 and 1, it means that females exhibit higher levels of this
variable than men. When greater than 1, it means men exhibit higher levels of this variable than
women. As the odds ratio gets closer to 1, the more men and women are equally balanced with
regard to the variable. Additionally, for every increase in one level for any variable, a person is
3.3 times more likely to be female than male, on average, holding all other variables constant.
Similarly, nominal logistic regression analysis was performed with Native Language as a
response variable and other variables used as the predictor variables including S skills, A
attitudes, X experience, and Overall IES score. The Overall IES score was the only variable from
IES included since there is a built-in correlation between the dimension and sub-dimension
construct variables. The assumptions for logistic regression, including linearity and
independence, were met. The results indicated that the overall logistic model was significant (X2
= 163.73, df = 32, p < 0.0001), with 19.76% of the variation in Native Language explained by
the predictor variables. Fourteen of the predictor variables were significant in the model, as
illustrated in Table 4.14.
They include the following variables in order from most significant to less significant:
GOAL16 (interest in helping to promote racial understanding), GOAL17 (interest in keeping up
to date with political affairs), ACT10 (felt overwhelmed in the past year), ACT28 (to learn
something on your own in the past year), RATE16 (self-reported social self-confidence), Overall
IES score, DIVRATE3 (openness to having my own views challenged), DIVRATE2 (tolerance
of others with different beliefs), RATE14 (self-reported risk taking), RATE13 (self-reported
public speaking ability), RATE09 (self-reported leadership ability), ACT18 (performed
community service as a part of class), GOAL04 (interest in influencing the political structure),
and RATE07 (self-reported drive to achieve). From these fourteen variables seven (7) are S
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(skills) variables, three (3) are A (attitudes) variables, three (3) are X (experience) and one (1) is
Overall IES score. Additionally, for every increase in one level for any variable, a person is 3.3
times more likely to be female than male, on average, holding all other variables constant.
Variable

Odds Ratio

Coefficient Estimate

Standard Error

Chi-Square

p-value

GOAL16 – A

2.504

0.917815528

0.162326695

31.97

<.0001

GOAL17 – A

0.431

-0.841174323

0.166298565

25.59

<.0001

ACT10 – X

0.506

-0.681065927

0.199642624

11.64

0.0006

ACT28 – X

1.677

0.516747438

0.154420995

11.2

0.0008

RATE16 – S

0.618

-0.482013354

0.161973321

8.86

0.0029

Overall IES Score

3.163

1.151522965

0.392332742

8.61

0.0033

DIVRATE3 – S

1.451

0.372563509

0.156824711

5.64

0.0175

DIVRATE2 – S

0.671

-0.399235991

0.170264242

5.5

0.019

RATE14 – S

1.444

0.3671549

0.165194583

4.94

0.0262

RATE13 – S

0.740

-0.301736383

0.135831481

4.93

0.0263

RATE09 – S

0.703

-0.353066634

0.170422761

4.29

0.0383

ACT18 – X

1.399

0.335642447

0.162691946

4.26

0.0391

GOAL04 – A

1.345

0.296113626

0.155994565

3.6

0.0577

RATE07 – S

0.723

-0.324791488

0.172309944

3.55

0.0594

Table 4.14. Statistically significant independent variables for Native Language.

An ordinal logistic regression analysis was also performed with Parental Income as the
response variable and other variables used as the predictor variables including S skills, A
attitudes, X experience, and Overall IES score. The Overall IES score was the only variable from
IES included since there is a built-in correlation between the dimension and sub-dimension
construct variables. The assumptions for logistic regression, including linearity and
independence, were met. The results indicated that the overall logistic model was significant (X2
= 123.284, df = 62, p < 0.0001), with 1.3% of the variation in Parental Income explained by the
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predictor variables. Seven (7) of the predictor variables were significant in the model, as
illustrated below in Table 4.15.
Variable

Odds Ratio

Coefficient Estimate

Standard Error

Chi-Square p-value

GOAL16 – A

1.250

0.2235213949

0.0549739435

16.53

<.0001

GOAL17 – A

0.813

-0.206929475

0.0543822449

14.48

0.0001

MNDHAB07 – X

1.238

0.2138101374

0.0842389637

6.44

0.0111

RATE16 – S

0.873

-0.135770725

0.0569994193

5.67

0.0172

DIVRATE2 – S

1.142

0.13314039

0.0592381051

5.05

0.0246

DIVRATE5 – S

0.872

-0.137353009

0.0629654713

4.76

0.0292

ACT10 – X

0.874

-0.135065022

0.0687056295

3.86

0.0493

Table 4.15. Statistically significant independent variables for Parental Income.

They include the following variables in order from most significant to less significant:
GOAL16 (interest in helping to promote racial understanding), GOAL17 (interest in keeping up
to date with political affairs), MNDHAB07 (sought alternative solutions to a problem in the past
year), RATE16 (self-reported social self-confidence), DIVRATE2 (tolerance of others with

different beliefs), DIVRATE5 (ability to work cooperatively with diverse people), and ACT10
(felt overwhelmed in the past year). From these seven (7) variables three (3) are S (skills)
variables, two (2) are A (attitudes) variables, two (2) are X (experience) variables, and one is
Overall IES score. Slightly different than ordinal logistic regression, for every level increase in
one of the variables, a person is 1.25 more likely to be in a higher income level, on average,
holding all other variables constant.
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CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to investigate students’ background demographics, skills,
attitudes and experiences prior to college to see if there were distinguishing factors in their
background that contributed to their intercultural competence. Using the theoretical framework
of Astin’s I-E-O assessment model, the study was designed to research student inputs prior to
collegiate experience. By understanding first-year students better, educators can provide the right
amount of challenge and support to meet the students where they are to help educate and aid in
further development.
The research questions for this study were aligned with the purpose of the study and
guided the research. The questions are:
1. What is the relationship between students’ precollege demographic characteristics,
skill set, attitudes, and past experiences and his or her intercultural competence?
2. What information contained in the Cooperative Institutional Research Program
(CIRP) Freshman Survey predicts an individual’s intercultural competency?
3. Do the data identify clusters of students based on their demographics, skills, attitudes
and experiences?
The researcher based the hypothesis of this study on the existing scholarship regarding
intercultural competence. Scholars have proposed various models to explain intercultural
competence, but the components tend to remain the same. This study categorized the variables
into four groups: P or person, S or skills, A or attitudes, and X or experiences. The hypothesis
states that intercultural competency is a function of a person’s demographic background, his or
her skill set, attitudes and experiences. Written as a mathematical formula it is IC = f(P, S, A, X).
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The practical use of this information is to aid educators in higher education with strategically
designing curricular and co-curricular activities that appropriately meet the needs of a first-year
student.
The instruments used in the study included the CIRP Freshman Survey (CIRP TFS) and
the Intercultural Effectiveness Scale (IES). The CIRP TFS has been used for fifty years to
provide educators with a snapshot of individual students’ backgrounds and aggregated cohort
backgrounds. The CIRP Freshman Survey has a strong reliability, but it differs from the IES in
that CIRP is focused on student precollege traits. Unlike the IES, the Freshman Survey was
constructed using Item Response Theory rather than a Classic Theory, which helps to define
constructs. The Intercultural Effectiveness Scale, however, was specifically designed to measure
specific constructs commonly found in intercultural competence literature. The IES measures 9
dimensions and sub-dimensions of intercultural competence and provides an overall IES score.
The reliability of the instrument is also strong because it was developed to measure detailed
constructs using a classic methodology of survey design. Together, these two instruments
provided all the data for the study. The predictor or independent variables came from the CIRP
TFS and the dependent variables came from the IES. Data from the CIRP Freshman Survey and
the Intercultural Effectiveness Scale were used to examine connections between the two
instruments and their variables. The design of the study used items from the CIRP Freshman
Survey as the independent predictor variables that align with the hypothesis (person, skills,
attitudes and experiences).
The study looked at all the major constructs of the Intercultural Effectiveness scale and
used each one as a dependent variable (Overall IES Score, Continuous Learning, SelfAwareness, Exploration, Interpersonal Engagement, Global Mindset, Relationship Interest,
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Hardiness, Positive Regard, and Emotional Resilience). The independent variables included 102
items from the CIRP TFS to investigate possible predictive qualities on each dependent variable.
Prior to running multiple regression analyses, the researcher conducted correlation analysis
among the variables to determine potential relationships. The study also explored potential
clusters among the independent variables and the Overall IES Score as well as logistic regression
among those clusters to better describe the characteristics of the clusters. The hierarchical cluster
analysis and the logistic regression analysis are an exploratory technique used to provide another
layer of understanding to the multiple regression analysis.
The data analyses from the correlation analysis showed numerous statistically significant
relationships among variables across the two instruments. The ten multiple regression analyses
also showed statistical significant predictive relationships between the P, S, A, and X variables
used from the CIRP TFS to each of the ten dependent variables from the IES. The study also
used a cluster analysis to explore naturally occurring groupings within the data. A chi-square test
for association was performed on each of the cluster contingency tables. The chi-square test
determines whether the clusters had a statistical significance associated with each of the
demographic variables. The only two demographic variables that met the criteria of the statistical
analysis and reported statistically significant results among their cluster assignments were Native
Language and Parental Income. Logistic regression analysis was also conducted to provide some
insight into the attributes of the clusters using the independent variables from the CIRP TFS. The
logistic analysis results also reported statistically significant predictive relationships among the
independent variables on the demographic dependent variables. Each research question is
reviewed and answered in the following analysis, findings, and conclusions. Finally, the
hypothesis is also reviewed by the discussion of each statistical analysis.
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Analysis of the Statistical Tests
Correlation
The first research question (What is the relationship between student’s precollege
demographic characteristics, skill set, attitudes and past experiences and his or her intercultural
competence) was answered in this study through the correlation analysis and the multiple
regression analyses. The correlation data analysis indicated numerous statistically significant
relationships between the questions on the CIRP TFS and students’ Overall IES Scores. The
CIRP TFS variables included thirty-one (31) items that tested for correlation among all ten of the
IES scores. That produced 310 results in a correlation table. Every independent variable from the
CIRP TFS had a statistical significance at the 0.0001 level when tested against the Overall IES
Score. In fact, the CIRP TFS variables were tested against all of the IES constructs that feed the
Overall IES Score, most of the variables correlated with a statistical significance at the 0.05 level
or better. Only 28 of 310 tests did not have statistical significance; however, 282 of them did
have statistically significant relationships. Only 4 of the 10 IES scores (Relationship Interest,
Hardiness, Positive Regard and Emotional Resilience) had some of the independent variables
from the CIRP TFS that did not correlate. Relationship Interest had statistically significant
relationships with all of the CIRP TFS variables except for one (1), ACT10 - X (felt
overwhelmed in the past year). The remaining insignificant relationships were in the Hardiness
dimension including the two sub-dimensions, Positive Regard and Emotional Resilience. Of the
31 CIRP TFS attributes, Hardiness had twenty-six (26) correlations at a statistically significant
level, Positive Regard had fifteen (15), and Emotional Resilience had twenty-five (25). Overall,
the independent variables showed a very strong statistically significant relationship to all ten of
the IES scores. Generally, this correlation analysis demonstrates that the CIRP TFS and the IES
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could give educators a battery of items to ask students when trying to estimate an individual’s
intercultural competence.
Multiple Regression Analysis
While the correlation test found that 282 statistically significant relationships existed
between the P, S, A and X variables and the intercultural competence variables, the multiple
regression probed deeper to see which independent variables serve as predictor variables and
help explain the IES scores at a statistically significant level. All ten IES scores (Overall IES
Score, Continuous Learning, Self-Awareness, Exploration, Interpersonal Engagement, Global
Mindset, Relationship Interest, Hardiness, Positive Regard, and Emotional Resilience) were
analyzed using multiple regression, and in every case many independent variables contributed to
each IES score at a statistically significant p level of 0.05 or higher.
The Multiple regression analyses answer the first and second research questions (1. What
is the relationship between students’ precollege demographic characteristics, skill set, attitudes,
and past experiences and his or her intercultural competence? and 2. What information contained
in the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP) Freshman Survey predicts an
individual’s intercultural competency?). The multiple regression provides a multiple correlation
coefficient, which measures the strength of the relationship between the precollege
demographics, skills, attitudes and experiences and the student’s intercultural competence scores.
Additionally, the multiple correlation coefficient also measures the predictability between the
variables. In the case of this study, the multiple regression analysis examines the relationship and
the predictability between precollege traits as defined by the literature on intercultural
competence and provided by the CIRP TFS on the ten scores provided by the IES results.
Finally, the coefficient also provides the direction of the relationship (positive relationship or
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inverse relationship). For example, SEX[1] – P has a negative correlation coefficient, which in
this case, means that Men (SEX[1] – P) have an inversely related predictive relationship with the
Overall IES score.
Forty-five (45) of the 98 independent variables from the CIRP TFS had a statistically
significant impact on the 10 dependent variables from the IES. Table 5.1 shows the independent
variable with the trait code (P, S, A or X), the CIRP TFS codename, the wording from the CIRP
TFS instrument, the number of times it appeared as a statistically significant impact on the
dependent variable and which dependent variable (or IES score) it impacts and whether the
relationship is positive or negative. Table 5.1 also shows how frequently each of the forty-five
(45) independent variables were statistically significant among the dependent variables.
Independent
Variable

Wording on the
Instrument

Frequency

DIVRATE2 – S

tolerance of others with
different beliefs

8 out of 10

RATE14 – S

self-reported risk taking

7 out of 10

ACT10 – X

felt overwhelmed in the
past year

6 out of 10

RATE08 – S

self-reported emotional
health

6 out of 10

Dependent Variables
Overall IES (+),
Exploration (+),
Interpersonal Engagement (+),
Global Mindset (+),
Relationship Interest (+),
Hardiness (+),
Positive Regard (+),
Emotional Resilience (+)
Overall IES (+),
Self-Awareness (-),
Exploration (+),
Interpersonal Engagement (+)
Global Mindset (+),
Relationship Interest (+),
Emotional Resilience (+)
Overall IES (-),
Continuous Learning (-),
Exploration (-),
Hardiness (-),
Positive Regard (-),
Emotional Resilience (-)
Overall IES (+),
Continuous Learning (+),
Self-Awareness (+),
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ability to see the world
from someone else’s
perspective

6 out of 10

SEX[1] – P

males

6 out of 10

RATE13 – S

self-reported public
speaking ability

6 out of 10

DIVRATE5 – S

ability to work
cooperatively with
diverse people

6 out of 10

RATE16 – S

self-reported social selfconfidence

6 out of 10

GOAL17 – A

interest in keeping up to
date with political
affairs

5 out of 5

DIVRATE1 – S

MNDHAB09 – X
DIVRATE4 – S

explored topics on your
own, even though it was
not required for a class
in the past year
ability to discuss and
negotiate controversial
issues

5 out of 10

5 out of 10

Exploration (+),
Hardiness (+),
Emotional Resilience (+)
Overall IES (+),
Continuous Learning (+),
Self-Awareness (+),
Exploration (+),
Interpersonal Engagement (+),
Relationship Interest (+)
Overall IES Score (-)
Exploration (-),
Interpersonal Engagement (-),
Global Mindset (+),
Hardiness (-),
Positive Regard (-)
Overall IES (+),
Continuous Learning (+),
Self-Awareness (+),
Exploration (+),
Interpersonal Engagement (+),
Relationship Interest (+)
Overall IES (+),
Exploration (+),
Interpersonal Engagement (+),
Relationship Interest (+),
Hardiness (+),
Positive Regard (+)
Overall IES (+),
Self-Awareness (+),
Global Mindset (-),
Hardiness (+),
Positive Regard (+),
Emotional Resilience (+)
Overall IES (+),
Interpersonal Engagement (+),
Global Mindset (+),
Hardiness (+),
Positive Regard (+)
Overall IES (+),
Interpersonal Engagement (+),
Global Mindset (+),
Relationship Interest (+),
Emotional Resilience (+)
Overall IES (+),
Interpersonal Engagement (+),
Global Mindset (+),
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accepted mistakes as
part of the learning
process in the past year

5 out of 10

self-reported drive to
achieve

5 out of 10

SRELIG[1] – P

Baptist

4 out of 10

DIVRATE3 – S

openness to having my
own views challenged

4 out of 10

ACT15 – X

socialized with someone
of another racial/ethnic
group

4 out of 10

RATE17 – S

self-reported selfunderstanding

3 out of 10

SRELIG[4] – P

Eastern Orthodox

3 out of 10

SRELIG[14] – P

Roman Catholic
looked up scientific
research articles and
resources in the past
year
sought alternative
solutions to a problem in
the past year
publicly communicated
my opinion about a
cause (e.g. blog, email,
petition)
interest in helping others
who are in difficulty

3 out of 10

MNDHAB10 – X

RATE07 – S

MNDHAB08 – X
MNDHAB07 – X

ACT23 – X
GOAL08 – A

3 out of 10

3 out of 10

3 out of 10
2 out of 10

Relationship Interest (+),
Emotional Resilience (+)
Overall IES (+),
Continuous Learning (+),
Exploration (+),
Hardiness (+),
Emotional Resilience (+)
Continuous Learning (+),
Self-Awareness (+),
Exploration (+),
Global Mindset (-),
Emotional Resilience (-)
Overall IES (-),
Interpersonal Engagement (-),
Relationship Interest (-),
Positive Regard (-)
Overall IES (+),
Exploration (+),
Hardiness (+),
Emotional Resilience (+)
Overall IES Score (+),
Exploration (+),
Interpersonal Engagement (+),
Relationship Interest (+)
Overall IES (+),
Continuous Learning (+),
Self-Awareness (+)
Overall IES (-),
Hardiness (-),
Emotion Resilience (-)
Overall IES (-),
Interpersonal Engagement (-),
Relationship Interest (-)
Overall IES (+),
Interpersonal Engagement (+),
Global Mindset (+)
Continuous Learning (+),
Exploration (+),
Global Mindset (+)
Self-Awareness (+),
Hardiness (-),
Positive Regard (-)
Continuous Learning (+),
Self-Awareness (+)
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POLIVIEW[3-2] – A
GOAL18 – A
ACT12 – X
SRELIG[9] – P
GOAL16 – A
SRELIG[3] – P
GOAL04 – A
RATE09 – S
RATE15 – S
NEWINCOME[2-1]
–P
SRELIG[19] – P
HSTYPE[3] – X
SRELIG[8] – P
SRELIG[15] – P
RACE[2] – P
POLIVIEW[5-4] – A
ACT18 – X
RACE[6] – P
SRELIG[10] – P

POLIVIEW[4-3] – A
SRELIG[7] – P

The difference from far
right moving toward
conservative
interest in becoming a
community leader
performed volunteer
work in the past year

2 out of 10
2 out of 10
2 out of 10

Lutheran
interest in helping to
promote racial
understanding

2 out of 10

Church of Christ
interest in influencing
the political structure
self-reported leadership
ability
self-reported intellectual
self-confidence
the difference between
middle income to low
income
None
attended high school at a
public magnet school
LDS (Mormon)
Seventh-day Adventist
Black/African-American
The difference from far
right moving toward
conservative
performed community
service as a part of class
Chicano/MexicanAmerican
Methodist
The difference from
conservative moving
toward middle-of-theroad
Jewish

2 out of 10

Continuous Learning (-),
Self-Awareness (-)
Exploration (-),
Emotional Resilience (-)
Interpersonal Engagement (+),
Global Mindset (+)
Interpersonal Engagement (-),
Global Mindset (-)

2 out of 10

Interpersonal Engagement (+),
Relationship Interest (+)
Interpersonal Engagement (-),
Global Mindset (-)
Global Mindset (+),
Relationship Interest (-)
Global Mindset (-),
Positive Regard (-)
Hardiness (+),
Emotional Resilience (+)

2 out of 10
1 out of 10

Hardiness (+),
Emotional Resilience (+)
Overall IES (-)

1 out of 10
1 out of 10
1 out of 10
1 out of 10

Exploration (+)
Interpersonal Engagement (+)
Interpersonal Engagement (+)
Global Mindset (-)

1 out of 10

Global Mindset (+)

1 out of 10

Relationship Interest (-)

1 out of 10
1 out of 10

Relationship Interest (+)
Relationship Interest (-)

1 out of 10
1 out of 10

Positive Regard (+)
Positive Regard (-)

2 out of 10

2 out of 10
2 out of 10

Table 5.1. Reorganized statistically significant independent variables by frequency.
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Table 5.1 also indicates that fourteen (14) of the forty-five (45) predictor variables play a
role in predicting over half of the statistically significant relationships. Of these 14 variables, one
(1) is a P (person) variable, nine (9) are S (skills) variable, one (1) is an A (attitudes) A variable
and three (3) are X (experiences) variables. This study demonstrates that the correlation between
the P, S, A, and X variables and the IES scores are statistically significant and many of these
same P, S, A, and X variables also contribute to the IES scores based on the multiple regression
analyses. The P, S, A, and X variables could be useful to an educator who is planning a study
abroad experience with students or developing an intercultural course. For example, knowing
that men have inverse relationships with the Overall IES score, Exploration, Interpersonal
Engagement, Hardiness and Positive Regard, an educator may want to ask the men traveling
abroad to write reflective journal entries about his interactions with the people they met while
studying abroad. That type of reflective writing may help develop Positive Regard, Interpersonal
Engagement and Exploration which should in turn develop Overall IES score.
Another way to view the data is through the lens of the hypothesis for this study. All four
of the trait variables (P, S, A, X) predicted IES scores with a 95% confidence level based on the
high T-ratios reported in the multiple regression analyses. Table 5.2 below aggregates all ten of
the multiple regression analyses (rows) and demonstrates how many of the P, S, A, and X
variables predicted IES scores at a statistically significant level. Only two multiple regression
analyses did not indicate a statistically significant relationship with P (person) variables.
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Table 5.2. Reorganized statistically significant dependent variables by precollege traits (P, S, A, X).

person P

skills S

attitudes A

experiences X

Totals

Overall IES Score

5

10

1

5

21

Continuous Learning

0

5

2

3

10

Self-Awareness

0

7

2

1

10

Exploration

1

8

1

5

15

Interpersonal Engagement

7

6

2

4

19

Global Mindset

4

6

3

4

17

Relationship Interest

4

6

2

3

15

Hardiness

3

6

1

3

13

Positive Regard

3

4

2

2

11

Emotional Resilience

2

8

1

3

14

Totals

29

66

17

33
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The range of predictor variables on dependent variables is ten (10) to twenty-one (21).
Table 5.2 illustrates the number of precollege traits (P, S, A, X) that were statistically significant
for each dependent variables from the IES. The totals from each row and each column
demonstrate the frequency of each variable on the other. Of the precollege traits that appear most
frequently, S variables or skills make up 45.5% of all the predictor variables. These results could
be skewed since the S (skills) variables were not observed by the researcher, rather they were
self-reported by the participants. The least pervasive precollege trait across all the multiple
regressions was the A variables or attitudes. This may due to the lack of questions on the CIRP
TFS that reflect respondents’ attitudes.
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Both Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 demonstrate the broad predictive quality of the
independent variables in this study on the dependent variables. These two tables provide
different ways to view the same results, but the findings are the same. The P, S, A, and X
variables clearly have statistically significant relationships with the Overall IES scores.
Some predictive relationships were unexpected, but they demonstrate how rich the data
were for this study. For example, six (6) Religious Preferences predicted Interpersonal
Engagement which logically makes sense, but, four (4) of the six (6) have an inverse relationship
with Interpersonal Engagement. Those with inverse relationships include Baptist, Roman
Catholic, Lutheran and Church of Christ. Those with a positive relationship include LDS
(Morman) and Seventh-Day Adventist. Another example of information gained by the multiple
regression analysis is that low socio-economic status has a positive relationship on Hardiness and
Emotional Resilience. Table 5.1 demonstrates these and many other cases that could be used as a
general guide for educators.
Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
The last research question (Do the data identify clusters of students based on
demographics, skills, attitudes and experiences?) was answered by the hierarchical cluster
analysis. The cluster analysis can be used to identify groups based on the variables identified in
the study. This information may be valuable to educators who would like to identify groups of
students who need different levels of intercultural training. The hierarchical cluster analysis
performed for this study indicates that among the independent variables and Overall IES Sore,
Sex had no statistical significance as a determining factor, but Native Language and Parental
Income both had a statistical significance.
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The large sample size offered enough participants in each cell for both Native Language
and Parental Income to meet the threshold for the analysis. Because the cluster analysis
identified a statistically significant relationship for Native Language and Parental Income, further
analysis was conducted to investigate potential common characteristics that would define Native
Language and Parental Income. Since the students are first-year students at a university in Texas,
it is not surprising that Native Language would result in different clusters because the
participants whose native language is not English might exhibit more intercultural competence
since they may be coming to Texas from a different cultural background than those who speak
English. The Parental Income cluster is also significant because the multiple regression analysis
also demonstrates a positive relationship with students coming lower income households with
hardiness and emotional resilience.
Interestingly, Sex did not have a statistical significant chi-square in the cluster analysis
which reinforces the lack of a relationship in the existing literature between intercultural
competence and sex; however, Sex (males not females) did predict Overall IES score in the
multiple regression analysis at a statistically significant level. According to the multiple
regression analyses, if a respondent is male, for every unit increase his Overall IES Score,
Exploration score, interpersonal engagement score, hardiness score, and positive regard score
would decrease, but for every unit increase his global mindset score would increase, holding all
other variables constant.
Logistic Regression Analysis
Logistic regressions use a variety of independent variables to test the impact on a binary
dependent variable such as Sex (male or female). While the research is not interested in
predicting Sex, the test was designed to see what variables impact the Sex variable so that
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inferences can be made about the independent variables. In this study, the dependent variables
tested included Sex, Native Language and Parental Income. Parental Income has 3 categories,
which meant running a multinomial logistic regression rather than a binomial logistic regression.
Ten (10) of the fifteen (15) most predictive independent variables from the multiple
regression also help predict the three identified dependent variables for logistic regression. They
include: DIVRATE2 (tolerance of others with different beliefs), RATE14 (self-reported risk
taking), ACT10 (felt overwhelmed in the past year), RATE08 (self-reported emotional health),
RATE13 (self-reported public speaking ability), DIVRATE5 (ability to work cooperatively with
diverse people), RATE16 (self-reported social self-confidence), GOAL17 (interest in keeping up
to date with political affairs), DIVRATE4 (ability to discuss and negotiate controversial issues),
and RATE07 (self-reported drive to achieve). Six (6) of these appear to have obvious
relationships with intercultural competence as defined by the IES constructs: tolerance of others
with different beliefs (Interpersonal Engagement and Positive Regard), self-reported risk taking
(Hardiness), felt overwhelmed in the past year (Emotional Resilience), self-reported emotional
health (Emotional Resilience), ability to work cooperatively with diverse people (Interpersonal
Engagement and Positive Regard) and self-reported social self-confidence (Self-Awareness).
However, four (4) independent variables that do not seem as obvious have a statistically
significant predictive impact across the board. They include: self-reported public speaking
ability, interest in keeping up to date with political affairs, ability to discuss and negotiate
controversial issues, and self-reported drive to achieve. By knowing some information about
students, educators in higher education can apply a better balance of challenge and support to
promote students’ development of intercultural competence through some strategically designed
curricular and co-curricular activities.
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Opportunities for Future Research
The most obvious future study would include testing the notion that this study’s
predictive variables do predict intercultural competence as suggested in this study. For example,
a study could compare groups including a control group who takes the IES as a pre-test/post-test
and a test group who are asked a series of the most predictive independent variables. A study like
that may shed light on whether or not this strategy would be effective.
Other studies might look at one of the dimensions of the IES. For instance, the Hardiness
dimension that includes Positive Regard and Emotional Resilience. This dimension had the
lowest number of correlated variables in the correlation study; however, Hardiness had thirteen
(13) predictive independent variables that emerged from the multiple regression analysis and
across all precollege traits of (P, S, A, X). Additionally, low household income also has some
predictive qualities on that dimension and sub-dimensions.
Other studies may want to dive deeper into the independent variables. For example, the
multiple regression analysis demonstrated that the variable POLIVIEW (political leanings)
predicted a number of dependent variables and GOAL17 (interest in keeping up to date with
political affairs) also played an important role across all the statistical tests. The CIRP TFC
includes nine (9) to twelve (12) political questions each year on their survey, but this study could
not use them because each year the questions are updated. This study included three (3) years of
data that aligned over the surveys. More nuance to explaining intercultural competence may be
answered by carefully studying political views on a battery of charged questions. A simple
solution to this would be to only use data from one year. Religious Preference would also make
another interesting study due to various positive and inverse relationships with the dependent
variables.
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Limitations
The first limitation of this study is the sample size itself. A large sample size may assist
with finding statistically significant relationships between variables simply because there are so
many observations that the analyses are more likely to yield relationships that would otherwise
go undetected. And, larger sample sizes result in a smaller standard error (Urdan, 2010). Because
this study is more likely to detect statistically significantly results due to the large sample size, it
is also more likely to have a Type I error, which involves rejecting the null hypothesis even
though it is correct.
Another potential limitation is that both instruments were administered at about the same
time, so the respondents could respond to both instruments with similar answers that would
impact the correlation between variables within the instruments. While it may be considered a
limitation, this research study was designed to test precollege traits, so there are only about 90
days to collect information between graduating from high school and before attending college.
Allowing students the time to have additional experiences and work on skills, may have a
different impact on the data. In fact, adding time between surveys may affect the internal validity
of the study because the students would have additional time to develop between the instruments.
Self-reported data serves as one of the major limitations for this study because it limits
the ability to independently verify the observations. In the case of this research, self-reported
data were supplied in both instruments. Some of the questions in both instruments asked
respondents to rate their ability to perform a task. Other questions were based on whether or not
respondents have had specific experiences. Regardless of the question type, self-reported data
could measure respondent perceptions rather than actual evidence. Some things to consider with
self-reported data include: selective memory, telescoping, attribution and exaggeration (Urdan,
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2010). Respondents may forget that events have happened, forget the timing of the experience,
confuse the outcomes of events or misrepresent the impact of the event or activity. All of these
may impact the data used in this study.
Finally, to understand the precollege traits of (P, S, A, X) the study relied on the CIRP
TFS which had a limited number of attitude questions. Those questions that were perfect for the
study were not consistent among the 2013, 2014 and 2015 CIRP TFS. For example, the CIRP
TFS questions in 2013 were not the same questions in 2014. Because this study investigated
students from across all three years rather than a single year, the questions were not used.
Conclusions and Implications
This study investigated the relationships between precollege traits of first-year students
and their intercultural competence. And, this study focused on demographic characteristics,
various self-reported skills possessed by the respondents, attitudes toward social and political
involvement, and past experiences. This study also studied clusters of individuals based on
individual demographic data using the dataset to determine if clusters naturally existed. Finally,
the study examined these clusters to discover predictive precollege traits that help define the
clusters. In each analysis, the data from this study found statistically significant relationships
between P, S, A, and X skills taken from the CIRP TFS and intercultural competence scores
taken from the IES.
The study used correlation analysis, multiple regression analyses, hierarchical cluster
analysis and logistic regression analyses to approach the investigation. The researcher
hypothesized that precollege traits would impact intercultural competency for incoming first-year
students with statistically significant results. The correlation analysis in this study yielded 12
statistically significant correlations between the dependent and independent variables at the p <
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0.05 level, 21 statistically significant relationships at the p < 0.01 level, and 249 statistically
significant relationships at the p < 0.0001 level. Therefore, the correlation analysis conducted for
this study indicated 282 statistically significant correlations out of 310 potential relationships.
The results from ten (10) multiple regression analyses also demonstrated many predictive
independent variables on all dimensions of the IES and the Overall IES score at statistically
significant levels. In fact, when aggregated, all of the IES scores produced 145 predictor
variables for one or more IES score across all ten (10) multiple regression tables. The range of
statistically significant predictor variables is 11 to 21. Table 5.3 demonstrates the total number of
predictor variables from each multiple regression analysis.
Score from IES
Overall IES Score

Total number of predictor variables (independent variables)
on the corresponding IES score
21

Continuous Learning

10

Self-Awareness

10

Exploration

15

Interpersonal Engagement

19

Global Mindset

17

Relationship Interest

15

Hardiness

13

Positive Regard

11

Emotional Resilience

14

TOTALS

145

144
Table 5.3. Totals of predictor variable from multiple regression analysis.

The multiple regression analysis also yielded 14 highly predictive variables that predict 82 of the
145 predictive relationships. All precollege traits as defined by the hypothesis are represented
among these 14 highly predictive variables. One (1) P variable, nine (9) S variables, one (1) A
variable, and three (3) X variables.
Ten of the 14 highly predictor or independent variables from the multiple regression
analysis also predicted demographics in the logistic regression analysis at statistically significant
levels. They include:


tolerance of others



self-reported risk taking



felt overwhelmed in the past year



self-reported emotional health



self-reported public speaking ability



ability to work cooperatively with diverse people



self-reported social self-confidence



interest in keeping up to date with political affairs



ability to discuss and negotiate controversial issues



self-reported drive to achieve

The logistic regression analysis narrows in on some specific variables that could help assist
educators when making decisions on programming for groups of people or establishing some
goals and developmental plans with individual students by providing the right amount of
challenge and support. Meeting the students where they are developmentally should result in
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better results for students so that they stay engaged, but sufficiently challenged, which should
spur learning and developmental growth.
All of the statistical analyses in this study have statistically significant findings that
demonstrate a relationship across all precollege traits (P, S, A, and X) and intercultural
competency, so the null hypothesis for this study was rejected while the hypothesis was
accepted. This model could be a helpful for educators to use when quickly trying to informally
assess the needs of individual students without spending resources to formally assess them. Staff
who administer the CIRP TFS on each campus could also use this information to inform
educators on campus about their students as an aggregate. Whether educators use the CIRP TFS
or use the 10-14 highly predictor variables from this study, they can better target appropriate
activities to students who most need them. With the rapid pace of including global learning
efforts in colleges and universities across the country, this would be a great tool for educators
who are looking for tools to educate students. In the end, this study offers educators a shortcut
based on research that will assist them in designing educational activities with an intentionality
to develop intercultural competence among students.
This research helps to fill a gap in the literature about precollege traits and the role they
play in intercultural competence prior to any intentional curricular or programming activities.
This should help educators in planning their classes and developing co-curricular activities. Not
only will it take some guess work out of what students need when they come to college, it will
help faculty and staff strategically target the needs of individual students. Essentially, this study
challenges educators to do activities that are needed rather than activities that have always been
done because they believe the students get something out of them, or to add a component to
existing programs to enhance their effectiveness. An intentional approach may help students
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develop intercultural competence at a different pace because the activity meets them where they
are rather than where the educator believes they are. This approach should help provide the
appropriate challenge and support for students.
Not only will this study aid educators in planning and implementing intentional activities
for students who are engaged in intercultural competence learning, but this study expands Astin’s
I-E-O assessment model that asks educators to keep in mind the precollege traits that students
bring with them prior to coming to college. Many studies have performed pre-test/post-test
designs to study intervention effectiveness, but no studies have defined those pre-intervention
traits that may impact how they score on a pre-test in such a situation. Using Astin’s model, this
study adds understanding of what precollege traits may look like and how they may impact
students’ development and learning.
Furthermore, this study provides a model for staff, faculty and staff of how to use
existing institutional data to learn more about the students at their institutions. By simply
applying theoretical models like Astin’s I-E-O assessment model to intercultural competence,
this study was able to find out some statistically significant information about first-year students.
Educators should be encouraged to ask questions about their students and look to the existing
data to see how they can find out more information that may help them be better educators on
their own campus within their own context. Too often, administrators collect survey data, but
only use it as a single instrument rather than a powerful tool to better understand the students
they serve. This study helps pave the way for more creative data use on campus.
Another distinctive difference of this model is the incorporation of constructivist theory
that allows students to make meaning of their experiences and ideas to build knowledge
regarding intercultural competence. The existing literature explains that knowledge, attitudes and
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skills all play a role in intercultural competence, but there is little clarification on how knowledge
should be measured. The approach of this study differs from other models that suggest that
students have gained knowledge from learning facts about other cultures through courses or
some other means. The approach of this study’s model focuses on students’ past experiences and
how they have made meaning of those experiences. This may also change the way educators
develop intentional strategies to promote intercultural knowledge and therefore intercultural
competence.
This study also demonstrates the interconnectedness of student development theory,
college impact and assessment theory and intercultural competence theory. These theories and
models are not disparate concepts. In fact, several scholars have discussed the connections
among them, but this study illuminates some empirical findings that join them together.
Finally, this study illustrates that intercultural competence is a multivariate construct that
cannot be determined by any one or any few variables. There are no silver bullets that one can
point to that will determine an individual’s intercultural competence. Instead, it is a collection of
personal traits that help someone become interculturally competent.
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Since the turn of the century, higher education organizations and educational policy
makers have urged U.S. colleges and universities to internationalize due to globalization
pressures of the twenty-first century. The desired outcome of these internationalization efforts is
intercultural competence. Decades of literature have provided a number of definitions and
models created to operationalize intercultural competence. Dozens of instruments have been
published to help provide some reliable constructs for intercultural competence. Many research
studies have produced a wealth of knowledge regarding programming and curricular activities
and their outcomes, but there is a significant gap in the literature about what students already
know prior to coming to college.
This study examines precollege traits to determine what kinds of skills, attitudes and
experiences among 2,919 first-year student participants of Texas Christian University over the
course of three years (2013, 2014 and 2015). Participants have taken the CIRP Freshman Survey
and the Intercultural Effectiveness Scale. Both instruments measure an array of demographic
information, self-reported skills and attitudes and a variety of experiences. This research used
correlation, multiple regression analysis, hierarchical cluster analysis and logistic regression
analysis to look at relationships between variables from both instruments and to determine some
predictor variables that can shed light on all dimensions of the IES as well as the overall IES
score.

This study found that many of the variables from the CIRP Freshman Survey not only
correlate to the IES constructs, but many of the predictor variables across all of the precollege
traits (person, skills, attitudes and experiences) impact the dependent variables from the IES. By
knowing some information about students, educators in higher education can better challenge
and support students’ development of intercultural competence through some strategically
designing curricular and co-curricular activities that appropriately meet the needs of a first-year
student. Students and educators can use the information in this study to be more intentional
learners in intercultural competence.

